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Foreword to the Second Edition
It has been two years since we released the first edition of this handbook. With nothing
like it previously published, we were tentative in our initial findings and made sure that
a disclaimer was prominently displayed to invite comments and criticisms. While we
still welcome comments (to jardron pacmara.org), the intervening two years have
made us perhaps a little bolder. Much of what was written has demonstrated its
pertinence in practice, and moreover, no one has written to dispute the suggestions of
our original 25 authors and three editors, except for some technical corrections.
However, that is not to say that the first edition was beyond criticism! The comments we
received generally pointed out issues that were not addressed in the first edition; i.e.,
gaps rather than errors. Therefore, we have added seven text boxes to augment the first
edition, discussing such relevant issues as dealing with differently sized planning units
(trickier than previously assumed) and detecting edge effects.
I would like to acknowledge in particular the British Columbia Marine Conservation
Analysis (www.BCMCA.ca) for sharing their insights, questions, and lessons learned at
a workshop that PacMARA and BCMCA co‐hosted last year in Vancouver, Canada.
Special thanks go out to Dave Nicolson and Karin Bodtker of the BCMCA, who
respectively wrote the 2009 workshop report and many of the text boxes to this revised
edition that ensued. (That workshop report contains many additional discussions and
possible solutions to issues that arose, and provides good food for thought for all users.
It is available on the PacMARA Marxan Resources and Training wikisite:
http://www.pacmara.org/tikiwiki.) Thanks also to Natalie Ban for her additional
insights. As always, it is hard‐earned practical experience that is the most valuable!
In addition to the BCMCA contribution, thanks go out to George Wilhere who
contributed two text boxes concerning the setting of targets and penalties.
I would like to thank Heather Coleman of PacMARA who has been responsible for the
many small corrections as well as the larger additions that have made this second
edition one revision closer to comprehensive good practices.
While some gaps have now been filled, others still remain. A large gap that we have
decided to leave open for now is regarding good practices in the use of Marxan with
Zones. It was felt that the tool is still too new, with too few practical applications, to yet
be able to discern good practices. To that end, we once again reach out to you, dear
readers, to send us your experiences unique to Marxan with Zones, as well as any other
insights you might wish to share about the use of Marxan generally. As these
intervening two years have demonstrated, there are still a lot of issues lurking about
needing better attention.

Jeff Ardron, Washington, D.C., 13‐June‐2010
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Foreword to the First Edition
When learning to apply a new tool or new approach, it is inevitable that mistakes will be
made and hard lessons learned. Such was the situation about ten years ago when
Marxan was still in its infancy and systematic conservation planning was a good idea,
but rarely followed. Since then, the experiences have been piling up... A few years ago, I
began to see repeating patterns. Many of us were tackling the same issues, learning by
doing, over and over again. The time had come to begin learning from one another,
what works and what does not, and to develop preferred approaches –good practices.
In the fall of 2006, the Pacific Marine Analysis and Research Association (PacMARA)
began to research good practices in the use of Marxan. Beginning with an on‐line
questionnaire (led by Natalie Ban, see Appendix 1: Results of Marxan User Survey), Marxan
users could express what they saw as its strengths and weaknesses, as well as areas
where they would have liked further guidance. One result was a clear need for better
materials to get users started; this led to the re‐writing of the Marxan manual (a
collaboration between PacMARA and the University of Queensland), which was
released in February 2008. The questionnaire results also highlighted other issues
requiring consideration. To delve into these, PacMARA organized two back‐to‐back
workshops in Vancouver, Canada, in April 2007. The first two days included about 120
international participants discussing the proper use of tools like Marxan in conservation
planning. 1 The second two days involved 30 experts who split up into sub‐groups
discussing particular topics, sharing good practices and drafting chapter outlines.
One year later, through the collective efforts of 25 authors and three editors, after many
edits and internal reviews, the handbook is now ready for your thoughts. Between now
and December 2008, we invite comments, praise and criticisms, with the aim of
publishing a final version in 2009. In the meantime, we hope this review‐version will
still be helpful in providing guidance leading to more robust and defensible results.
This handbook is a result of the hard work, reviews and revisions of its authors,
particularly the chapter leads. My co‐editors, Hugh Possingham and Carissa Klein,
spent long hours sifting through hundreds of pages of manuscripts in various forms of
completion, offering valuable insights and suggestions. With authors spread out across
the globe, Carissa also had the joyless logistical task of coordinating their submissions,
comments, and (re‐)revisions. PacMARA provided unwavering administrative support,
especially Kyira Korrigan and Michele Patterson. The Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation provided the oh‐so‐necessary funding. Thank you all.

Jeff Ardron, Rügen, Germany, 12‐May‐2008
Results from the first two days are summarised in a workshop report that can be downloaded
from www.pacmara.org
1
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ABSTRACT
Marxan is software that delivers decision support for reserve system design. Marxan was
initially designed to solve a particular class of reserve design problems known as the minimum
set problem (see Box 1.1) where the goal is to achieve some minimum representation of
biodiversity features for the smallest possible cost. Marxan helps users to determine the possible
contribution of individual areas and whole networks towards meeting their objectives. Users may
use Marxan to explore and propose possible network configurations, to facilitate collaborative
network design, or to guide their own land acquisition / marine zoning. Marxan is not designed
to act as a stand‐alone reserve design solution. Its effectiveness is dependent upon the
involvement of people, the adoption of sound ecological principles, the establishment of
scientifically defensible conservation goals and targets and the construction of spatial datasets.
Marxan should be used as part of a systematic conservation planning process (outlined in this
chapter) and in collaboration with other forms of knowledge. These other forms of knowledge are
essential to the refinement of Marxan inputs, the interpretation of Marxan outcomes and the
precise placement of final reserve boundaries. Because it seeks spatially efficient solutions, based
on a defined problem, Marxan represents a significant step forward from earlier approaches of
scoring sites. Nonetheless, there is a significant amount of uncertainty in selecting sites, which is
but one aspect of systematic conservation planning, the final step of which is monitoring to
evaluate whether the sites make meaningful contributions to the network.
1.1 OVERVIEW OF SYSTEMATIC CONSERVATION PLANNING
1.1.1 What is systematic conservation planning?

World‐leading conservation planning processes, both marine and terrestrial, are
employing an approach known as systematic conservation planning (Pressey et al. 1993,
Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Davey 1998, Pressey 1999, Margules and Pressey 2000,
Groves 2003, Noss 2003, Leslie 2005). Systematic conservation planning focuses on
locating, designing and managing protected areas that comprehensively represent the
biodiversity of each region (Mace et al. 2006). This approach to planning involves
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proceeding through a transparent process of selecting and designing a system of
protected areas that function together to meet clear region‐wide conservation goals.
Systematic protected areas planning is a means toward ensuring the integrity of the
broader ecosystem by meeting big‐picture, regional‐scale goals while allowing local
needs and conditions to influence the management and governance of each individual
site in aspects such as size, shape, use, zoning, and regulation, as appropriate (Smith et
al. 2006).
Systematic conservation planning is a departure from ad‐hoc, site‐by‐site approaches
that have been used to select protected areas in the past. An ad‐hoc approach is one in
which site selection is driven by conservation urgency, affinity, scenery and ease of
designation, often avoiding areas that are politically or economically costly. Most areas
now thought of as protected areas for “conservation” were not chosen to meet specific
biodiversity objectives (Possingham et al. 2000). Many existing protected areas were
selected because they are favoured vacation spots, or located in places that are
unsuitable for other purposes such as agriculture or urban development (Pressey et al.
1993). Other areas have been selected to protect a few charismatic flagship or umbrella
species (Simberloff 1998) without any guarantee that they will adequately conserve
regional biota. This approach has resulted in a legacy of fragmented collections of sites
in which some habitats or ecosystems, like the “rock and ice” of high mountain areas,
are overrepresented, while others, such as low‐lying fertile plains, are rarely conserved
(Pressey et al. 1993, Soulé and Terborgh 1999).
1.1.2 Eight stages of systematic conservation planning 2

Systematic conservation planning involves eight key stages.
1. Identify and involve stakeholders. Effective conservation planning requires the
involvement of stakeholders from the onset of the planning process. Engaging
stakeholders encourages information exchange, enables collaborative decision‐
making, fosters buy‐in by increasing stakeholders’ understanding of decisions made,
and increases the accountability of those leading the planning process. Potential
stakeholders include levels of government, industry, traditional owners, land
holders and concerned community members.
2. Identify goals and objectives. The definition of clear goals and objectives for a
comprehensive network distinguishes systematic conservation planning from other
approaches. Conservation goals articulate priorities for the protection and
restoration of biodiversity, whereas socio‐economic goals seek to protect and
enhance the social and economic interests of the region and the people living in
it. For example, the establishment of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, Australia

This list of steps was developed from a number of sources: Department of Conservation and
Ministry of Fisheries (New Zealand) 2005; Mace et al. 2006; Margules and Pressey 2000; Pressey
2005; Smith et al. 2006; Tear et al. 2005; WCPA/IUCN 2007.
2
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involved a balance between protecting the ecological integrity of the park while
minimising the cost to industries, such as fisheries and tourism, which are
dependant on the reef.
3. Compile Data. In order to design a network that embodies these goals and objectives
it is necessary to understand and map the conservation features (features to be
conserved in the network). In addition it may be useful to map human uses, threats
and land tenure. Assembling the best available ecological, socio‐economic and
cultural data will require evaluating existing data, identifying gaps, and may involve
the collection of new data to fill these gaps. Conservation features may be areas of
importance to certain species, classifications that describe the different habitat types
of a region, or physical proxies for the distribution of biodiversity; maps of human
uses may depict places of high value for fishing, mining or forestry; threats may
include highly developed areas or point sources of pollution; and tenure could
include lands held in fee‐simple (free‐hold), licences (leasehold) and claims for
resource extraction, and traditional ownership or stewardship by indigenous people.
4. Establish conservation targets and design principles. Conservation targets specify
how much of each conservation feature (such as species and habitat types) to protect
within the network. Design principles exert influence over the geographic
configuration of the network, addressing factors such as size, shape, number and
connectivity of sites, with the goal of ensuring persistence and ecological integrity in
a truly cohesive network. Conservation targets may be statements such as “protect
20% of each bioregion” or “at least 10 turtle nesting sites;” design principles may
include “design a network with sites no smaller than 20 km2,” “select between 7 and
12 sites,” or “keep the edge to area ratio of the network low.”
5. Review existing protected areas and identify network gaps. Most protected area
networks do not begin with a “blank slate.” Typically, there will be existing
protected areas to build on. Once features are mapped and targets set, it becomes
possible to review existing protected areas to determine the extent to which they
already encompass conservation features, meet conservation targets, and provide
meaningful protection toward network goals. In some cases, existing protected areas
can contribute to goals and targets with enhanced management.
6. Select new protected areas. This step addresses the task of filling in the gaps
identified in the previous step. Alternative designs are generated for complete
network configurations, laying out options for a cohesive network that meets
conservation targets and the design criteria. From the range of possible network
configurations, new sites will be selected for protection. It is in this step that
decision‐support tools like Marxan are most helpful.
7. Implement conservation action. The implementation of conservation measures
involves decisions on fine‐scale boundaries, appropriate management measures, and
other site‐specific considerations. In cases where all sites in the network cannot be
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protected at once it may be necessary to implement interim protection and set
priorities for sequencing of implementation.
8. Maintain and monitor the protected area network. Once a network is in place, the
original goals and objectives will inform management and monitoring necessary
to evaluate whether management is effectively preserving ecological integrity, and
whether the site makes a meaningful contribution to the network.
1.1.3 Why use a systematic approach?

Systematic conservation planning is widely considered “good practice” because it
facilitates a transparent, inclusive and defensible planning process. In addition it
embodies fundamental planning principles: comprehensiveness, efficiency, spatial
arrangement, flexibility, complementarily and selection frequency (see Chapter 3: Key
Concepts, for discussion of each of these principles).
Transparency refers to how well people understand the decision‐making procedures
and output products. A well‐defined process with clear goals and objectives allows
stakeholders to participate in the planning process knowing the criteria and “rules of the
game.” Systematic conservation planning requires clear choices about the values and
features we want to protect and the goals we set for their protection. Setting clear goals
forces planners to be open and specific, which may be important for stakeholders who
will be affected by conservation decisions. Once clear goals, objectives, and design
criteria are established and agreed, sites can be selected in a fair, logical and transparent
way using explicit and consistently applied methods supplemented by pragmatic
judgment and consultation. Highly transparent planning processes tend to increase the
accountability and credibility of decision‐making.
Inclusive planning processes better reflect the concerns of citizens and help to reduce
conflicts between interests. This, in turn, results in stronger, more widely accepted
decisions. In addition, inclusive processes ensure stakeholders are involved in the
decisions that affect them directly. Finally, the relationships established through
inclusive planning processes often contribute to ownership amongst the groups
involved. Systematic planning processes support the incorporation of input, information
and values from a wide variety of interested stakeholders (see Chapter 10: Using Marxan
in Multi‐Stakeholder Planning Processes).
The defensibility of the planning process and its results is supported by the ability to
report on how much of a particular ecological or cultural feature has been protected in a
particular network design option and to document reserve design characteristics
(perimeter, area, number of patches, compactness). Once the objectives are set it is then
good practice to transparently report on how well a reserve network achieves those
objectives. One of the most significant benefits of a systematic approach to conservation
planning is its ability to explicitly consider how well a particular configuration
meets conservation and socio‐economic objectives and reserve design criteria.
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Systematic conservation planning can become complex when there are multiple
objectives and design criteria. To help address this challenge, specialised methodologies
and tools have been developed (Evans et al. 2004, Pattison et al. 2004, and Margules and
Sarkar 2007 provide reviews of such tools). Marxan has become the most widely used of
these decision‐support tools for network design.
1.2 WHERE MARXAN FITS INTO SYSTEMATIC CONSERVATION PLANNING
Marxan can be used for a variety of purposes at a variety of stages in the systematic
conservation planning process (see Section 1.1.2 ‐ Eight stages of systematic conservation
planning). Marxan was designed primarily to help inform stage 6, the selection of new
conservation areas. Marxan identifies sets of areas that meet conservation targets for
minimal “cost.” It also helps users evaluate how well each option meets conservation
and socio‐economic objectives, thereby facilitating the exploration of trade‐offs. Marxan
can also be used to highlight those places that occur in a large number of solutions,
which can help set priorities for conservation action. Marxan has also been used in stage
5 of the systematic conservation planning process to measure the achievement of targets
in existing conservation areas (Stewart et al. 2003). In stage 7, implementation, Marxan
can be used to help prioritise conservation measures, and to develop
management/zoning plans for selected sites.
It is important to understand that the appropriate role for Marxan, as with other decision
support software, is to support decision‐making. Marxan will not produce a final reserves
network and computer‐generated options will inevitably be fine‐tuned to yield a final
plan that considers the full range of political, socio‐economic and practical factors.

Box 1.1: Minimum set reserve design problem
Marxan was developed to solve the minimum set reserve design problem: “What is the
minimum number of sites, or minimum total area, necessary to represent all species?” In
operations research, this problem is known as the set covering problem and solutions are
found using integer programming (IP), a well‐known class of mathematical optimisation
model from operations research (Possingham et al. 1993).
Such models are termed integer programs because “yes” or “no” decisions – in this case,
whether to select a site or not – are represented by 1 and 0. Solutions to IP problems can
be found using commercially available programming software that can be run on
personal computers. Integer programming had actually been applied to reserve selection
several years earlier with the “integer goal program” model of Cocks and Baird (1989),
but it was the minimum reserve set IP that firmly established the link between reserve
selection and operations research. (Williams et al. 2004).
The other broad class of reserve network design problem is called a maximum coverage
problem which attempts to maximise the biodiversity benefit of a reserve network for a
fixed total cost (Possingham et al. 2006).
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1.3 WHAT IS MARXAN?
Marxan is software that delivers decision support for reserve system design. Marxan
was initially designed to solve a particular class of reserve design problem known as the
minimum set problem (see Box 1.1), where the goal is to achieve some minimum
representation of biodiversity features for the smallest possible cost (McDonnell et al.
2002). In these problems the objective is to minimise costs and biodiversity enters as a
constraint (Possingham et al. 2000). Marxan minimises the cost (see Chapter 6: Addressing
Socioeconomic Objectives for discussion of “cost”) while meeting user‐defined biodiversity
targets (Ball and Possingham 2000, Possingham et al. 2000). One possible biodiversity
target could be to ensure at least 30% of every vegetation type is represented in a
protected area network. In this case, a planner might ideally prefer to minimise the total
monetary cost required for purchasing and managing land that meets this constraint.
Where information on cost is not available, reserve area can be used as a surrogate for
cost, based on the assumption that the larger the reserve size the more costly it will be to
implement and manage, although this is not always the case. Cost can also be set to any
other relative social, economic or ecological measure.

Box 1.2: Marxan, is it an algorithm, decision support tool, software, or a model?
Marxan is software used to support decisions. It is not a model, in that it is not
attempting to mimic ecosystems or some of their processes. The optimisation algorithm
within Marxan attempts to find good systems of sites through simulated annealing (see
Marxan User Manual), whereby different sets of potential conservation areas are
compared with user‐defined targets and costs, and the set of areas that achieves its
objective most efficiently is determined.

The number of possible solutions from a Marxan analysis is vast (for 200 planning units
there are 2200 ~ 1.6 x 1060 possible reserve networks) and because the problem is too
complex for the human mind, computer algorithms have been developed. An algorithm
is a process or set of rules used for problem solving. Two general types of reserve design
tools have been devised to efficiently solve reserve design problems: exact algorithms
and heuristic (non‐exact) algorithms. Exact algorithms, such as integer linear programs
(ILP) (see Box 1.1), are primarily designed to find a single optimal solution, whereas
heuristics provide a number of good, near‐optimal solutions. Because most reserve
design problems consider a large number of sites and features, it is difficult, and often
impossible, to find an optimal solution in a reasonable amount of time using an exact
algorithm (Possingham et al. 2000, Cabeza 2003). Currently, heuristics are preferred over
exact algorithms because they provide timely solutions to complex reserve design
problems, and they offer a range of near‐optimal solutions for planners and stakeholders
to consider (Possingham et al. 2000, McDonnell et al. 2002, Cabeza 2003). Marxan finds a
range of ʺgoodʺ solutions using simulated annealing (see Box 3.2). The user can also
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invoke a variety of less sophisticated, but often faster, heuristic algorithms (see Chapter 4:
Addressing Ecological Objectives through the Setting of Targets).

Box 1.3: Brief History of Marxan
The Marxan software is primarily a product of Ian Ballʹs PhD thesis (Ball 2000) that was
supervised by and funded through Professor Hugh Possingham while both were at the
University of Adelaide. Marxan was built on the reserve design software SPEXAN. An
early version of SPEXAN was the site selection algorithm used within the Environment
Australia planning software, REST. Both Marxan and SPEXAN are basic extensions of a
FORTRAN77 program SIMAN, which contained the main concepts but not in a fashion
that was easy for non‐experts to use. Marxan represents an upgrade of SPEXAN
developed under a small contract to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority. New
versions of Marxan continue to be developed at The Ecology Centre, University of
Queensland with partial support from a variety of sources.

One of the most useful outputs from the decision support software is the selection
frequency output. This output shows how often each planning unit is in one of the good
networks – i.e., those networks that solve the problem very well. Assuming all is
running as it should, planning units that are selected more than 50% of the time can be
thought of as being important for efficiently meeting biodiversity goals. Sites that are
rarely selected can be ignored. This concept is inspired by, but different from, Pressey
and Ferrier’s notion of irreplaceability (Pressey et al. 1994).
While Marxan was originally designed to ensure species and ecosystem representation
in biodiversity conservation planning, and has primarily been applied to that field, it has
proven applicable to a broad range of planning challenges rooted in a spatially‐explicit
minimum set design problem. In the field of coastal and marine natural resource
management, Marxan has been employed to support multiple‐use zoning plans (e.g.,
Fernandes et al. 2005). Marxan has been used to account for multiple objectives in a
single planning process, balancing goals of fisheries, transportation and conservation.
Chan et al. (2006) used Marxan to optimise a measure of ecosystem services as well as
biodiversity. Ban et al. (2008) used Marxan to determine a network of fishing sites
needed to sustain the industry (with the remaining sites left open for protection).
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Box 1.4: Moving Beyond Scoring
The first quantitative methods for systematically identifying “good” reserve sites were
developed in the mid 1970s and used numerical scoring to rank candidate sites in terms
of multiple criteria such as species richness, rarity, naturalness, and size (Smith and
Theberge 1986). Many organisations continue to use this approach today. Using scoring,
an appropriate subset of reserve sites – usually those with the highest scores – is
recommended. This approach often requires an unreasonably large number of sites to
represent all species or other features, because the top‐ranked sites frequently contain
similar sets of species while missing others; one might need to go far down the ranked
list of sites before all species are represented (Williams et al. 2004). In contrast to scoring
systems, Marxan allows users to ask the question: What is the minimum number of sites
needed to represent all conservation targets? Because scoring systems are not designed
to solve a well defined problem, ignore the vast literature on mathematical
programming, and struggle to deal with complementarity (see Section 3.5 ‐
Complementarity) or spatial design criteria, we urge reserve network designers to ignore
them.
1.4 GLOBAL USE OF MARXAN
Marxan was initially created as a modification of SPEXAN for use by the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority, and has since been used by other protected area authorities
and government agencies to design and prioritise their conservation networks. Since the
release of Marxan in 1999, the use and application of the tool has grown exponentially.
Currently, there are over 1500 Marxan users from over 80 countries. A recent survey of
77 Marxan users (see Appendix 1: Results of Marxan User Survey) indicates that Marxan
has been used primarily in terrestrial (68%) versus marine (51%) and freshwater (22%)
applications. The survey results also report that most Marxan projects were conducted at
a regional scale (74%), with fewer at national (21%), international (16%) or local (13%)
scales. 3
Many non‐governmental organisations (NGOs) with a focus on biodiversity
conservation have turned to Marxan as a tool for evaluating representation and
comprehensiveness. Marxan enables users to determine the contribution of individual
areas and whole networks towards their objectives of ensuring sound management is
extended to the full suite of biological and ecological resources. Users may use Marxan
to explore and propose possible network configurations, to facilitate collaborative
network design, or to guide their own land acquisition.
Ecoregional Assessments spearheaded by NGOs have led to advancement in efforts to
ensure conservation of biodiversity. In many cases, governments and private land

Note that percentages will add up to over 100% because respondents were able to tick more
than one box.
3
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managers have responded to the priorities identified through a Marxan process and
extended their management activities to include Marxan portfolio designs. Increasingly,
Marxan is now also being used independently by governmental bodies and their
contractors.
The text boxes that follow demonstrate three examples of the use of Marxan. Others can
be found through the Marxan web site: http://www.ecology.uq.edu.au/marxan.htm.

Box 1.5: Use of Marxan for planning MPAs in the Channel Islands National Marine
Sanctuary
By Satie Airamé, Marine Science Institute, University of California, Santa Barbara
An intensive, systematic planning process in the marine area around Californiaʹs
northern Channel Islands culminated in April 2003 with the establishment of a network
of ten fully protected marine reserves and two marine conservation areas that allow
limited fishing. The involvement in the planning process of state and federal
agencies, scientific and stakeholder advisory panels, and decision support tools
including Marxan, facilitated a rigorous, flexible and repeatable process.
Conservation features were developed jointly by scientists and stakeholders
and included a portion of marine habitats (such as kelp forests, seagrass beds, rocky
reefs, and sandy bottom habitats), as well as breeding grounds for seabirds and haulouts
for marine mammals in each of two major biogeographic zones. The scientists
recommended setting aside at least 30 to 50 percent of each conservation feature in order
to achieve the goals of biodiversity protection and sustainable fisheries.
An early version of Marxan was used to identify five representative alternative
configurations that met conservation targets. By refining these outputs based on the
ecological guidelines developed by the science advisory panel and their own knowledge
of the area, the stakeholders created alternative network designs that minimised impacts
on resource users. The selection frequency surface, generated by overlaying the top 100
Marxan solutions, was particularly useful for advancing discussions about where to
establish protected areas. A computer planning tool called the Channel Islands Spatial
Support and Analysis Tool (CI‐SSAT) supported this process by helping stakeholders to
view data and evaluate potential sites. Ultimately, the stakeholders were unable to come
to consensus on a single preferred alternative, requiring state and federal agency staff to
develop a compromise between the two network designs favoured by stakeholders.
Many of the planning units that were selected in the majority of Marxan solutions were
included in the final network of marine protected areas.
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Box 1.6: Use of Marxan
The Nature Conservancy (TNC), the world’s largest biodiversity conservation
organisation (www.nature.org), has been designing and implementing Ecoregional
Assessments in terrestrial, freshwater and marine ecosystems for over 10 years. The
objective of conducting an Assessment is to characterise the biodiversity and human
footprint in regions where the Conservancy is engaged in an effort to help guide
strategic conservation action. TNC has completed more than 80 Assessments globally in
collaboration with hundreds of local and regional partners.
Marxan is a commonly used decision support tool within the Assessment process for
assisting in the identification of regional, place‐based priorities. TNC uses Marxan
primarily to sift through large ecoregional databases to design alternative site selection
scenarios that are then used at peer review and expert workshops. Marxan is not used to
find “the answer” to where conservation action should be taken, but to present these
alternatives to multiple stakeholders across management sectors. As part of a larger
decision support system, the spatially‐explicit nature of Marxan and its representative
goal‐setting parameters allow the Conservancy to analyse large land and seascapes in an
objective, transparent and repeatable fashion.
Both the Conservancy and World Wildlife Fund (WWF) have formed a collaboration to
implement common methods for regional planning, and have agreed to employ tools
that help design ecoregional conservation portfolios. Marxan is a commonly used tool in
both organisations’ conservation planning toolboxes in order to execute the principles of
efficiency, representation, irreplaceability and functionality.
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Box 1.7: Use of Marxan in rezoning the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
In 2001 the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) initiated the
Representative Areas Program (RAP), a rezoning of the Park with the primary goal of
better protecting biodiversity through the implementation of “representative” examples
of 70 bioregions within no‐take Green Zones. A representation target of 20%, among
other biophysical operating principles, was recommended by a scientific advisory
committee. Informed also by social, economic, cultural and management principles such
as the guidance to, as far as possible, minimise impacts on current users, distribute
impacts equitably, and create reserve networks that are practical for users and
managers, the site selection problem faced by planners became complex and
computationally large in a planning area of more than 16 000 planning units.
The approach taken to identify options for no‐take area networks used a combination of
expert opinion, stakeholder involvement and analytical approaches. Modifications to
SPEXAN commissioned by GBRMPA and carried out by Ian Ball and Hugh Possingham
gave rise to Marxan, and the program was used to support the design of a series of draft
zoning plans that were ultimately revised and refined through an iterative process of
expert input, public consultation and post‐hoc analysis of the Marxan outputs. Early in
the process GBRMPA learned that planning without an explicit socio‐economic cost
layer meant that Marxan was indecisive – that is a vast number of reserve networks
were almost equally good.
Planners involved in the process have identified the use of Marxan as one of the factors
that made the outcomes of the RAP more explicit, transparent and acceptable to all
stakeholders, including scientists. Marxan helped facilitate a systematic approach
supported, but not controlled, by science (Fernandes et al. 2005).
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ABSTRACT
Before embarking on a journey with Marxan one needs to define the problem at hand. Marxan is
best known for its ability to solve the minimum set reserve design problem: “What is the optimal
selection of planning units to meet our objectives for a minimum cost?” (see Box 1.1). Its use
assumes that there are too many considerations for the solution to be readily obvious. Marxan
allows for the transparent use of targets and other parameters, and solves this problem in an
efficient manner using an optimisation technique called “simulated annealing.” Its success, as
measured by the implementation of a conservation plan that resembles a Marxan output, depends
on the support of stakeholders in this wider planning process. There are ecological and social
issues that Marxan cannot address, however, and other tools and/or approaches could be used in
tandem. Often very different costs (constraints) have to be considered together, and putting these
into a single cost function can be difficult and must be done with care.

2.1 WHY USE MARXAN?
2.1.1 Questions Marxan can help answer

Marxan was created to help determine how to design a reserve network that achieves
conservation objectives for the minimum “cost” as defined by the user – often socio‐
economic. Marxan allows the user to vary many aspects of the problem: the number and
types of conservation features included in the analysis, a target for each conservation
feature, how important it is to meet targets for these conservation features, the status of
planning units and the cost of each site that could be in the reserve network. The
evaluation of multiple scenarios is one of its major strengths.
In the context of systematic conservation planning, key questions that Marxan can help
answer include:
•

Where are the current gaps in our existing reserve network?

•

How efficient is the existing reserve network, or a proposed network, at meeting
conservation objectives?
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•

What are the priorities and options for filling these gaps? For example, the selection
frequency output conveys information about frequently selected sites, which
normally would be a priority for conservation.

•

How much more area is needed to conserve to achieve the conservation objectives
and where are these areas located?

•

How comprehensive is the network in relation to the conservation targets?

•

What is the socio‐economic cost of meeting different conservation targets, or in other
words, how efficient is the reserve network?

•

How will trade‐offs between socio‐economic and conservation targets impact
different stakeholder groups (e.g., fishers, foresters, farmers)?

•

Where will the focus of conservation effort be located in a particular region/tenure?

•

How should zoning proceed to maximise conservation for minimum socio‐economic
impact?

While the core functionality of Marxan is directly relevant to systematic conservation
planning, the tool has also been applied in the following contexts:
•

prioritising areas for land acquisition by trusts and conservancies;

•

critiquing an existing proposal or existing reserve network;

•

providing a means for diverse stakeholder groups to develop proposals that
represent their own interests at a planning table;

•

investigating the scope and scale of possible designs for effective broad‐scale
networks in advance of multi‐stakeholder planning processes;

•

determining where to focus conservation efforts and further research;

•

as “proof of concept,” to demonstrate the feasibility of a systematic approach to
conservation planning; and,

•

as a research tool to investigate conservation planning questions from an applied
and theoretical perspective.

2.1.2 Questions Marxan cannot answer

It is tempting to think that once Marxan is employed, it will solve all of our problems.
Marxan will not tell you how to set conservation objectives, engage the appropriate
stakeholders, or whether its input data are reliable. The definition of the problem,
establishment of objectives and targets and data quality control are all part of the wider
planning process and occur outside of Marxan (see Chapter 1: Introduction).
Marxan does not:
•

model the persistence of species or ecological and evolutionary processes;
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•

determine what and how much of a conservation feature to represent or to protect
(the user must define these objectives);

•

recommend management designations or determine the level of protection a site
requires;

•

determine ecological irreplaceability. Marxan calculates the selection frequency of a
site (see Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust Analysis) or in other words, how frequently a site
is selected within the different good solutions that Marxan finds;

•

deliver a single optimal solution. Marxan determines multiple “near optimal”
solutions;

•

ensure species viability or sustainability;

•

categorise data into biophysical units, e.g., different marine habitats;

•

tell the user how to integrate “costs” with different “currencies.” While Marxan can
include costs with different currencies, all of these costs must be integrated into a
single cost surface layer before Marxan is used (see Chapter 6: Addressing
Socioeconomic Objectives). The integration of this information is not straightforward
and requires much thought and sometimes sophisticated socio‐economic methods;
and,

•

manage data. Data acquisition, quality assurance, data preparation, and data
management are the responsibility of the user.

Box 2.1: Using other tools in conjunction with Marxan
Population viability analysis (PVA) can be used in conjunction with reserve selection
algorithms to produce reserves that are more biologically adequate (Noss et al. 2002,
Carroll et al. 2003). For example, Noss et al. (2002) combined PVA models created using
PATCH (program to assist in tracking critical habitat) with reserve design software in
their multicriteria assessment of sites in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. PATCH
projects temporal changes in populations of terrestrial vertebrate species using habitat
maps for an individual population, specifications for habitat use (such as territory size),
vital rates (survival and reproduction) and descriptions of a speciesʹ movement ability
(USEPA 2004). Other ecosystem models like Ecospace (Walters et al. 1999) could be used
to test the ecosystem‐level consequences of a particular Marxan reserve network.
2.2 ADVANTAGES OF USING MARXAN
Marxan is the most widely used systematic conservation planning tool in the world and
is based on a well‐defined problem (see Box 1.1). Given that the spatial data exist,
Marxan can be used to help solve any spatial allocation problem (e.g., where to fish, cut
trees, grow food, conserve species). Marxan can support broad, multi‐objective decision‐
making and has the computational capacity to solve complex reserve design problems
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involving large amounts of data in a timely manner. One of the most significant benefits
of Marxan is its ability to generate reserve configurations that meet stated conservation
targets and in doing so find multiple near optimal solutions to these problems.
Using Marxan enhances the rigor, transparency and repeatability of processes that are
inherently complex and potentially subjective. It enables the production of spatially
efficient reserve network options that meet explicit representation and economic targets;
e.g., 30% no take area. It ensures targets for conservation features are met for a
minimum “cost” – be that monetary, area, or other socio‐economic factors defined by the
user.
Marxan provides a flexible environment in which to design protected areas. Marxan can
consider simultaneously a broad set of conservation targets at multiple levels of
biological organisation from bioregions to species to genotypes. It is also amenable to
non‐biological spatial data (e.g., economic, traditional and expert knowledge). Users can
experiment with different conservation and management options (e.g., include existing
protected areas or exclude private land). Marxan accounts for spatial contiguity and
incorporates spatial considerations into the reserve design process (e.g., compactness,
minimum patch size, separation distance).
Within Marxan, targets for conservation features, penalties (weightings) of conservation
features and costs can all be varied easily, allowing for iterative solutions. Marxan
produces a range of reserve configurations that meet conservation objectives increasing
the chances of finding solutions that maximise conservation interests while minimizing
negative economic, social or cultural impacts and can lead to the identification of
unforeseen solutions. Marxan also has the flexibility to support participatory planning
processes and to help negotiate acceptable outcomes amongst multiple stakeholders (see
Chapter 10: Using Marxan in Multi‐Stakeholder Planning Processes).
Marxan is available free of charge and is easily downloaded from
http://www.uq.edu.au/marxan. With a large and growing user community, technical
support through a list‐serve, the documentation of successful applications, a new
manual including a Spanish translation, and of course this handbook, Marxan is
becoming increasingly accessible to users world‐wide. To aid the preparation of input
files and in the visualisation of outputs within a geographic information system (GIS),
several front‐ends have been developed (e.g., CLUZ, PANDA See Appendix A2‐3 Some
Online Resources).
2.3 LIMITATIONS OF MARXAN
Key limitations of Marxan can be divided into analytical and operational. With respect
to analytical limitations there are three main points. First, Marxan is unable to easily
integrate stochastic or temporally dynamic data. While most data are to some degree
subject to stochastic processes, data used in Marxan represent either a snapshot in time,
or an aggregation of various such snapshots. Second, within Marxan only a single “cost”
surface can be employed. In other words, if the user would like to include different
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types of costs (e.g., land acquisition cost and opportunity cost) these costs must be
combined outside of Marxan and then included as a single cost surface (see Chapter 6:
Addressing Socioeconomic Objectives). Third, Marxan can only deal with binary problems
or two planning zones, e.g., a planning unit is either in or out of the reserve. Marxan
with Zones (a new product being tested at the time of writing) will deal with multiple
zones.
Marxan has several operational limitations. Like any type of support tool, the quality of
solutions is a reflection of the quality of data that are used. Terminology can be counter‐
intuitive or confusing, e.g., “cost,” “boundary length modifier (BLM)” (see Marxan User
Manual). Marxan can, like other tools, be misused and its outputs misinterpreted. While
the use of Marxan as a decision support tool can facilitate stakeholder engagement, it is
not a magic bullet for participation and acceptance of the planning process. Marxan does
not alleviate contextual issues, or pre‐existing stakeholder and political conflicts. Finally,
preparing datasets and Marxan input files, as well as learning its proper use, takes time
– more time than is normally recognised at the outset.
2.4 TIME REQUIRED TO USE MARXAN
Getting Marxan up and running can take several days to weeks. Time is required to
understand the software program and the terminology it employs, to learn how to use
the different input parameters appropriately, to create the different input files and to
interpret the results. That said, it is data compilation, management and preparation that
are typically the most time‐consuming aspects; i.e., not actually using Marxan (or a
similar tool) itself, but rather all the tasks associated with collecting and cleaning the
necessary data. Data quality should be assessed, data gaps identified, and surrogates
developed as required (see Chapter 7: Assessing and Managing Data). Data preparation can
take several months, depending on the availability and quality of the data. Data
preparation is essential regardless of the approach to reserve network design.
Understanding how Marxan responds to a range of key parameters (e.g., the boundary
length modifier, planning unit “cost”) takes time and experimentation. Users should
conduct thorough sensitivity analyses to test the influence of input parameters on
Marxan outputs (see Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust Analysis). Thorough sensitivity analyses
are important because each reserve design problem involves a different study area, and
no two problems are alike. In other words, parameters that work for one study will not
necessarily translate to another study.
Marxan is one component of a larger planning process and the time it takes to use
Marxan will be a function of this process. Ultimately, the financial and time commitment
required to use Marxan effectively will depend on the level of expertise, data
availability, amount of data, format of data, number of practitioners and the planning
context, and the degree of stakeholder involvement and public consultation. Building in
time for analysis and thoughtful communication of the results is crucial.
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2.5 MARXAN REQUIREMENTS BEYOND THE TECHNICAL MINIMA
The minimum requirements for using Marxan successfully extend beyond the technical
requirements (as outlined in the Marxan User Manual) and reach into the planning and
organisational set up. The success of a process using Marxan extends beyond technical
considerations and requires the willingness and commitment of the stakeholders to the
process (see Chapter 10: Using Marxan in Multi‐Stakeholder Planning Processes). Not only
the participants, but also all of the involved institutions need to accept the process,
support usage of the tool and have a willingness to seriously consider the final product.
To use Marxan effectively requires an in‐depth conceptual and methodological
understanding of both Marxan and GIS. Clear, well‐defined goals are needed at the
outset. A successful Marxan project requires technical and planning expertise, as well as
available time and money to carry out all the required steps (see Box 2.2, and Chapter 5:
Reserve Design Considerations) and will benefit greatly from previous GIS and data
management investment, and related infrastructure.
If the project under consideration does not have much readily available spatial (GIS)
data, then approaches other than using spatial optimisation programmes such as
Marxan should be considered. For example, a “Delphic” approach using experts familiar
with the area could be a better investment of time and money, although such processes
tend to bias site selection to areas where people have knowledge.

Box 2.2: Steps in running a Marxan analysis
Running a Marxan analyses is an iterative process involving many steps. Typically, steps
include: (1) dividing the study area into planning units; (2) creating a GIS database of
conservation features; (3) preparing the Marxan input files; (4) running Marxan
simulations and scenarios; (5) reviewing and analysing the results; (6) consulting with
stakeholders; (7) adding new information; (8) refining input parameters; (9) re‐running
Marxan; (10) printing maps; and (11) communication of the results. More information on
these steps can be found in the Marxan User Manual.
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ABSTRACT
There are a range of fundamental conservation planning principles and terms. In this chapter we
define these principles and terms predominately using ideas in Margules and Pressey (2000) and
Possingham et al. (2006). The ways in which these principles and terms are relevant to Marxan
are then discussed. Two principles – comprehensiveness and efficiency ‐ are the most central to
our understanding and use of Marxan because they are embedded in the minimum set problem
(see Box 1.1), which is what Marxan is primarily designed to solve. It is pointed out that a single
planning unit does not by itself have an intrinsic constant value, but rather its value is a
reflection of its contribution to the network’s overall objectives, and thus can change depending
on various network configurations.

3.1 COMPREHENSIVENESS
In simple terms, a comprehensive reserve system is one that contains every feature of
biodiversity interest that occurs within a particular region. It should ideally take into
consideration biodiversity composition (genetic, species and community diversity),
structure (physical organisation, e.g., woody debris in woodlands) and function
(ecological and evolutionary processes, e.g., reproduction, recruitment and the provision
for shifts in habitat preferences of species at different life stages) (Noss 1990). A
comprehensive reserve system is not technically possible because spatial data on all
aspects of biodiversity are not available for any region. The hope is that if certain
features are comprehensively represented (e.g., habitat types, vascular plants, birds or
biophysical domains) then they will act as reasonable surrogates for the rest of
biodiversity (Rodrigues and Brooks 2008).
Comprehensiveness is a fundamental principle embedded in the problem that the
Marxan tool attempts to solve (see Box 1.1). Usually Marxan is used to find solutions
that contain a set amount / percentage of every feature of interest for which the user has
data, for the least possible cost. In some situations, this may not be possible; however,
usually adjustment of the “species penalty factor” will ensure that each reserve network
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meets the pre‐specified constraints (“targets”). (See Marxan User Manual and also
Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological Objectives through the Setting of Targets.)
3.2 EFFICIENCY
An efficient reserve network is one that meets the conservation objectives for the least
possible cost. Efficiency is important because it facilitates future expansion of a reserve
system through the resourceful use of funds (therefore potentially allowing more to be
gained for the same cost) and is more likely to be defensible in light of competing
interests.
Marxan finds solutions to the minimum set problem where the objective is to minimise
the cost of the reserve network while meeting all the biodiversity constraints (see Box
1.1). Hence efficiency is a core objective of Marxan. From a practical perspective, the user
needs to assign a cost to each planning unit. In a standard application of Marxan, the
cost of a planning unit could represent the cost of its purchase and/or management, or
the costs associated with lost economic development/use (Naidoo et al. 2006). In more
theoretical applications of Marxan, area has been used as a surrogate for cost. In some
cases the cost of a planning unit has been used to reflect broader issues such as threat.
Either way, Marxan will try to avoid costly planning units, if alternatives are available.
However, sometimes costly planning units that are essential for meeting the
conservation objectives cannot be avoided.
3.3 SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT: COMPACTNESS AND/OR CONNECTEDNESS
A compact reserve system is one with a low edge to area ratio. By reducing the edge to
area ratio of a reserve network, there are multiple benefits: a smaller number of reserves,
lower management and transaction costs, and potentially more viable populations and
ecological processes. Reserve networks with fewer reserves and a shorter total boundary
with non‐reserve areas will also invariably be easier and less expensive to manage. In
general, edges between terrestrial reserves and cleared areas are unfavourable
ecologically, although for some species of conservation concern, edges are favourable.
The fact that spatial arrangement is important is one reason why – in reserve network
design – “the whole is more than the sum of the parts” (see Box 3.1). The Marxan
parameter, boundary length modifier (BLM), permits the reserve designer to place more
or less importance on the compactness of the reserve system relative to its cost (i.e., to
influence the direction of design towards the “single large” and away from the “several
small” design principle).
Connectivity is often an important consideration for conservation planning. While
Marxan does not directly incorporate connectivity, the boundary length modifier can be
used to achieve some forms of connectivity (Klein et al. 2008) (see Chapter 5: Reserve
Design Considerations).
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Box 3.1: The whole is more than the sum of the parts
The most conceptually important flaw of scoring methods for designing reserve
networks is that they do not deal with the concept that for reserve networks – the
“whole is more than the sum of the parts”. However, Marxan does. In essence, a site
cannot be valued in isolation (which is what scoring systems do) – the contribution of a
site to the reserve network can only be valued when we know what other sites occur in
the reserve network. This occurs for two main reasons. First, we are interested in
reaching targets for different conservation features. If a network already meets all the
targets for all the features in a specific site, that site will add little. Second, we are
interested in compact reserve networks. Hence, the value of a site will be larger if lots of
its neighbours are already in the reserve network. An isolated site is less valuable, unless
its neighbours are ultimately going to be included. It is critical to understand that sites,
alone, have no well‐defined value – but the whole system does have a well‐defined
value according to various criteria. This is true in many situations in life – for example
when choosing a sporting team (a soccer team needs defenders, midfielders, and strikers
that complement each other), or when buying the weekly shopping (bread may be the
cheapest form of carbohydrate and protein, but people can not live on bread alone).
3.4 FLEXIBILITY
Conservation planners generally need to evaluate a range of solutions that are
reasonably good from an ecological perspective in the context of other considerations,
such as economics, political expediency, and social dimensions (Possingham et al. 2000).
Flexible solutions provide planners with options to achieve the conservation objectives
in a number of ways. Flexibility might be useful to take account of opportunities, or
conversely respond to lost opportunities. The greater number of networks and planning
units that can be appraised, the more likely the planner will find one which not only
satisfies the conservation objectives, but also contributes to other goals. It also gives
scope for sensible resolutions of resource‐use conflicts (Kelleher and Kenchington 1992).
Flexibility is reduced, however, when planning units with rare features are lost from the
process, for whatever reasons.
Flexibility is a characteristic of Marxan because the most commonly used algorithm
inside the tool, simulated annealing, finds many good solutions to large and complex
problems. Additionally, because simulated annealing can generate these solutions
quickly, it can be used to explore a variety of scenarios with differing constraints and
parameters.
3.5 COMPLEMENTARITY
Planning units complement each other well if the species or habitats they contain are
quite different, so their identification provides a combination of planning units that
together achieve the ultimate goal of comprehensiveness in the most efficient manner
(Justus and Sarkar 2002). Consequently, the process of planning reserve systems should
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be informed by what is already contained within the existing reserves (Kirkpatrick 1983,
Vane‐Wright et al. 1991, Pressey et al. 1993). The principle of complementarity is also
important because the conservation value of every planning unit is dynamic and will
change as the reserve system is established (Margules and Pressey 2000, Stewart et al.
2003).
The algorithms that Marxan uses to find good solutions to the reserve design problem
use the principle of complementarity, which in reserve network design is another reason
why “the whole is more than the sum of the parts.”
3.6 SELECTION FREQUENCY VERSUS “IRREPLACEABILITY”
Broadly speaking, the irreplaceability of a planning unit reflects how important its
inclusion is in the reserve system to meet conservation objectives. For example, if a
planning unit is essential for a comprehensive reserve system because it contains a
unique occurrence of a feature, and/or is essential to meet the pre‐specified target for a
feature, then that planning unit might be considered irreplaceable.
Pressey et al. (1994) first defined the irreplaceability of a planning unit as the fraction of
all the feasible solutions that require that planning unit. However, this formulation was
restricted to small datasets due to computational constraints. Later, Ferrier et al. (2000)
developed a predictor of irreplaceability for large datasets. Irreplaceability is often a
number between zero and one. If a planning unit is essential for a comprehensive
reserve system because it contains a unique occurrence of a feature or the only
remaining area left to achieve targets for that feature then its irreplaceability will be one.
Leslie et al. (2003) argues in relation to irreplaceability analyses that “such an analysis
offers an effective way to glean valuable information about priority areas, while
acknowledging the uncertainty inherent in the delineation of targets, model
assumptions, and other parameters… An analysis like this can be used to prioritise
marine conservation planning and implementation activities across a broad region,
indicating which areas within the region consistently contribute to meeting the
conservation goals.”
In prudent applications of Marxan the user generates many good solutions to the
minimum set problem using simulated annealing. Using all of these good solutions one
can calculate the frequency with which any planning unit is selected – henceforth
referred to as selection frequency. This is not exactly the same as irreplaceability as
defined above, although it has in the past been called “summed irreplaceability.” It tells
us what fraction of the good solutions that are identified are lost if a site is no longer
available for conservation. For example, if half the good solutions Marxan found to the
minimum set problem (see Box 1.1) contain a particular planning unit then this planning
unit will have a selection frequency value of 0.5. This is further discussed in Chapter 9:
Interpreting and Communicating Outputs.
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3.7 REPRESENTATIVENESS
There is much confusion about the term representativeness and its relationship to
comprehensiveness. Ideally, the parts of each biodiversity feature (e.g., species or
habitats) protected inside a reserve network should be representative of each feature and
therefore cover the range of variation in each feature. We define it here is a reserve
network that captures the (often unmapped) variation within a feature (Possingham et
al. 2005).
Representativeness is closely related to the idea of comprehensiveness because if we
define biodiversity at a finer scale (e.g., classify a habitat into its component types), then
comprehensively sampling the finer habitat types is equivalent to representing the
coarser habitat type. The ability to achieve representativeness is important to consider in
the data collation phase.
A basic Marxan analysis does not typically deal with the issue of representativeness
within a given feature layer. One simple way of representing features better is to
subdivide those features into several sub‐features – each of which may be
geographically or biophysically defined. For example the northern end of a species’
range could be one feature, and the southern end another feature. Similarly the wet end
of a species’ range could be one feature and the dry end another. This is discussed
further in Chapter 5: Reserve Design Considerations.
Another feature of Marxan is that it can ensure a minimum separation distance between
parcels and this might help to maximise the chances that a reserve network represents
geographic variation in each feature. This is discussed further in the Marxan User
Manual as well as in Chapter 5: Reserve Design Considerations.
3.8 ADEQUACY
Ideally, any selected reserve system will be adequate to ensure the persistence of all
features contained within. This involves consideration of the concepts of population
viability, ecological processes and the interaction between species, ecosystems, and
landscape dynamics. Adequacy is also affected by the size and spatial arrangement of
the reserve network. Typically reserve networks should be configured so that
component sites interact in a positive fashion. Reserves located at sink populations are
likely to depend upon replenishment from elsewhere, thereby diminishing prospects for
long‐term viability if connectivity, or source populations, are lost (Pulliam and
Danielson 1991, Roberts 1998). Spatial design criteria can be either generic or species‐
specific and potentially informed by metapopulation theory, population viability
analysis, biogeography, and landscape ecology (Pressey et al. 2007).
Adequacy is one of the most fundamental concepts of reserve network design and
conservation biology in general, but while information on adequacy can be used in
Marxan, such information is generally unavailable and uncertain. Adequacy can be
considered in Marxan in several ways though it is not a major strength of the tool; e.g.:
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•

Setting a target population size for populations of a species based on the results of
population viability analyses (Noss et al. 2002).

•

A minimum patch area can be specified.

•

The boundary length modifier can be used to clump planning units and create
reserves with low edge to area ratio.

•

Geographic spacing and risk spreading can be ensured through replication and the
minimum distance function in Marxan.

•

The planning unit status can be used to lock in areas that are 100% critical to species
persistence (e.g., sources, wildlife staging areas, breeding areas, etc.) and lock out
areas that are highly threatened by unmanageable threats to the persistence of
biodiversity (e.g., areas with high density of invasive species).

3.9 OPTIMISATION, DECISION THEORY AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
Optimisation is a process whereby we try to find the best, or very good, solutions to a
well‐defined problem. There is a large body of mathematical techniques that can deliver
optimal or near optimal solutions. Decision theory is any mathematical, economic or
social science that helps us make decisions. Roughly speaking, mathematical
programming fits inside the field of optimisation, and optimisation inside the even
broader field of decision theory. Simulated annealing (see Box 3.2) is the algorithm
inside Marxan that is used to find good solutions to the minimum set problem (see Box
1.1) and is a mathematical programming algorithm.

Box 3.2: What is simulated annealing?
The term simulated annealing comes from annealing in metallurgy, a technique involving
heating and controlled cooling of a material to increase the size of its crystals and reduce
the prevalence of defects. Heat causes the atoms to become unstuck from their initial
positions (a local minimum) and wander randomly through states of higher energy; the
slow cooling gives them more chances of finding configurations with lower internal
energy than the initial one and hence fewer defects. By analogy, each step of the
simulated annealing algorithm replaces the current solution by a random “nearby”
solution, chosen with a probability that depends on the difference between the
corresponding objective function values and a global parameter termed temperature, which
is gradually decreased. The current solution changes almost randomly when the
temperature is large, but increasingly only good solutions are accepted as the
temperature approaches zero. The allowance for the selection of bad moves saves the
method from becoming stuck at local minima—which is the problem associated with
greedy methods of reserve selection (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983).
More on simulated annealing can be found in the Marxan User Manual, as well as the
CLUZ website: http://www.mosaic‐conservation.org/cluz/marxan1.html
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ABSTRACT
Central to meeting the ecological objectives of a reserve network is that its spatial conservation
targets are adequately determined and met. There are a number of approaches to setting
conservation feature targets in Marxan, dependent on the ecological objectives and the available
information. Often, it is appropriate to set broad scale representation targets for habitat or biotope
classifications that cover the entire region (the coarse filter), and then set additional targets for
spatially discreet individual features (the fine filter). Proportional targets for coarse filter features,
such as habitat classifications, can be set the same for all classes for the feature (e.g., 10%), or can
be scaled depending on the overall abundance of each feature class, with rarer ones given higher
proportional targets than more abundant ones (see Box 4.1). For individual fine filter features,
minimum viable population sizes and species/area curves can help define targets, when such
information is available (see Section 4.3.2). Higher targets should be set for features of particular
conservation concern (defined using explicit criteria such as rarity, decline, and threat). Existing
protection measures (spatial and non‐spatial) should influence how targets are set, and existing
legal frameworks and political commitments may contain general targets as a required starting
point. A trans‐regional perspective will often influence targets, e.g., a feature that is rare in one
planning region might be common in an adjacent region, and therefore be treated differently from
a feature that is globally rare. In almost all cases, expert knowledge and opinion will be valuable
in helping to define those targets or target ranges that are most likely to achieve ecological
objectives (see Section 4.3.3 and Box 4.2). Where there is some uncertainty on this matter, it can
be helpful to explore a range of targets to develop different scenarios.
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Good systematic conservation planning requires explicit objectives formulated into a
well‐defined problem (see Chapter 1: Introduction). In the context of Marxan, this chapter
discusses the development of feature targets based on such ecological objectives. This is
but one, albeit very important, aspect of translating Ecological goals into objectives
which can then be quantified. In subsequent chapters, there is an outline of how other
settings can be used in Marxan to address other design considerations (see Chapter 5:
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Reserve Design Considerations); and, how to incorporate socio‐economic objectives (see
Chapter 6: Addressing Socioeconomic Objectives).
Broad goals and specific objectives 4 of a project should be stated at the outset, and then
used to formulate the conservation planning problem. Moving from general goals to
quantifiable specific objectives is an important step in using Marxan, which can deal
with some specific objectives explicitly and exactly, but others require interpretation, or
require some imagination. Central to this problem specification is the determination of
feature targets.
4.2 CONSERVATION FEATURES AND TARGETS
A conservation feature is a measurable, spatially definable component of biodiversity
that is to be conserved within a reserve network. Conservation features can be defined at
different levels of ecological scale, e.g., it is possible to protect species, communities,
habitat types, populations, and genetic subtypes. In a Marxan analysis, each
conservation feature is given a target, which is the amount of the conservation feature to
be included within the reserve network, e.g., 10 000 ha of a habitat, or 30% of its original
extent, or one occurrence. 5
How conservation features and targets are incorporated into a Marxan analysis is a
reflection of the ecological objectives of the reserve network. For example, if there is a
representation objective to include the full regional range of habitats within the network,
then a regional habitat classification layer would be included in the analysis with each
class incorporated as a specific conservation feature, for which targets would be set (e.g.,
10% of each habitat type (see Box 4.1). If another objective is to adequately protect a
particularly endangered mammal, then the species itself might be included as an
additional conservation feature, with the minimum viable population size as a target.
Alternatively, it might be more appropriate to use a habitat of importance to the species
as a conservation feature (e.g., foraging habitat), and set a target of a given number of
hectares.
How conservation features are selected, and their targets set, will depend on the type,
scale, quality and quantity of the available ecological datasets that relate to them. In
practice, the availability of good quality spatial data will often limit what conservation
features and targets can be used. Ecological datasets come in many forms: point samples
of species occurrences, observation records, abundances, species distribution maps
(binary maps or probability of occurrence maps), habitat maps, habitat suitability maps,

Note that there is some semantic confusion in the literature about goals and objectives. In this
handbook, goals will be considered as broader and more general, while objectives are more
specific and quantifiable.
4

These terms are not to be confused with terminology used by The Nature Conservancy, which
uses the word target to mean the term conservation feature as used in this handbook.
5
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numbers of individuals or numbers of species recorded on grid squares, probability of
occurrence, etc. Perhaps one of the greatest challenges is integrating and pre‐processing
the various available data, so each conservation feature is summarised in a single
unified dataset, associated with the planning units (see Chapter 7: Assessing and Managing
Data and Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust Analysis). If a probability surface is used, the
probability values can be used as a surrogate for abundance, with total “abundance”
being the sum of the probability surface in the study area. A good practice is to
document not just the conservation features and targets that are used, but also the
rationale(s) behind their selection.
4.3 SETTING MEANINGFUL TARGETS
4.3.1 How coarse and fine filter targets work together

Coarse filter features are those that cover most or all of the planning area and usually
represent habitats, biomes, or higher level species communities. For example, a
representation target of, say, 25% for a vegetation class may protect an estimated 75% of
all species found within this vegetation class. This is a coarse filter, as it is not
considering any single species, per se, but rather a general grouping that usually occur
together. The further inclusion of targets for fine scale or point locality data for selected
species or habitats, refines this coarse filter approach, to include those critical areas
where taxa of particular conservation concern are known (or likely) to occur. Criteria to
select fine filter conservation features are various, and can include conservation features
with special habitats not adequately represented through a coarse filter, such as rare,
threatened or endangered species; keystone or umbrella species; endemic species; or
species which have a disproportionate influence on their surrounding environment.
In some cases, coarse filter features are distributed across a study area with a broad
range of sizes. For example, a seabed habitat classification might include large swathes
of sandy areas, punctuated by small patches of rocky reef. In such instances, if targets of
equal proportions are applied to all features, then the network can become dominated
by vast swaths of common, likely less threatened features, and protecting such large
common features may not be the best use of limited conservation resources (see Box 4.1).
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Box 4.1: One approach for scaling coarse filter targets
Protecting 30% of a habitat covering 1 000 000 hectares is a considerably larger
undertaking than protecting 30% of a more unusual habitat covering 1000 hectares,
Ideally, adequacy data (e.g., species‐habitat curves – see below) should be used to select
appropriate percentages. However, for coarse filter features, these data are seldom if
ever available, particularly in the marine environment. In such cases, other approaches
should be explored to scale proportional targets based on the overall abundance of the
conservation features.
One approach to contending with multi‐scalar features is to normalise the spatial data
using a square root transformation (just as species populations can often be normalised
using a logarithmic transformation), and then scaling representation targets roughly in
proportion to the square‐root of the ratio of representative features’ overall areas. Thus,
within a given feature class (e.g., benthic habitats, or marine biomes), for any two
features (x & y), protection would be such that:
(xp / yp) ≈ (xt / yt)0.5
...where the subscript “p” represents the area protected of a given feature and the
subscript “t” represents the total area of a given feature in the network. Put another way,
the distribution of targets for multiple representative features of the same general kind
should fall within a continuum roughly proportional to the square root of their
respective total areas.
In the above example, if 30% of the 1000 hectare feature is protected (i.e., 300 ha) then
according to the formula, we would expect about 9500 hectares of the common one
million hectare feature to be protected, 6 which works out to be about 9.5%. So, perhaps a
10% target would be set for the larger feature and a 30% target for the smaller one.
Statistical assumptions behind this concept are discussed by Ardron (2008).
Whether it is appropriate to scale representation targets, such as suggested here, will
depend on the ecological objectives of the network. For example, Johnson et al. (2008)
point out that marine species associated with more common habitats will likely recruit
from protected as well as unprotected sites, but that those associated with less common
habitats will be more reliant on the dispersed “stepping stones” of protected areas, and
thus proportionally more of those less‐common habitats should be protected. Likewise,
if a greater emphasis is put on protecting rare or unusual features, or if it is
pragmatically unrealistic to protect very large areas, then scaling the targets could be
appropriate. On the other hand, if the representation objective is to faithfully reflect the
natural relative abundances of all representative features across the network, then it may
not be appropriate to include a higher proportion of rarer features.

6

That is, 300 ha * (1 000 000/1000)0.5 = 9487 ha.
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4.3.2 How much is enough? Viability assessments, species-area curves, and
expert opinion

Ideally, we would inform minimum targets for individual species using detailed
viability assessments – e.g., a reserve system should include enough habitat for 1000
Mountain Zebras (Ferrar and Lötter 2007). For individual species, the absolute values of
targets may be guided by knowledge on minimum viable population sizes (MVPs).
Where available, species‐area curves can be helpful guidance in the setting of targets for
the required areas of different communities / habitats / biomes to be placed under
protection (Desmet and Cowling 2004, Pryce et al. 2006). The principle is that enough
area should be protected to ensure that the characteristic species of a community or
biome are likely to be included; however, the details of implementation can be
complicated (Tjørve 2003), and the way that a curve was developed will influence how it
should be used (Scheiner 2003). Generally, as more area is set aside, the rate of
increasing ecological benefits for the given species community or biome will begin to
flatten (see Figure 4.1), and somewhere in this flattening section is where a target should
be set. One “rule of thumb” is to locate the region of the curve where 1/10 increase in
area gives 1/10 increase in species (Cain 1938). Other related curves consider larval
dispersal, pollination distances, species range, and so forth.

Figure 4.1: Species area curve (from Pryce et al. 2006)
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Unfortunately, especially in the marine realm, such data are usually unavailable and
expert opinion is often the only substitute. In discussions with experts, it is helpful to
understand what is considered to be a minimum viable patch size, and what would be
considered a minimum network size to ensure ecological goals such as genetic diversity.
Spatially relevant issues such as patch separation, terrestrial corridors / marine larval
dispersal distances, and life history stages should also be discussed and translated into
spatial targets, if known and when appropriate (see Section 4.3 ‐ Setting Meaningful
Targets and Box 4.1).
4.3.3 Expert advice and peer review

The choice of ecological targets used in an analysis could have far‐reaching implications,
and will have to be defended, perhaps in a court of law. The initial selection of ecological
targets by the analysis team should incorporate expert and sometimes also stakeholder
input (see Chapter 10: Using Marxan in Multi‐Stakeholder Planning Processes). Box 4.1
shows the questionnaire that was used in a series of expert workshops to inform marine
conservation planning processes in British Columbia (BC), Canada. Good practice is to
aim for agreement on a range of plausible target values. However, many experts are not
comfortable with the use of numerical target values, and/or tend to overvalue their own
particular areas of research. Thus the task of balancing the numeric values for all
ecological targets in the analysis may ultimately reside with the core analysis team.
During refinements, it can be very helpful to consider the relative target values of
conservation features as a related set rather than absolute values for individual features.
In earlier BC analyses, protection targets for features were first ranked relatively using
quantitative terms (low, mod‐low, moderate, mod‐high, high, very high) and then
afterwards various numerical targets were applied to these terms in different scenarios
(Ardron et al. 2000, Ardron 2003, 2008).

Box 4.2: Expert workshops to assist in setting targets
The British Columbia Marine Conservation Analysis (BCMCA, www.bcmca.ca) has
taken an expert‐based approach to selecting features and setting targets. To do this, the
project team organized one‐day themed expert workshops (for ecological themes
including seabirds, marine plants, fishes, invertebrates, and marine mammals). After an
introduction to the project, each workshop was dedicated to filling out worksheets
based on the questions listed below.
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SECTION 1 - FEATURES
Marine Feature

Rationale

List the unique species/ecological features from this dataset (e.g.,
species, families, groupings of species or of species habitats) that
require individual consideration in the BCMCA. You may also wish to
delineate features by season/ region or both.

Justification for classifying
features or treating them
separately.

SECTION 2 - ECOLOGICAL TARGETS
Comments/
Justifications

Measure

Target (range)

The type of measure that
will be used to capture
the marine feature (e.g.,
Percent of current extent
of feature in study area,
percent of current
population, number of
occurrences).

The amount of the feature required for
meeting the BCMCA's 4 ecological
objectives: (1) Represent the diversity of
BC's marine ecosystems (2) maintain viable
populations of native species; (3) sustain
ecological and evolutionary processes; (4)
build a conservation network that is resilient
to environmental change. Ranges should
span minimum to preferred amounts.

SECTION 3 - ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Minimum
Patch Size
Minimum size of
patch/population
needed to
ensure
population
viability.

Replication

Separation
Distance

Other Ecological
Comments
Considerations

How many unique
patches are needed
to ensure long-term
population
persistence/to
safeguard against
disturbances?

The minimum
distance that
distinct patches of
a feature should be
from one another
(consider dispersal
distances).

e.g., connectivity,
ecosystem linkages,
dynamics, special
management
considerations.

SECTION 4 - SOURCES OF FLORA DATA AND PRE-PROCESSING
Dataset/Layer

Description

Geometry

Spatially georeferenced
data that captures the
location of the features.
Preference will be given
to digital data. This list
need not be inclusive but
should represent the best
available data for
science-driven analyses.

Brief
description of
dataset.

Geometry
type (point
line or
polygon)

Provider,
Custodian
Data provider/
reference

Extent
Geographi
c Extent of
Database

Key
Fields/
Attributes
Descriptive
information
stored with
the spatial
data.

SECTION 5 - PRE-PROCESSING
Pre-Processing
How should this dataset (or combined datasets) be processed/prepared for use in Marxan?
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Box 4.3: Lessons from the expert workshops
By Karin Bodtker, BCMCA
The BCMCA found that completing worksheets (see Box 4.2) worked better in some
workshops than others. In general, they had greater success completing the worksheet
under these conditions:
•

Features were relatively easy to itemize on a species–by‐species basis.

•

The range of experts in attendance covered the full range of species groups being
discussed.

•

The experts in attendance either held the data they were recommending for the
BCMCA project or they had good knowledge of them.

•

There were no prior misconceptions about Marxan.

The BCMCA found that even though they had developed clear ecological objectives for
Marxan scenarios, many experts were uncomfortable recommending target ranges for
features because they usually had little or no evidence to support their
recommendations. In hindsight, these three suggestions may help to solicit clearer
responses from experts:
•

Develop materials on examples of real‐world Marxan analyses. From these, discuss a
range of scenario objectives, itemized features, targets and results.

•

Acknowledge that peer reviewed science that prescribes targets based on specific
objectives largely does not exist and in order to move forward the project is trying to
ascertain reasonable target ranges based on expert knowledge of the relevant
ecological features.

•

Emphasize that a range of targets will be explored, acknowledging that a single
“right” number probably does not exist.

Furthermore, BCMCA held workshops at different times with different attendees and
facilitators over a ten month period. While the format for the workshops was the same
(large group plenary and small group break‐out sessions with 4‐6 experts in each small
group), there were different approaches taken by different groups for identifying
features or targets, possibly the result of “group‐think.”
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Box 4.4: An alternative to expert workshops to assist in setting targets
Dave Nicolson, Black Coffee Consulting
An alternative approach to workshops with worksheets would be to hold a workshop
focused on identifying features and data sources to populate those features, and
introducing the topic of targets, followed by a Delphi survey/questionnaire to help set
targets for each of the features. Invited experts would independently assign targets for
all identified features, then be shown the average target and range of targets from all
experts and be given an opportunity to revise their responses. Benefits of this approach
include:
•

reduced group‐think bias;

•

experts know the metrics that the data support prior to assigning targets;

•

efficient use of participants time; and

•

all experts have equal opportunity to contribute.

Difficulties of this approach include:
•

low response rate when soliciting expert feedback by questionnaire;

•

time lapse between explanation of targets and request for target recommendations
(i.e., experts forget or are unsure and do not respond as a result); and

•

Opinions on features and targets beyond participant expertise.

4.3.4 Conservation status as a proxy for target-setting

The conservation status of species and habitats (e.g., IUCN, or national red lists, globally
or regionally at risk) can be used to inform priorities and set targets for individual
features. Criteria that are commonly used to develop these lists include threat, recent or
historical declines, rarity, endemism, or proportional importance, and features that fall
into these criteria sometimes receive higher percentage targets. Where species or
habitats have declined in extent, data on historic distributions may be available. These
can be used to guide setting targets for what remains, as a proportion of its historic
abundance. Knowledge on the causes of declines can also help inform target setting. For
example, where estuary fish populations are threatened by river obstructions, the
ecological objective may be to protect one whole un‐dammed river length from
catchment to sea, and the target would be a specified length of unaltered aquatic habitat
containing headwater, tributary and mainstream elements.
The use of conservation status to direct fine filter targets risks that the emphasis of fine
filter protection could rest on rare and threatened features, and these alone are very
unlikely to ensure a healthy functioning ecosystem. Therefore, good practice dictates
that other considerations such as ecological significance (e.g., keystone species for fine
filter targets) and representativity (for coarse filter targets) are also quantified.
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Box 4.5: Tracking “optional features” in the analysis
Sometimes there may be features of possible secondary interest that are not directly
relevant to the declared ecological objectives of the analysis. These can still be included
in the analysis by setting their target and/or penalty factors to zero. Marxan will not try
to collect them, but the tabular outputs will allow the user to track how much was
included. Alternatively, giving a feature a much lower than usual (but non‐zero) penalty
factor and/or target will allow it to “tip the scales” in situations when two planning units
are otherwise calculated as being equal. However, good practice dictates that such fine‐
tuning only occurs after the more important features and their targets have already been
sorted out (see Section 4.4 ‐ Targets and Trade‐Offs).
4.3.5 Existing protection levels

If a user “locks in” existing spatially protected areas, current protection levels for
features within those areas will be accounted for in an analysis.
However, when a particular feature is already protected through non‐spatial measures,
such as stringent quotas, this cannot be directly accounted for in a Marxan analysis. If
such a feature is to be given spatial protection, then the benefit it is already deriving
from existing non‐spatial protection can mean that a lower spatial target will provide
sufficient overall protection. This will depend on the ecological objective, bearing in
mind it can be hard to accurately quantify the effectiveness of non‐spatial measures and
translate them into a spatial equivalent.
4.3.6 Legal framework or mandate

Many countries are signatories to conventions or subject to legislation that require a
certain proportion of particular species / habitats to be preserved (e.g., the European
Community’s Birds and Habitats Directives). This will provide a starting point for
setting ecological targets, as well as making them defensible publicly and in a court of
law; however, caution is advised, as a legal target may not match what is ecologically
required. If there appears to be a discrepancy in this regard, running two sets of
scenarios (the “legal” and the “ecological”) can help visually demonstrate the differences
in the possible solutions to stakeholders and decision‐makers. Likewise, some
organisations have mission statements that commit them to certain targets. Again, these
can be run alongside targets based on project‐specific ecological assessments, as well as
those created by other stakeholders, government policy, or legal requirements (see Box
4.5).
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Box 4.6: The policy side of setting targets
By George F. Wilhere, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
Target development should be informed by science, but it should not be freed from
economic concerns or removed from political discourse (Wilhere 2008). 7 Those who
develop conservation targets within the context of a planning process without
acknowledging the nexus with economics and ethics are possibly guilty of “stealth”
policy advocacy (Lackey 2007). 8
To avoid inadvertent stealth policy advocacy, Wilhere (2008) makes the following
recommendations: Scientists should understand that (1) conservation targets are
ultimately expressions of acceptable risk; i.e., how much of a gamble are you willing to
make? (2) attitudes toward anthropogenic extinction risk are based on ethical values,
and (3) ethical value judgments are outside the realm of science. Therefore, when
scientists base a conservation assessment on a set of subjective targets, they should
clearly state that it represents just one policy option from a wider range of potential
options. Whenever practical, scientists should do conservation assessments for a range
of targets, even including targets that might make conservation biologists
uncomfortable. Scientists should refrain from favouring a particular set of a priori targets
within the published assessment, except for indicating how well these targets would be
expected to meet the conservation objectives of the process. When the data are available,
conservation biologists should ideally work with economists to estimate the relative
costs of different risk levels, including information about absolute and marginal costs.
Extinction risk could be framed in terms of cost–benefit trade‐offs, while still
recognizing the decision as ultimately an ethical dilemma.
4.3.7 Trans-regional planning

Noting the proportional importance or degree of endemism of a species within a study
region may assist in setting targets and in edge‐matching of conservation plans,
particularly if the regions follow administrative rather than ecological boundaries, or in
ecological regions where it is not possible to run one single assessment. For example, a
species that is rare in a particular region may be at the edge of its geographical range,
and well represented (and protected) in an adjacent region: such a species should
generally be given a lower target than a globally rare species. Usually it is good practice
to preserve species in the core of their geographical range, i.e., their “strongholds;”
however in some cases it might be appropriate to consider targets for species at the edge
of their geographical range, if it is known that the distribution is shifting in that
direction; e.g., due to climate change.

7

Wilhere, G.F. 2008. The how‐much‐is‐enough myth. Conservation Biology 22: 514‐517.

8

Lackey, R. T. 2007. Science, scientists, and policy advocacy. Conservation Biology 21: 12–17.
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Where the geographical range of feature classes spans multiple planning regions, and it
is not possible to run a single assessment for all regions together, setting the same
representativity targets for the different feature classes in adjacent regions, irrespective
of their relative abundance within each region, will ensure some degree of consistency
between the plans covering adjacent areas. Such consistency can be important to
stakeholders, whereby all regions are seen to be treated equally, which is interpreted to
mean “fairly.” Ecologically, however, this is usually not ideal, as it disregards ecological
differences between regions and good practice would dictate attempting to take these
differences into account, when practicable.
4.4 TARGETS AND TRADE-OFFS
4.4.1 Iterative planning

Achieving broad ecosystem goals, and thus all ecological objectives and Marxan targets
that flow from them, should be considered central to any ecosystem‐based analysis.
However, pragmatic considerations often require trade‐offs to be made. In exploring
trade‐offs, it is a good practice to iteratively explore a range of plausible targets, to
document the pros and cons, and the reasoning behind the decisions ultimately made.
For example, if experts are unable to agree on a target for a conservation feature, it can
be helpful to run different scenarios, exploring these differences. It may be found that
they do not make much difference to the reserve design. Or, if they do change the
solutions dramatically, then this clearly indicates an area where more research or
additional advice is required (see Section 8.4 ‐ Sensitivity Analysis).
Likewise, it can be important for stakeholders to understand that changing some targets
may not impact outcomes significantly, because targets for other objectives are driving
overall outcomes. Since it is often not possible to be certain if a particular target will
meet the criteria of adequacy (of conserving viable populations, for example), it is
important to communicate other (higher or lower risk) options may exist, so that
stakeholders understand the tradeoffs (see Chapter 10: Using Marxan in Multi‐Stakeholder
Planning Processes).
4.4.2 Weighting targets through the species penalty factor

Promising Marxan solutions should be evaluated in light of meeting their ecological
targets, and initially the two most likely issues will be:
•

Under‐representation: When not all targets were achieved, what was the shortfall?
Was it ecologically / statistically significant? Does this indicate that the target was
unrealistic? Should the target be lowered, or alternatively, does increasing the
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species penalty factor 9 correct this shortfall? What impact does making those
adjustments have on the new Marxan solutions overall?
•

Over‐representation: Were targets overachieved? This can mean that the solution is
not spatially efficient and the associated species penalty factor could be adjusted
downwards. What impact does making those adjustments have on the new Marxan
solutions overall?

As indicated above, the user can decide how important it is to meet the target for a
specific conservation feature through adjustment of the species penalty factor. Initially,
it ought to be set the same for all features in an analysis. If some targets are not being
met for some conservation features, these may be iteratively given a higher species
penalty factor than others, in order for all targets to be met (see Section 8.3.1 ‐ Iterations).
Some practitioners may hesitate to do this, reasoning that each conservation feature and
its ecological objective (hence target) is considered equally important. However, it may
be that some conservation features are more costly / difficult to obtain than others, and
with a flat penalty factor their targets will not be met. If including these features is a
necessary objective, then their species penalty factor will have to be increased (or, their
costs decreased; or, the factors for other features decreased). Philosophically, the use of
equal penalty factors assumes a “flat” ecological hierarchy, which can be difficult to
defend, since it goes against the commonly accepted notions of the heightened
ecological importance of keystones species, the intrinsic value in protecting rarity, etc.
Regardless of which decision is taken, good practice dictates that the underlying
reasoning for such decisions be clearly explained. Further guidance on setting the
species penalty factor is given in the Marxan User Manual and in Chapter 8: Ensuring
Robust Analysis.
4.4.3 Adjusting targets based on pragmatic considerations

A decision may be taken to lower some targets. For example, if targets are set to
represent a percentage of each broad habitat within a study area, even if that percentage
is low, it may only be possible for Marxan to meet those targets by selecting very large
areas ‐ especially if additional constraints are included in the analysis (e.g., locked in
areas or fine filter targets for individual species, as discussed above). In such
circumstances, the outcome may not be politically or practically achievable, and such
targets that drive selection towards large swaths of area may have to be lowered. For the
purposes of decision‐making, a final product may include a number of reserve scenarios
created based on the same conservation features but a variety of different targets for the
features (e.g., 10%, 20%, 30%, etc.), reflecting differing levels of protection, differing
conservation costs, and differing risks to species viability and ecological integrity.

The species penalty factor (SFP) can be applied to any kind of feature, including species, but
also habitats, biomes, etc. To clarify this, some users instead use the term conservation penalty
factor.
9
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It may be impractical to achieve all ecological objectives. Difficult trade‐offs often have
to be made by decision makers and planners, which are ultimately borne by the wider
stakeholders and public; i.e., society. That is not to say that scientists and
conservationists should not continue to argue their case for ecological objectives.
Presenting to planners and decision makers a variety of output solutions illustrating
trade‐offs with other activities or interests is good practice.
Marxan outputs can be compared with solutions from other conservation planning tools,
such as C‐Plan (see Carwardine et al. 2006) or Zonation (http://www.helsinki.fi/
bioscience/consplan/). These can suggest other solutions to difficult trade‐offs.
It may be enlightening to compare solutions to random surfaces, in order to measure the
ratio of efficiency (e.g., 30 times more efficient than random chance), which can also help
build confidence that the tool is working as it should despite the difficult trade‐offs.
As always, the rationale behind the Marxan trade‐offs and the ultimate decisions taken
should be transparent and documented, ideally with the relevant authorities
accountable for their decisions.
More detailed guidance on evaluating Marxan outputs is provided in Chapter 9:
Interpreting and Communicating Outputs.
4.5 CHALLENGES
4.5.1 Gaps in quality and coverage of spatial data

The ecological importance of a feature has to be balanced with the quality of its data.
Weak or incomplete data should not be “driving” the analysis.
It may be tempting to include all conservation features for which there is some data, but
if particular datasets are very weak, it may be preferable not to include them at all.
However, if a feature is rare or otherwise important, then perhaps including incomplete
or weak data will be judged as being better than using none at all. In such cases, it is
generally good practice to assign the weaker dataset a lower than normal species
penalty factor. It’s a balancing act. Whatever the case, analysts and planners should
record the decision and its rationale.
Sampling bias is a common problem; the algorithm will gravitate towards data‐rich
areas, so that even those features that are more widely distributed and recorded will be
chosen in these data‐rich areas, if possible (see Chapter 7: Assessing and Managing Data). If
there are comprehensive surveys for a particular feature in one part of the region, and
not another, and it is decided to include it, then mitigating strategies will have to be
employed, such as breaking the study area into sub‐regions, and setting targets for
conservation features for both the entire study area and each of the regions in which
data are found (e.g., Pryce et al. 2006). If significantly different data collection methods
have been used in different places, then these might be better treated as separate
features. Sometimes, it is easier to run a separate analysis for smaller data‐rich regions.
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Where data are even but patchy then statistical models can be used to extrapolate
distributional data for features evenly across the region (Rondini et al. 2005).
When there are no data for conservation features to inform targets for a particular
ecological objective, then a surrogate or modelled surface should be used if possible.
In terms of good practice, it is important to understand the actual effects of using
incomplete or varying datasets, make an informed decision, and to communicate the
trade‐offs clearly, especially if important ecological objectives cannot be addressed.
More advice on data preparation is given in Chapter 7: Assessing and Managing Data and
Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust Analysis.
4.5.2 Gaps in scientific knowledge

Even with good knowledge on the distribution of features, it is often not known what
targets are necessary in order to achieve ecological objectives. In some cases, there may
be very specific scientific evidence that can be used, e.g., minimum viable population
sizes, or the minimum area of a habitat required for foraging for individuals of a
particular species. However, such cases are the exception. It is usually hard to come up
with definite figures such as a percentage of the total area of a habitat that should be
placed under protection in order to ensure its integrity and persistence. No matter what
value is chosen, some species inevitably will fare better than others. In such cases, the
exploration of plausible ranges of values may be more meaningful, and often can
highlight likely compromises. Plotting the cost of the overall network versus the upper
and lower range values of the targets can indicate if there are non‐linear relationships to
be considered, where the network is relatively “cheap” up to a certain point, and then
becomes costly.
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ABSTRACT
In addition to setting ecological targets (see Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological Objectives through
the Setting of Targets), there are a number of spatial reserve design considerations that can be
addressed using Marxan. These include options to set minimum patch sizes for specific features
(to allow for the capture of ecological processes that operate at known spatial scales), and to
specify a minimum distance between and number of replications of patches for specific features (to
allow the incorporation of an “insurance factor” against local catastrophic events). One of the
most complex issues in conservation planning is ecological connectivity; this can be partially
addressed by choosing appropriate boundary length modifier (BLM) values and planning unit
shapes, as well as modifying the boundary file to bias the algorithm towards selecting specific sets
of spatially separated planning units together. The main obstacle to the adequate incorporation of
ecological connectivity into the planning process, however, remains the lack of spatially explicit
knowledge about connectivity at broad ecological scales. No single tool can consider all ecological
aspects, and for those that are not easily delineated spatially, other tools could be used in
conjunction with Marxan.

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In addition to the setting of ecological targets (see Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological
Objectives through the Setting of Targets), Marxan allows for several other reserve network
design considerations to be incorporated. This chapter outlines these considerations and
how they relate to Marxan functionalities, which together with well chosen targets, can
help to achieve ecological objectives. Readers are also directed to the Marxan User
Manual, which discusses the operation of these features.
Within the framework of systematic conservation planning there are at least four general
classes of ecological objectives: representation, adequacy, efficiency and design
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(Possingham et al. 2006). 10 Representation objectives are about “getting a bit of
everything”. For example, the specific objective to conserve every habitat type is
primarily about representation, with little thought about adequacy and design.
Adequacy objectives focus on creating a reserve network that is sufficient to conserve
the conservation features in perpetuity. For example, the specific objective of conserving
a viable population of mammals emphasises adequacy. Ecological uncertainty in these
issues speaks to the need to understand trade‐offs (costs versus precaution) when
defining such objectives. The threat to particular areas, and allowing that threat to
modify decisions, can also be considered as part of adequacy objectives; e.g., to conserve
15% of the distribution of all types of coral reef, using those sites that are least
threatened by coral bleaching. Efficiency objectives focus on achieving ecological
objectives while still keeping the cost of the whole system small, where cost is often
measured in socio‐economic terms (see Chapter 6: Addressing Socioeconomic Objectives).
Finally, reserve design objectives address issues of spatial position, size and shape. For
example, we may wish to ensure all reserves are at least 1000 ha, or the whole system is
relatively compact (has a low edge to area ratio). Reserve design considerations may also
include issues such as replication and connectivity, as discussed below.
5.2 CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity (within the sea/landscape) is defined as “the degree to which the landscape
facilitates or impedes movement among resource patches” (Taylor et al. 1993). It is a
complicated issue, varying from feature to feature, and cannot be fully incorporated
using reserve selection tools currently available, including Marxan. However, some
aspects of it can be addressed. Brooks (2003) recognises two components to landscape
connectivity: structural and functional connectivity.
Structural connectivity is the spatial structure of a landscape and can be described from
map elements (e.g., vegetation units). Ensuring clusters and corridors connecting
clusters across the landscape, assists in maintaining structural connectivity. In Marxan
changing the “boundary length modifier” (BLM) alters the relative importance of
maintaining structural connectivity.
The shape of planning units will also have an effect on structural connectivity. Multi‐
facetted (edged) planning units (e.g., hexagons) are often more efficient than a square
grid in creating reserves with low edge to area ratios. If unevenly sized planning units
are chosen, larger units will naturally be internally better connected than smaller ones,
but the chances of external connectivity (between planning units) is greater with smaller
units because they generally “cost” less to join together than larger units. On land,

10 There are several variations on this theme. For example, the OSPAR and HELCOM regional
seas conventions consider four network criteria: representation, adaquacy, connectivity, and
replication (OSPAR 2007). The Convention on Biological Diversity is considering the four
OSPAR/HELCOM criteria, plus a fifth: Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas (CBD 2008)
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planning units are sometimes chosen to represent watersheds, which are inherently
internally connected. In the marine realm, however, such delineations are much less
clear, and regularly sized units are most often selected. In the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park rezoning a decision was made that each coral reef would be a single planning unit
so, in general, whole reefs are either inside, or outside, the reserve system.
Functional connectivity recognises the response of individuals to landscape features (e.g.,
certain fish require continuous stretches of river for feeding and spawning). Functional
connectivity considers the biology and life history of the features concerned, and the
reality is that there may be very limited data available. Furthermore, connectivity
distances vary widely between species, and a “sink” for one may be a “source” for
another, making it difficult to address connectivity at a landscape or ecosystem scale (as
opposed to for individual species or populations).
In the marine environment, ocean currents are often used as a proxy for connectivity,
based on the fact that many species have a larval development phase, during which they
may disperse “passively” in currents. However, the actual dispersal patterns of marine
species can be strongly affected by larval behaviour, often resulting in shorter dispersal
distances than expected based on current strengths and direction (e.g., Leis 2002).
In the terrestrial environment, it may be possible to spatially define and map corridors
for individual features, such as migration routes along mountain passes. It may also be
possible to define probabilistic corridors in the marine environment. Spatial models can
be used to assist in predicting corridors; a least‐cost path analysis (such as available in
several GIS) is one approach. If there are known critical corridors or “bottlenecks” they
can be locked into the Marxan reserve system.
If there is reliable evidence of functional connectivity between two spatially separated
areas for a given feature, they can be given a common boundary in the boundary input
file. It does not matter if planning units do not actually share a boundary – if they share
a high boundary value in the input file, Marxan is effectively ʺtrickedʺ into treating them
as neighbours, and it will act to reduce boundary costs by selecting them together (see the
CLUZ website at www.mosaic‐conservation.org/cluz/). New versions of Marxan will
make this more explicit by calling the boundary length a “connectivity cost”. In effect,
the “connectivity cost” allows for the fact that the whole network is more than the sum
of its parts, and that spatial adjacency is just one form of connectivity, amongst others.
5.3 MINIMUM CLUMP OR PATCH SIZE
In Marxan, it is possible to define how large a patch of a particular feature must be in
order for it to count towards meeting its target. This can help ensure persistence and
integrity of the feature. Species area curves (Figure 4.1), or population viability analyses,
can be helpful in calculating minimum clump targets, if such data are available.
Minimum clump size targets can also ensure that dynamic ecological processes are
captured, which are otherwise difficult to add as features. For example, if we know that
most fires burn to around a certain size, the user may wish to make all reserves several
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times that size so the chance that a whole park burns is very small, and each park
maintains a mosaic of successional stages. Similarly we may wish to set a minimum
clump size large enough to allow for plant‐pollinator interactions to continue.
Within the marine environment, it has been suggested that if clump sizes are too small,
most larvae will disperse beyond the protected areas, making populations within the
clusters unable to sustain themselves (Halpern and Warner 2003). However, there is
evidence for high levels of larval retention mechanisms in many marine environments,
such as coral reefs (e.g., Swearer 1999, Cowen et al. 2000, Leis 2002, Cowen et al. 2006).
Where there is good data available for the spatial scales of larval dispersal/retention, this
can help inform minimum clump size targets, as well as design considerations relating
to wider connectivity (see above). In general, however, marine organisms have a wide
variety of dispersal distances, and thus it is important in designating patch sizes to
consider whether there are neighbouring sites that can supply recruits (Johnson et al.
2008).
It is worth bearing in mind that increasing the BLM setting will increase the clump size
throughout the reserve network. This is of course different from specifying the
minimum clump size for individual conservation features, but in practice is often
sufficient. The effect of the BLM can readily be calculated in a GIS by merging
(“dissolving”) all of the selected reserve network units and calculating the average patch
size and other statistics, which can be compared with the required patch sizes to support
viable populations of conservation features. Setting minimum clump targets for
individual features increases Marxan processing time considerably, and it may also
result in some representation targets not being achieved (one solution may then be to
increase the species penalty values for those features not adequately represented). It is
important to understand such trade‐offs, and how they can affect final solutions, when
using minimum clump size targets.
5.4 REPLICATION AND SEPARATION
To ensure long‐term persistence of some conservation features, a conservation area
network may require those features to be protected in multiple separate patches, spaced
apart from one another. Replication of features can:
•

spread risk against damaging events and long term change affecting individual sites;

•

ensure that natural variation in the feature is covered (either at a genetic level within
species or within habitat types);

•

increase the number of connections between sites and enhance connectivity in the
network;

•

allow the establishment of replicate scientific reference areas; and,

•

allow for uncertainty in the identification of features, such that the greater the
uncertainty, the more replication is required to ensure the feature is likely being
protected (OSPAR 2007, p27).
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To achieve this, the practitioner can set minimum distances between different protected
patches containing a particular feature. Additionally, the design can also ask for a given
number of replications of features within a reserve network. For example, in
Mpumalanga, South Africa, at least three replications of large montane grassland
patches (>15 000 hectares each) were required, with a minimum distance of 20 km
between these patches, so that they could not be contiguous (Ferrar and Lötter 2007).
Where separation distance and replication are used to provide an insurance against
disaster, areas containing the same features should be separated by sufficiently large
distances to offset the chance of a catastrophic event affecting more than one site. The
distances and number of replications required will vary depending on the nature of the
main threat(s), and the vulnerability of the features to those threats. Applying the
precautionary principle means increasing the number replicates when there is
uncertainty about data, for features that are particularly vulnerable, and in areas /
regions that are particularly threatened (e.g., for seabird feeding areas near major
shipping routes, where oil spills are more likely than elsewhere).
When using separation distance, it is important to be aware of the distance units being
used. If units and boundaries are measured in metres, then distance (separation) needs
to be measured in metres. Use of the separation distance option can also considerably
increase processing time.
Planners need to weigh the importance of insurance against catastrophic events against
considerations that may require distances between patches to be kept small, e.g.,
facilitating recolonisations in a metapopulation and ecological connectivity in general
(see above).
There are possible alternatives to the use of replication settings. In the Colombian
Caribbean the names (codes) of single conservation features were altered depending on
what part of the planning region they occurred in (e.g., feature1area1, feature1area2
etc.), and then targets were set for each “different” feature. That ensured a spread of the
feature across the protected area network, rather than it being represented in a single
clump (Alonso et al. 2008). In Cuba, a planning region was split into sub‐regions, each of
which was included as a conservation feature, assigning it a high penalty factor and
setting specific targets for each of the sub‐regions. This way reserves were replicated
across the entire planning region (Halidina et al. 2004). However, these approaches limit
to some degree the algorithm’s ability to spatially optimise solutions.
Because of the computational costs of the two Marxan parameters, clumping and
separation distance, we recommend that the user first try alternative methods such as
discussed in the previous paragraph.
5.5 SHAPE (EDGE TO AREA RATIO)
Although Marxan does not select optimal portfolios according to specific reserve shapes,
the shape of the reserve network can be influenced by the boundary length modifier and
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boundary cost values. The BLM acts to cluster units, so the higher the BLM, the more
Marxan tries to cluster them. If the boundary cost values are altered for certain planning
units, the algorithm will tend to cluster those sets which share higher cost boundaries.
By modifying boundary cost, it is possible to create solutions with different degrees of
fragmentation in different parts of a study region (see Box 5.1).

Box 5.1: Accounting for varying degrees of fragmentation in the landscape
In British Columbia, Canada, where there are a variety of open and constrained marine
water bodies, Ardron (2003, 2008) used boundary cost to fine‐tune the relative clumping
of hexagons in the analysis’ four Ecological Regions (inlets, passages, shelf, slope). To
determine this value the edge to area ratio of each of these regions was calculated to
inform an appropriate scalar. The non‐dimensional measure used was: (P2/A)0.5, where P
= total perimeter of region, and A = total area of the region. Altering the boundary costs
per region allowed for more fragmented solutions in areas constrained by geography,
such as inlets, but encouraged more clumped solutions in open waters, such as over the
continental slope.

In trying to select reserves with low perimeter to area ratios, it may be expedient to first
undertake the calculations and select suitable sites that qualify in a GIS, before
incorporating them as features within Marxan. For example, within the Mpumalanga
Biodiversity Conservation Plan (Ferrar and Lötter 2007), suitable grassland areas were
selected by first removing transformed land, then selecting grassland patches with low
perimeter to area ratios, and only incorporating these patches as a feature layer within
the Marxan assessment. Following from that, minimum clump size, clump distance, and
number of clumps were set for that feature.
5.6 COST
Every planning unit in Marxan has a cost. Marxan tries to meet all the biodiversity
constraints for minimum total cost (ignoring for now design issues). Hence the cost
setting can be used to favour selection of planning units in certain areas, over other areas
of equal size, e.g., to favour the selection of planning units in areas of high biological
integrity. Usually cost is calculated either as simple reflection of area, or as an economic
cost; however there is no reason why the cost of each planning unit cannot reflect an
ecological issue where high cost sites are ones we wish to avoid, all else being equal.
Here we discuss some possible ecological applications of the cost variable to influence
reserve design.
As mentioned in Section 5.2 ‐ Connectivity, the cost surface can effectively be used to
reflect corridors that connect protected areas with one another, or species with protected
areas, by lowering the cost value of the planning units within these identified corridors.
Several options exist to create a cost surface, such as least‐cost path analysis or friction
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surfaces (reduced movement through the landscape). One can use a friction surface (cost
raster in Idrisi or ArcGIS) directly as a Marxan cost surface where increased friction
areas, or areas unsuitable for the movement or migration of species through the
landscape, are more expensive and so will be generally avoided during Marxan’s
selection of planning units.
In order to favour areas with high ecological integrity, planning units in a healthy (less
disturbed) state can be given a lower cost (relative to their size) than planning units in
unhealthy areas. The Nature Conservancy of Canada developed a cost surface (called
the suitability index) by weighting between and within a number of factors using a
pairwise comparison and expert evaluation (see Box 5.2) (Pryce et al., 2006). The Nature
Conservancy routinely uses external threats to a site as a surrogate of cost. Threat can be
a good proxy for economic cost, and if the threat cannot be abated then making
threatened sites high costs will mean the chosen reserve system is less likely to be
influenced by these external forces. The cost of planning units can be increased in areas
that are important for economic activities, such as fishing, relative to areas that are less
important for fishing, as was tested in the Irish Sea Pilot project in the UK (Lieberknecht
et al. 2004). That way, it is possible to explore ways of meeting ecological targets whilst
minimising impacts on ongoing human activities (see Chapter 6: Addressing Socioeconomic
Objectives).
Marxan can, however, only use one cost surface within each analysis. It is possible to
combine different spatial surfaces into one cost layer, but care should be taken not to
combine too many different themes into one layer where consideration may need to be
given to transformation, scaling, standardisation, weighting, etc. If one needs to merge
different layers into one cost surface, it is advisable to use a more rigorous and
defensible method of layer integration, such as the use of a multi criteria analysis (MCA)
methods or software (see Chapter 6: Addressing Socioeconomic Objectives). Good practice
suggests keeping the costs as straight‐forward and interpretable, as possible. If data
depicting the economic cost of implementing conservation measures is available, it is a
good practice to use this as the cost layer as it will produce cost‐efficient solutions. The
use of a new cost layer may require adjusting some species penalty factors (up or down)
in order to efficiently achieve ecological targets (see Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological
Objectives through the Setting of Targets and Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust Analysis).
5.7 ADAPTIVE RESERVE NETWORK PLANNING
Reserve network design should be adaptive to changing environments and priorities.
While Marxan is principally designed to develop a network based on a static “snapshot”
of the way features are spatially distributed, options such as those outlined above
illustrate that the tool is flexible, and thus it can be used iteratively to adapt to changing
situations. Marxan can also incorporate regular data updates, and be used for re‐
analyses as the environment or priorities change. The F‐TRAC Florida Forever program
is a land acquisition program that was able to update the plan every 6 months (Oeting et
al. 2006). Furthermore, if a reserve system designed with a low conservation target, e.g.,
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5% of every feature, needs to be expanded, then using a higher target with the original
5% system locked in is reasonably efficient (Stewart et al. 2007).

Box 5.2: Developing a cost surface using multiple factors
The Nature Conservancy of Canada wanted to include a number of ecological suitability
factors into its cost surface (Pryce et al. 2006). However, they recognised that factors
such as road density and land development did not have equal impacts on suitability for
conservation or chance of conservation success. To overcome this limitation they
developed a suitability index using a linear combination of factors thought to affect
suitability. Each factor was represented by a separate term in the equation, and each
term multiplied by a weighting factor. The weighting factors were obtained through a
technique known as pair‐wise comparisons where expert (local knowledge and subject
matter) opinion is solicited for the rank and relative importance of each term in the
equation, comparing two terms at a time. The cost (suitability) was defined by the
following equation:

Terrestrial Suitability = A * management_status + B * land_use + C * road_density +
D * future_urban_potential + E * fire_condition_class

Where A, B, C, D and E are weighting factors, calculated from expert input and pairwise
comparison, which collectively sum to 100%.
Sub‐weights, summing to 100%, were also applied to sub‐factors within the
management status, land use and fire condition classes. For example:
land_use = q * % urban + r * % agriculture + s * % mine

Values for each factor (or sub‐factor) are based on the percent area of that factor in the
planning unit. Values for each factor are standardised prior to applying the weights
according to the following equation:
Standardised score = (score for that PU / highest score for all PU)*100

This standardisation has the advantage of creating equal score ranges, which are easily
comparable. As a drawback, it does not account for varying data variability, and will
tend to over‐emphasise factors that come with little variability. Thus, it is best applied in
situations where factors have similar variabilities, or where these variabilities have also
been standardised.
Although the simple index used in this assessment cannot account for the many
complex local situations which influence successful conservation, the study concluded
that some reasonable generalities such as this were useful for assessing conservation
opportunities across an entire study area.
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5.8 OTHER CHALLENGES
5.8.1 Difficult ecological issues

Many context‐specific design considerations arise when striving to meet ecological
objectives. It is impossible to cover all eventualities, but here are three common
examples:
•

There is sometimes strong political pressure to account for the effects of climate
change, even though it is often very difficult to do so. Simple proxies can start to
address some climate change considerations, though. For example, if it is expected
that taxa may migrate to specific areas, such as the cooler slopes of a mountain in an
area where they cannot migrate higher up the slopes, then it is possible to include
the cool slopes as a conservation feature and set a target for them, or to bias the
algorithm towards selection of these areas by lowering the relative cost of planning
units within them. Features on the periphery of their range may become more
important under a climate change scenario. Some areas may become more prone to
extreme weather events and thus could have higher associated costs applied to them.
In all cases, though, the use of such proxies assumes a level of scientific certainty.
Good practice would suggest that these proxies be applied or emphasised (e.g.,
though the Species Penalty Factory) commensurate with their certainty.

•

Not all configurations of planning units are suited to all types of ecological
objectives. For example, dividing up a planning region into regular hexagons might
not be suitable to freshwater conservation plans, which could accrue greater benefit
using (modelled) sub‐catchments. Some features, such as wetlands or reefs, are
ideally treated as whole, functional, planning units. If they are sub‐divided by
smaller planning units, however, then strategies will have to be employed to keep
them together (e.g., high internal boundary costs). Be aware that units grouped
together to best represent one feature will preclude grouping them together for other
features. In cases where the correct choice of planning units is not clear, a sensitivity
analysis on the effects of different planning unit choices is good practice, and can
help eliminate options that appear to be heavily skew results as compared to other
choices. Starting with a basic grid is a good way to get a sense of what baseline
solutions might look like; then, other more sophisticated planning unit shapes can be
explored. In addition to above (see Section 5.2 ‐ Connectivity), planning units are also
discussed in Chapter 7: Assessing and Managing Data).

•

Integrating planning realms, such as freshwater and marine, or terrestrial and
aquatic, is an ongoing area of research. The Mpumalanga Biodiversity Conservation
Plan (Ferrar and Lötter 2007) combined the output from a freshwater Marxan
analysis as input files (cost surface) for a finer‐scale terrestrial Marxan analysis. This
was an attempt to combine both freshwater and terrestrial conservation planning
into one holistic plan.
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5.8.2 Limitations of Marxan in addressing ecological objectives

Marxan is primarily designed to consider objectives that translate into static spatial
targets. For example, Marxan is very good at achieving targets related to objectives such
as representativity, or incorporating specific sites important to certain life history stages
of a feature. However, persistence of a habitat or species is often influenced by ecological
processes that are hard to represent spatially and are difficult to incorporate into a
spatial “snapshot” analysis. Thus, spatial tools like Marxan are just one tool in the
toolbox.
Likewise, spatial planning is just one toolbox, and other approaches (such as economic
tools) will likely be necessary to ensure overall sustainable resource use and
conservation.
With Marxan it is difficult to consider:
•

objectives for which there are no or few spatial data;

•

ecological objectives that are not persistent in space and/or time;

•

resilience;

•

connectivity (other than straight‐line distances, and using boundary costs as
described above); and

•

ecological functions that are not spatially defined or persistent.

In summary, no single analysis tool can address all aspects of ecology, or incorporate all
kinds of ecological objectives. Using different tools (spatial and non‐spatial) as a suite
can be more powerful than one at a time, where the output from one tool may help to
inform the input to another (see Box 2.1). For example, habitat suitability models can
produce input into Marxan when complete data coverage is not available. Likewise
Marxan outputs can be used to as input options for non‐spatial analyses. For example,
the size and relative protections of species in a given site can be fed into a trophic model
to indicate the possible effects on the food web of a site. Or, a model of larval dispersal
can shed light on network level objectives, such as connectivity and gene flow, amongst
various Marxan scenarios under consideration.
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ABSTRACT
It is good practice to include explicit socioeconomic considerations into conservation planning.
These should be defined clearly and transparently so that all participants understand what
information will be included in the analysis. It is possible to develop cost surrogates to represent
the cost of conservation when spatially explicit data are not available or are not available at an
appropriate resolution. Socioeconomic goals are usually represented as costs (a factor to be
minimised) but may also be represented as features (a factor to be targeted). It is also possible to
use other Marxan parameters, such as the BLM to achieve socioeconomic objectives. Marxan only
considers one cost at a time. Therefore, if multiple socioeconomic costs are present, they must
either be treated individually or combined into a single overall cost index. If socioeconomic costs
are all measured in the same units and have the same value to stakeholders, they can be combined
additively. Often, however, costs are represented in different units, and thus it is not
straightforward to combine them. Marxan results are influenced by socioeconomic objectives and
their incorporation may be critical in achieving stakeholder support for a network of protected
areas.

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The establishment of conservation areas is often a conflict between biodiversity
conservation and other socioeconomic objectives. In this chapter, we suggest several
ways to address multiple objectives in reserve network design using Marxan. First, we
recommend that the costs of conservation (e.g., opportunity cost, management cost,
acquisition cost) be minimised given certain biodiversity conservation objectives.
Second, we suggest ways that areas of social and cultural importance can be targeted for
inclusion in a network of conservation areas. Finally, we provide advice on how to use
the boundary length modifier (BLM) to achieve certain socio‐economic objective. We
believe that careful consideration of socioeconomic objectives is good practice.
Socioeconomic objectives are often not included in reserve network design for a variety
of reasons:
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•

It is difficult to translate qualitative socioeconomic goals and objectives into
quantitative, spatial data that can be used in Marxan.

•

It can be challenging for stakeholders to communicate their needs to planners and
for planners to account for the needs of different stakeholders.

•

Incorporating socioeconomic goals requires transparency, and knowledge of the
broad goals for the project from the outset.

•

Planners who are trained as ecologists or spatial scientists may lack the expertise to
process socioeconomic data.

However, we believe the benefits of using socioeconomic data outweigh the challenges:
•

Consideration of socioeconomic goals can reduce the overall cost and impact of
conservation areas.

•

Including socioeconomic goals can increase stakeholder trust and acceptance.

In an effective plan, both planners and stakeholders will work together to translate
aspirational socioeconomic goals into quantitative measures that can be included into
Marxan. This is often an iterative process. Although development of socioeconomic data
and objectives can be time consuming, inclusion of this information at the outset results
in solutions that are more efficient and more acceptable to stakeholders, than solutions
considering socioeconomic cost post‐hoc.
6.2 DEFINING SOCIOECONOMIC OBJECTIVES
It is critical to define socioeconomic objectives clearly so that all participants understand
what information will be included in the analysis. Early education about what Marxan
does and how it uses data may be appropriate so stakeholders know what type of data
can be included. Socioeconomic objectives will largely reflect the project’s mandate
and/or the aspirations of the stakeholders. Therefore, it is important for planners to have
a clear idea of the goals of a conservation planning exercise and who the relevant
stakeholders are. Again, defining these objectives may be an iterative process. Objectives
may change as project goals evolve or as stakeholders are added. While initial
stakeholder goals may be aspirational, it is important to emphasise that these objectives
must be translated into spatial, quantitative data to be used in Marxan. Socioeconomic
objectives that do not meet these requirements are still important, but cannot be
included in a Marxan analysis.
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Box 6.1: Incorporating socioeconomic information into Marxan
Any socioeconomic goal that can be represented quantitatively and spatially can be
included in Marxan. Socioeconomic information can be captured in Marxan through the
cost, target, and BLM parameters. Typically, socioeconomic information is factored in
through a cost (see Box 6.4). Marxan aims to minimise the cost of a system of planning
units, subject to the constraint that biodiversity targets are achieved (see below). If the
values of a user group (e.g., fishermen) can be quantified across a planning region, then
Marxan can produce solutions that minimise negative socioeconomic impact.
Cost

High
COST

Low

Spatial Priorities

High
Medium

Low

High

Low

Marxan aims to minimize
the cost of a reserve
system, subject to the
constraint that biodiversity
targets are achieved. Here,
we show how several high
priority areas (i.e. selected
frequently in 100 solutions)
were identified in areas of
low
opportunity
cost
around Monterey Bay,
California (USA). Thirty
percent
of
each
biodiversity feature was
represented
in
each
solution.

6.3 DATA ISSUES
One of the largest obstacles to using socioeconomic data is the real or perceived
difficulty of obtaining it. As mentioned before, data must be spatial and quantitative to
be used in Marxan. Data quality is always an issue to consider. Ascertaining data quality
can be difficult with socioeconomic data because of constraints on data collection, i.e., to
protect confidentiality. OceanMap, developed by Ecotrust (http://www.ecotrust.org/
mlpa/index.html), is being used to collate socioeconomic data for the California Marine
Life Protection Act and is a good example of a tool to collect, manage, and analyse
sensitive data transparently while maintaining stakeholder confidentiality.
Credible spatially explicit data across a study region may not be available at all or at an
appropriate resolution. Just as biodiversity surrogates are used to represent biodiversity,
it is possible to develop cost surrogates to represent the cost of conservation. For
example, the distance from fishing ports or accessibility points (Clark 2007) could be a
surrogate for fishing effort in some marine regions. In terrestrial systems, topographic
slope may indicate areas that are not suitable for logging, even if no timber volume data
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are available (Cameron et al. 2008). The applicability of using surrogates is dependent
upon the predictability of activities within the study region, required scale / detail, the
quality of the surrogate data, and the sophistication of the surrogate model. Richardson
(2005) showed that the incorporation of fine‐resolution commercial fishing information
in marine‐reserve design substantially reduces the economic losses incurred by
fisherman, compared with reserves designed based on coarse‐resolution data. It is also
possible to combine surrogates to improve coverage. As with any scientific study, it is
advised to have explicit collection and analysis protocols agreed on by all participants.

Box 6.2: Recommendations for incorporating socioeconomic information into Marxan
By Dave Nicolson, Black Coffee Consulting; and Jeff Ardron, PacMARA
Recommended practices for socioeconomic data incorporation include:
•

Collecting or collating human use data is highly recommended and can help start to
build bridges to user communities.

•

Using human use data in zoning options (Marxan with Zones) was more desirable
than using these data to create a single cost layer for use in Marxan, especially if
there is more than one human use.

•

Designing scenarios with more than one human use zone, which can sort out
conflicting uses, is theoretically preferable to a single zone, but these advantages of
spatial efficiency have to be weighed against the additional effort, and possible
confusion arising when communicating the outputs to users.

•

In many cases, for reasons of communication and creating familiarity with
Marxan/Marxan with Zones, starting with a simpler zoning scheme may be
preferable to a more complicated one, even if the latter is ultimately more realistic.

•

Communicating outputs, soliciting feedback, and further building relationships with
users is as important in the planning process as the Marxan outputs themselves.

6.4 LINKING WITH MARXAN PARAMETERS
6.4.1 Incorporating socioeconomic objectives into the objective function

If socioeconomic goals cannot be translated into spatial, qualitative data they cannot be
used in Marxan. However, these data are still important, and should be considered for
inclusion at a different place in the planning process. Generally, socioeconomic goals in
Marxan are set using the “cost” function. Socioeconomic goals are typically stated as
costs to be minimised. For example, the cost function could be used to minimise the cost
of land, fishing effort, cost of stewardship agreements, cost of enforcement, or cost of
management. There are other ways to include socioeconomic goals in Marxan.
Ecosystem services, recreation values and other “positive” socioeconomic objectives can
be included as “Features” in Marxan. Necessarily there is a trade off between the budget
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and time available for a conservation planning project and money and the number of
socioeconomic goals that can be included. Also, as the number of socioeconomic goals
increase, balancing them becomes more difficult and the problem itself becomes harder
to solve.
It is also possible to incorporate some types of socioeconomic information by targeting
areas of social importance. For example, it may be important to include all or a fraction
of the cultural sites in a system of protected areas. To do this, the cultural sites would be
considered an additional conservation feature and each would have a target amount to
be included in each solution. If these socially important areas are essential it is possible
to lock them in a priori. For example, sacred sites (“taboo areas”) in New Guinea were
included as must‐have areas and were used to initialise Marxan (Cameron et al. 2008).
The boundary length modifier can be used to incorporate other types of socioeconomic
information. One aim of the stakeholders involved in marine protected area design
along the central coast of California was to identify marine protected areas that were
adjacent to terrestrial land parks and other “eyes on the water” to facilitate enforcement
and monitoring of the marine protected areas (Klein et al. 2008). One way of doing this is
to implement a zero boundary length between planning units adjacent to terrestrial land
parks and run Marxan with the BLM function. In doing this, Marxan will preferentially
identify marine protected areas that are adjacent to the land parks, to reduce the
boundary length cost. In conclusion, if credible spatially explicit socioeconomic data are
available across a study region, there are multiple ways that it can be incorporated into
designing a system of protected areas with Marxan (see Box 6.4).
6.4.2 Addressing multiple socioeconomic goals

Marxan only considers one cost at a time. Therefore, if multiple socioeconomic costs are
present, they must either be treated individually or combined into a single overall cost
index. If socioeconomic costs are all measured in the same units and have the same
value to stakeholders, they can be combined additively. Often, however, costs are
represented in different units, and thus it is not straightforward to combine them. In that
case, it is often necessary to assign weights to each cost before adding them (Sarkar et al.
2006). This process often requires extensive stakeholder engagement (see Chapter 10:
Using Marxan in Multi‐Stakeholder Planning Processes) to assign weights in order to
combine them. If costs are not in the same units (e.g., timber volume, agricultural
potential, and distance to roads) they must first be standardised into the same units
before weights can be appropriately applied. Implications of combining multiple costs
should be carefully considered before aggregating them. The weighting process
provides a way for stakeholders to participate in explicit goal setting and to visualise
tradeoffs. Marxan results may be particularly sensitive to cost weightings, so a thorough
sensitivity analysis of this process is recommended. Ideally decision‐makers are
presented with a variety of Marxan selection frequency maps derived using weightings
that emphasise different costs.
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Employing a scoring system (i.e., 1‐10 for all costs) to combine costs is a quick, but not
always very effective or transparent process (Bedward et al. 1991). See Chapter 5: Reserve
Design Considerations for an example of combining costs with a cost index. Combining
multiple costs requires transparency and iterative stakeholder engagement, to avoid the
process being seen as a “black box”. If in doubt, it is best to use each cost individually in
a series of Marxan analyses and to then present maps of individual results for each cost.
Presenting individual results is often a useful step for stakeholders to visualise how the
datasets and goals affect the solution.
6.5 EVALUATING RESULTS/INDICATORS OF PERFORMANCE
Marxan results are dependent upon subjective choices about socioeconomic objectives.
Which costs are included and what weightings are used strongly affect the outcome. We
recommend thorough documentation of the rationale behind all decisions regarding the
socioeconomic analysis, for review by all participants. This ensures that the analysis is
transparent and repeatable. Many of the evaluation steps recommended in Chapter 9:
Interpreting and Communicating Outputs are relevant for socioeconomic data to ensure a
rigorous, defensible analysis.
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Box 6.3: Defining conservation “costs” in Marxan
Conservation costs are often considered secondary to biological factors in the designs of
protected areas (Scholz et al. 2004), and tend to be analysed post hoc for areas selected
based only on biophysical data (Stewart and Possingham 2005). Implicit in Marxan is a
cost minimisation objective (see Chapter 1: Introduction) that allows users to consider
costs a priori. We review three different definitions of “cost” that have been
implemented in Marxan to identify a system of priority areas.
Cost equals area
Many conservation planning assessments define the cost as the area of the planning to
identify areas that represent biodiversity targets within the smallest possible area of land
or sea. In this case, the spatial variation in the cost of different conservation actions is
ignored and may not lead to the identification of the most cost‐effective areas for
investment (Stewart and Possingham 2005, Carwardine et al. 2006, Klein et al. 2008).
Cost equals foregone fishing effort
The establishment of marine protected areas is often viewed as a conflict between
conservation and fishing. In order to minimise this conflict, Marxan can be utilised to
identify protected areas that minimise the impact of marine protected areas on
fishermen, while achieving biodiversity conservation goals. For example, Stewart and
Possingham (2005) used effort data for the commercial rock lobster fishery to reduce
foregone fishing effort in a system of marine reserves in South Australia. Similarly, Klein
et al. (2008) compiled effort data on 24 commercial and recreational fisheries to minimise
the impact of marine protected areas on fishermen in central California.
Cost equals cost of conservation action (e.g., acquisition and stewardship)
In Australia, there are two conservation actions, acquisition and stewardship, under
consideration by the national government to protect biodiversity. Carwardine et al.
(2006) prioritised areas to meet biodiversity targets whilst minimising the costs of two
alternative conservation actions: land acquisition and stewardship. Unimproved land
value data was used to represent acquisition costs and agricultural profitability data was
used to estimate the opportunity costs of landowners entering into stewardship
agreements. This study found remarkable gains in financial efficiency when employing
spatially variable data that reflects the cost of the planned conservation action.

A key element for successful achievement of socioeconomic objectives is to approach it
as an iterative process. It may be necessary to present results to stakeholders multiple
times for refinement of objectives and weights (see Chapter 9: Interpreting and
Communicating Outputs and Chapter 10: Using Marxan in Multi‐Stakeholder Planning
Processes). Stakeholders like to know where their input data are reflected in the outcome
and how the solution affects them in terms of costs and benefits. Presenting solutions for
different scenarios will help stakeholders visualise and understand the Marxan process.
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It is possible to summarise results generated with and without costs included to evaluate
tradeoffs and performance (i.e., difference in total cost, targets achieved, total area, total
boundary length).
It is important to realise that, despite the complexities of including socioeconomic costs
in a Marxan analysis, ignoring costs is generally unwise. The Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority spent more than a year running analyses with cost equal to area and
found that Marxan was particularly indecisive – providing selection frequency maps
that gave little advice to decision‐makers. It was only after socioeconomic costs were
included that Marxan started to produce useful results. The temptation to create cost‐
free “pure” ecological results should be avoided in practical applications. Assuming cost
equals area is seldom valid, and otherwise can be misleading.
6.6 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES
To date, there are relatively few studies that incorporate socioeconomic data in the
literature. Building this literature will aid planners in selecting appropriate measures to
include in their analyses. Developing links between Marxan and existing socioeconomic
tools (i.e., multi‐criteria decision analysis, MCDA) will likely increase use of
socioeconomic data in conservation planning. Resnet, a decision support tool with
similar objectives to Marxan, incorporates MCDA into its analysis (Sarkar et al. 2004).
A second area of research and development involves dynamic consideration of time and
space. Socioeconomic objectives and priorities change over time and it is possible,
though not trivial, to include these types of data into Marxan (Wilson et al. 2006).
Further research is needed to link socioeconomic objectives with future growth scenarios
and other future projections. Consideration of uncertainty in socioeconomic data is
another area for research.
Marxan with zones was introduced recently and allows the user to specify multiple
zonings. Thus, some socio‐economic uses, for example fishing or logging, could be
incorporated as zones each with specified targets. This would allow for the full power of
the simulated annealing algorithm to find efficient spatial solutions subject to various
competing uses. To do so, however, will require spatial data of comparable resolution to
the environmental, species, and habitat layers. Shifting costs to zones could relieve a lot
of the difficulty in balancing various costs in the single Marxan cost function.
Nonetheless, some socioeconomic costs, such as acquisition costs, management costs
and so forth, will remain and would still be a part of the cost function.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter examines a number of issues related to using and assessing data for use with
planning tools such as Marxan. The data required for any analysis are determined by a broader
set of objectives for which that analysis is to support. Data have limitations and these need to be
understood, documented and corrected where possible. Having a fuller understanding of the
limitations of the data allows one to minimise the propagation of error and correctly assess the
validity of the results from the analysis. A checklist of items to help practitioners assess data
quality, completeness and sample bias and other limitations of datasets is provided. Spatial,
temporal and representational consistency should be considered when compiling datasets from
various sources. A number of considerations relating to the use of surrogates and or proxies are
also highlighted. Understanding the type of temporal variability that a feature exhibits is
important to elucidate as it will help determine how the data should be represented in an analysis.
When compiling and managing data for analysis and applications using Marxan, it is important
to pay attention to data management practices. Some considerations and general guidance to keep
in mind when selecting a planning unit size and shape are noted. Limitations and considerations
inherent in datasets, as discussed in this chapter, are summarised in Table 7.3.

7.1

INTRODUCTION

From the outset of an analysis, it is important to clarify several points that relate to the
use of data.
a. The data to be used within any analysis to support a planning process or project
should be determined to a large extent by the broader set of goals and objectives of
the planning exercise/project. Those broad goals and objectives may have been
articulated in terms of biodiversity conservation, sustainable fisheries, socio‐
economic benefits, or other purposes (see Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological Objectives
through the Setting of Targets and Chapter 6: Addressing Socioeconomic Objectives).
b. For any quantitative and data‐intensive analysis it is critical for the practitioner to
understand the many limitations of the data that are to be compiled and assess if
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they are of sufficient quality to use in the analysis. Decision Support Tools like
Marxan generate outputs regardless of the quality of data they are fed with. To
ascertain the validity of an analysis, one must have a good understanding of all the
limitations inherent in the data being used.
c. The limitations of data are generally related to the quality and/or quantity of data.
Having complete and consistent datasets is desirable but not always possible. Some
of the limitations in data and data gaps can be addressed and it is important to have
an appreciation of what limitations can be addressed versus not.
d. The data that are used for within an analysis to support decision‐making are often
derived from multiple sources. It is important to have traceable and repeatable
analysis and follow professional practice with regards to data management, which
includes proper documentation and metadata standards.
This chapter proceeds along the themes laid out above and fits into the analytical
process as illustrated in Section 1.1.2 ‐ Eight stages of systematic conservation planning.
7.2 WHAT DATA ARE YOU SEEKING?
There is a tendency in some analyses to include all available data without more
thoroughly checking on how appropriate these data are for the goals and objectives of
the analysis. Data that are to be used in any Marxan analysis must reliably reflect the
objectives and related criteria that have been set for site selection if the results are to be
meaningful. The setting of meaningful objectives is discussed in Chapter 5: Reserve Design
Considerations and the issue of translating objectives to data requirements is touched on
there.
When compiling required data for an analysis, rarely will “perfect” or even high quality
datasets be available. That said, it is worthwhile to have a sense of what the ideal dataset
would look like, and then work from that point to determine what may be acceptable or
not. For instance, with an objective to protect spawning aggregations of a fish species, it
is desirable to know where the spawning sites have been identified and verified. When
these data aren’t available, a proxy dataset may need to be substituted. Suitable proxies
may be data that represent the distribution or abundance of gravid female fish of those
species. The distribution of juvenile fishes or adult female fish though useful in other
contexts would not the appropriate dataset to represent what this particular objective
demands. Hence, for each dataset that is under consideration for inclusion in the
analysis it is appropriate to ask what that dataset and the associated metric represents
and if it meets the specific objectives and site selection criteria for the analysis.
7.2.1 A note on sourcing data

This is not an extensive review of where to obtain data. There are numerous sources
ranging from individual researchers, peer reviewed publications, holdings of data
centres, research institutes, research programs, government agencies, statistical bureaus
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etc., with which many practitioners are familiar. When sourcing data there are some
good practices to keep in mind:
•

Know the thematic experts for each dataset, they often have the most insight on the
status of a dataset, its quality and usability for different purposes – use that
knowledge.

•

Seek out datasets with high‐quality metadata and be cautious when considering
datasets without metadata. Ask questions and seek answers (Table 7.1)

7.3 ASSESSING DATA QUALITY, COMPLETENESS AND SAMPLE BIAS
In addition to identifying the appropriate data and metrics for use in the analysis, it is
also necessary to assess each dataset individually to get a handle on its characteristics
and limitations. The checklist in Table 7.1 suggests some of the main things to consider
when evaluating a dataset. This checklist is helpful for reporting on limitations and
caveats that should be given upfront in any report that describes a subsequent analysis.
The items in this checklist are also often part of the metadata about any dataset. As well
as indicated earlier, it is advisable to consult with data owners, thematic experts and
others such as statisticians on any of these items.
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Table 7.1: Suggested checklist for assessing datasets being sourced/used
ITEMS TO CHECK

Data Origin
Source
Compilation

Reason for Data
Collection

Sampling Strategy

Spatial and Temporal
Coverage

Data Representation

Data Classification

Data Generalisation

Spatial Resolution

Spatial Scale and
Accuracy

Data Currency

THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR

IMPLICATIONS

Are the data from a first hand source (raw data),
or are they a secondary compilation or valueadded product, from several other sources? If
they came from different sources were the
sampling methods comparable and have the
data been standardised?

Inconsistencies mean
data may not be
comparable, may
require standardisation,
or error correction

Understand the reason and purpose data were
collected for, and the method of data collection.
What was the sampling protocol? Was there
adequate and consistent sampling across space
and time? Has data collection been biased
toward one area, time period or by the
collector? How comprehensive are the data
relative to the project area? Are they
representative, e.g., a random sample? If there
was differential sampling effort then the data
should be corrected for effort and should be
reported per unit of effort.
How are the data reported and spatially
represented? Are they in the form of continuous
data or have they been generalised or grouped
into classes or categories. What is the variability
in the data reported (are there error bars
associated with them)? How were the classes
derived, and what is the classification accuracy?
Is the way the data are represented appropriate
for the purpose you require?

Data collected for
different purposes
might not be
appropriate for your
specific analysis
There may be Spatial
or Temporal biases in
the data such as
survey effort and
sampling protocol
Data
may
require
reclassification,
normalisation or other
treatment

How are the data represented spatially? Are
they vector or raster features? At what scale
(resolution and extent) were the features
observed or compiled? What is the spatial
resolution and accuracy for the features being
represented? Are they comparable with the
scale for the analysis?

Data may or may not
be at a coarser or finer
scale than that of the
analysis

How current are the data? If they are dated by
several years are they expected to offer an
adequate representation of reality at current
time? Is the feature being represented change
rapidly or it is relatively stable? Are long-term
means provided and with a metric of variability,
e.g., standard variation, min-max?

Dated data for specific
times and seasons may
or may not be
appropriate for present
distributions.

7.4 DATA COMPILATION AND PREPARATION – THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND
More often than not, the practitioner will have to compile data from several sources and
assemble a single thematic dataset (or sets) that cover the geographic area of the
analysis. The checklist in Table 7.1 should be a guide to evaluating each of the several
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datasets that have to be compiled into a thematic dataset for a Marxan analysis. In
addition, the key consideration when compiling a dataset from several sources is
consistency, e.g., in regards to coverage of the study area, collection protocol, units and
digital format. The practitioner should strive to ensure a level of spatial, temporal and
representational consistency such that the data adequately reflect reality and do not
introduce unintended biases into the analysis. Finally, be certain to carefully document
each step during data preparation (in metadata this is referred to as “lineage”), as this
documentation is critical for repeatability and transparency in the planning process.
Spatial consistency relates to ensuring that the entire study area is sufficiently
represented by the data that is being compiled.
•

A spatial boundary must be delineated for the study area. Strive for adequate,
proportional and representative data. This should be corrected for observation effort
in order to provide an unbiased picture. (IMPORTANT NOTE: If some datasets only
cover part of a study area, their usage will require setting up within the analysis sub‐
areas and associated targets / penalties for the features in those sub‐areas).

•

It is important to distinguish between presence/absence data and presence only data
(these are data that usually consist of opportunistic presence records, and which lack
“confirmed absence”). A feature is considered absent in a particular area because it
was sampled for and not found, and not because no sampling occurred there. These
are crucial distinctions. One should emphasise here that any of the data above are
virtually a function of search effort. Ideally, such data should be corrected for equal
search effort in space and time.

•

At times implicit assumptions are made about the distribution of a feature or
phenomena. For instance, a spatial distribution may be obtained by interpolating
sample data across a geographic area (e.g., depth sounding point data interpolated
into a bathymetric surface). Not all data are appropriate to interpolate (e.g., some
sediment grab sample point data of the seafloor interpolated regionally into a
substrate surface), so one should be aware of the assumptions used when creating
such a dataset.

•

For ocean data, depth strata (vertical resolution) can play a major role. Although
satellite imagery is widely available for the sea surface, marine applications often
require the inclusion of deeper water columns and the seafloor. Keep in mind that
data quality often degrades by depth, reflecting its greater inaccessibility.

Temporal consistency in data relates to the time period over which the data were
collected, particularly with features that are known to be dynamic and that may have
seasonality associated with them.
•

A feature may change with seasons and it is important to identify which season(s)
best reflect or represent the distribution of the feature that is appropriate for the
analysis where possible. It is suggested here to let the data drive these temporal
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stratifications, rather than using a classification scheme that normalises the data into
annual integers.
•

Compiling data without regard to temporal variation may misrepresent the
distribution of the features of interest, and can allow for key seasonal areas to be
overlooked.

•

Other considerations with regard to temporal variability of data are dealt with in
Section 7.7 ‐ Data management and maintenance).

Representational consistency relates to how data are reported and/or how a feature or
phenomena of interest is represented geographically. Within your data the same feature
may be classified in various ways and be represented spatially in the form of a point,
line, area (polygon) or a pixel depending on the scale it was observed.
•

Data being compiled from various sources that will make up a comprehensive
dataset covering the project area can be reported into a common classification system
where appropriate (e.g., classifying the seafloor based on primary factors such as
bathymetry, geomorphology, and substrate). Relying on a known, standard
classification system offers structure to the data being developed, can bring out
patterns not seen in individual data layers, and may be more robust during peer
review.

•

However, we caution the use of pre‐conceived classification schemes that do not
necessarily represent observable conditions. Often it is advisable to use the
underlying data to naturally classify the information. (NOTE: The number of classes
and the method of aggregation are important decisions in terms of the amount of
information going into a decision support tool and the how defensible the ecological
characterisation will be. Whether using natural breaks or more standardised
classifications to compile the information it is important to clearly document your
decisions as they should be based on the objectives of the project).

•

Data transformation or normalisation may be required to make data comparable or
consistent in the way they are represented. However, such data processing should be
well documented, as it can create/overcome skews and change of units.

Over large planning/analysis areas it is often difficult to attain a high level of consistency
with regards to the above elements, simply because there is a very uneven sampling
across the area. In such cases the planning area will need to be sub‐divided to account
for data biases. Often smaller sub‐areas are constructed based on political or ecological
divisions within the larger study area (eco‐regions or sections, watersheds or watershed
councils, international jurisdictions) within which some level of data consistency can be
obtained. Care is required, however, as that such spatial stratification sometimes can
suffer from a lack of understanding actual differences between sub‐areas (e.g., physical
parameters such as surface current patterns) and may therefore misrepresent biological
dispersal patterns.
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7.5 SURROGATES AND ECOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
Surrogate or proxy or index data are utilised when data on the desired feature are not
available. Often, biological datasets are difficult to collect and information on them may
be patchy. Generally if there are gaps in data coverage for a particular species, habitat or
ecosystem predictive modeling (or other approaches with a known accuracy) is a good
alternative to fill those gaps. In some cases, geophysical or non‐biological features may
be a good proxy or surrogate for biological data at certain scales (Ramey and Snelgrove
2003, Roff et al. 2003, Post et al. 2007). The distribution of a particular species can be
modeled on the basis of environmental conditions or physical features that the species
depends on; and indeed many species‐habitat models are based on this premise, but see
Anderson et al. (2003) cautioning on the use of such data. One should check whether the
input data of such a dataset, or its proxy, are sufficiently reliable to allow for sound
analysis, and ultimately whether the proxy is defensible; i.e., that it is comparable what
it is supposed to substitute.
In conservation planning, a common approach has been to map the range of
environmental conditions (geology, climate, hydrology, oceanography etc.) and classify
them in an ecologically useful manner that reflects the different and diverse
environment types of a region. Many of these classifications make assumptions on
and/or establish relationships between the environment types and the resultant
expression of biodiversity (community types, higher levels of biological organisation
etc.). A number of practitioners do maintain that there is value in characterizing these
environment types at some scale even without fully clarifying what limits the expression
of biodiversity. Not knowing a priori how the different physical conditions interact to
affect the distribution of species and habitats precludes a reliable classification of
communities on the basis of physical features. Thus, it requires thorough testing,
calibration and verification with biological information where possible. This can be data
and time intensive, since alternative datasets are needed that cover the classes in the
study area. A robust ecological classification system is validated and clearly identifies
what aspects of biodiversity it represents. If a classification system has not been
validated, as is usually the case, this should be noted.
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Box 7.1: Correcting Data for Observation Effort
Data biases are often created where one area is more observed and sampled than
another. Datasets that show abundances of species may be misleading if they do not
account for the time or effort spent observing the data. If used in an analysis the results
may be skewed and will raise questions on the reliability of the analysis.
Consider a simple example of two sites that are each sampled a number of times each
season. One of the sites (site A) is more accessible (e.g., near a road and in flat terrain) is
more frequented by researchers than the other site (site B). Each time a site is visited a
standard observation protocol (a 30 min transect walk) is employed and the number of
birds per species observed are recorded. The observations for one species of bird, let’s
say the yellow rumped warbler (YWRA), is summarised in the table below, with and
without correction for sampling effort.
Observations
corrected for
sampling effort

Number of times
site
visited/sampled

Number of
YRWA observed

Average number
of YRWA/visit

SITE A

10

45

4.5

SITE B

5

35

7

Although site A has a greater number of YRWA observations recorded, when both are
considered with a correction for sampling effort then site B shows up a having a greater
density of YRWA. These results are not only found for the abundance but also for the
spatial patterns of occurrences. One can for instance find a very rare bird at a given site
after 10 hours of intense searching by 20 observers, whereas another site is only searched
for 10 minutes by one observer and if a bird is not found be (wrongly) labelled
“absence”.
Although a simple example, interpreting the data without a correction of effort would
have been misleading and led to site selection biases in Marxan. Many spatial datasets
suffer from a lack information on the underlying search effort and if this detail is not
provided in the metadata, enquiries should be made.

If it is decided to use surrogates, their appropriateness for the study should be assessed.
The following are some considerations:
•

Be clear as to what the surrogate, index, modeled parameter or classification system
represents and how it relates to the feature for which it is serving as a proxy. Is it
appropriate for the conservation objectives of your study or planning exercise? Is it
biologically meaningful?
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•

Ensure that the surrogate, index, modeled parameter or classification system has
been tested or verified and validated to at least some degree with regard to what it
represents across the study area. This will help in assessing the level of confidence in
using it. Biological data that the surrogate information is attempting to represent
may exist for a portion of the study area, in which case the validity of the surrogate
can be (partially) tested. Is there alignment between the biological and surrogate
data? For instance, has modeled rocky habitat been predicted where adult rocky reef
fish distributions are known to exist? Is such information available as a quantitative
metric? These tests should inform the reporting on the confidence and certainty of
the surrogate data.

•

Ensure that the spatial scale of the data that are being used to derive the modeled
parameter/surrogate is appropriate for representing the conservation feature of
interest.

•

If the modeled parameter or classification system has been derived from combining
multiple datasets, it is advisable to have an indication of the source data and their
level of accuracy. Errors in source datasets can propagate through the resultant
products. Metadata, or the published citation, should report on accuracy (though
often this is not the case).

•

If using or creating a classification system, ensure the breaks in the classification
system reflect ecologically meaningful breaks and are not data processing artefacts
(as can be the case in unsupervised learning and clustering algorithms). Do the
classes make ecological sense or reflect what may be known about distributions of
biodiversity? Literature reviews can help establish such breaks and good practice
suggests that the science should drive such breaks.

•

Does the classification account for the dynamics, seasonality and temporal
variability of features it represents? If not, can the classification be sub‐divided in
order to take these into account?
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Box 7.2: An example of detectability errors
A species can easily be missed on a survey or transect. Data that were not corrected for
such errors (referred to as index of relative abundance/occurrence) represent
underestimates are usually biased and carry a high variance. Methods exist that allow
correcting for the fraction of animals missed to obtain “true” estimates (referred to
absolute abundance, density). It is not unusual that the fraction of animals missed
ranges between 10 to 80%.
As a natural law, detectability declines by observer distance; in other words, animals
nearby and in open habitat are more easily detected than those further away and in
enclosed habitats. The correction factors are not static and cannot be generalised. They
vary by time of day, observer skill and motivation, habitat, survey platform, survey
speed and various other factors. One should also emphasise here that often the
confidence bounds are more relevant than the actual estimate as such. Producing high‐
quality survey data is the goal for any application, and in general data with a coefficient
of variation (CV) below 15% are desirable.
Several methods exist to overcome the notion of detectability, and they are freely
available online and well known among surveyors and in the literature. For transect and
plot methods, DISTANCE Sampling is widely applied (www.ruwpa.st‐
and.ac.uk/distance/). For presence/absence data occupancy models are used. Other
methods deal with a mark‐capture‐recapture, double‐counting and sighting‐resighting
approach to obtain these crucial estimates. Employing such methods represents good
professional practice. It is important to document such concepts and methods in the
metadata.
7.6 HANDLING DATA WITH TEMPORAL INFLUENCES
Many biological features (and some physical ones) are not static and have a dynamic
nature with shifting patterns of distribution. How does one deal with this and ensure
that the data that are meant to represent these features accurately reflect these temporal
variations?
•

Features can exhibit seasonality on an annual basis (summer, winter, etc.) and/or
over the course of many years (other long‐term variations/decadal cycles, etc.). It is
important to know the type of temporal variability that exists for the feature of
interest. This will determine what part of the data you make use of and how.

•

For a feature that predominantly shows seasonality over an annual basis (e.g., many
mobile species), it can be appropriate to aggregate multiple years of data for the
season/s of interest and identify areas of persistence.

•

For a feature that does not have much annual seasonality associated with its
distribution (e.g., species with low mobility) but that shows shifts over many years,
it may be appropriate to use data over several years in a non‐aggregative manner
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(i.e., as separate layers) so as to account for the full range of historical and present
distributions.
•

For biological features it is also important to ascertain and understand the life cycle
and life history stages associated with the feature of interest. Is it the entire feature
that is of interest in your analysis or particular (and vulnerable) life stages? A life
stage may be associated with a particular season or time period. Keep in mind that
life stages are not stand‐alone features and need to be placed in the context of the
overall ecology of the area and the application context.

•

Are old data useful? The distribution of the features may have changed significantly
such that present day distributions do not resemble historical distributions. It
depends on the objectives of your study and on the causes and nature of change
(natural dynamics or human induced). An historic perspective can be very helpful
for setting conservation goals and identifying consistent distribution patterns
through time.

•

With the advancement of climate change, many features and phenomena are either
expected to change in their distributions, or have already changed drastically. It may
be desirable in certain instances to examine future probabilistic distributions and use
those in your analyses (e.g., Pyke et al. 2005, Pyke and Fischer 2005).

7.7 DATA MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE
In order to ensure repeatable and transparent analytical process, careful management of
datasets is essential. Practitioners each have their own data management preferences,
but common formats and descriptions are either required by institutions, or are
emerging and should be followed. Generally, careful consideration should be given to
naming conventions, documentation/metadata, data storage locations, data backup and
data processing (see Box 7.1).
Most GIS systems provide the functionality for basic data management. Marxan and
other Decision Support Tools do not directly interface with GIS systems or GIS
formatted datasets. Thus, data often have to be pre‐processed and formatted to
specifications of the tools. We suggest that these steps should be well documented, with
metadata and directly associated with the relational and/or spatial database.
Inputs for Marxan where the spatial data need to be summarised into planning units
(see guidance in next section) can be created using a variety of methods either within a
GIS or a database / spreadsheet that allows for further processing. Other third party
software such as CLUZ and PANDA (see Appendix A2‐3 Some Online Resources) are
examples of tools specifically designed to interface GIS with Marxan and among other
things to help format GIS data for use in Marxan.
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Box 7.3: File management
Marxan can be used to test a number of scenarios. When conducting scenarios using
differing conservation features or targets, changing Marxan settings or conducting
sensitivity analysis, the number of Marxan output files will rapidly multiply and a file
management protocol should be established.
It is recommended that scenarios be identified with a unique name (both in the input
parameter file and the name of the upper level directory) and that the input and output
directories, as well as the input parameter file, be stored in their own file directories. For
new scenarios or alterations to existing scenarios, input (and output) directories and the
input parameter file should be copied to a new, unique file directory. Although this will
increase the total number of files, the Marxan input and output files are relatively small
and this will allow users to monitor and review changes. This is particularly important if
analysis is conducted over a period of time or by several Marxan technicians. It may be
desirable to maintain a spreadsheet containing all changes made to each scenario and
the new scenario name.

In addition to tracking source data, careful documentation of each step in assembling
and manipulating the input data is required. One recommended practice that helps
document data preparation is to perform the various preparatory steps with code rather
than using point and click methods. Some practitioners use AML scripts, others code in
C or Python, others use ArcGIS macros or VBA and SQL in MS‐Access. Any of these
coding environments provide the essential function of having each step in data
preparation documented. Such code should be inserted in Metadata for the dataset
being created. These steps can then easily be examined for errors, and can reliably be
replicated through the inevitable multiple iterations of the planning process (e.g., as new
data become available or new goals are identified). We emphasise that such methods are
part of good professional practices and contribute to the validity of any analysis. It is
possible to create similarly detailed documentation for manually (point‐and‐click)
processing source data into Marxan files, but be sure to note all the details for each step
(including environment variables, etc.).
7.7.1 Data sharing protocols and re-use of value-added data

Once a Marxan analysis is run and completed a set of value added data inputs and
outputs is created. The compilation of these data usually presents the best available
information for a given area or topic. Since the data have been “vetted” and can be
considered “clean”, there will be a high demand for the products and inputs of the
analysis. The project executors will have to deal with this well past the completion of the
project. It is advisable that data sharing and exchange policies for the project should be
worked out beforehand, as this will inform data providers how their data may be used
or redistributed.
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Most governments have committed to data sharing and providing access to data
through commitments like the Rio Convention and initiatives such as OBIS and IPY
(Huettmann 2005, 2007a, b) and may have specific initiatives to help with archiving and
facilitating access to data (e.g., Geo‐connections in Canada). The same applies to data
generated by research projects that involve NSF (National Science Foundation, U.S.),
NIH (National Institute of Health, U.S.) and NSERC (National Science, Engineering and
Research Council, Canada).
It is in line with the spirit of using the best available science for decision‐making that
sharing data from the Marxan analysis and projects is encouraged. Projects that integrate
a variety of datasets and applications of Marxan help define data gaps and
insufficiencies. This can trigger the release or update and improvement of datasets
demanding a re‐run of Marxan and fine‐tuning of the findings. Experience shows that
being pro‐active and transparent regarding data sharing increases the acceptance, public
buy‐in and reputation of the analysis and decision support tools such Marxan.
Although we believe it is critical to share Marxan outputs, it is also critical to provide
upfront documentation about what they represent and how they should be interpreted
(see Chapter 9: Interpreting and Communicating Outputs).
7.8 DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATE SIZE AND SHAPE OF THE PLANNING UNIT
There are many considerations that should go into determining the appropriate size and
shape of planning units. There isn’t a one‐size fits all solution, and the appropriate size
and shape will depend on the circumstances of each individual planning exercise. In
general, planning unit size and shape is informed by a combination of: the scale of
planning (i.e., global, regional, national or local); the resolution of datasets being used;
the objective of planning exercise and the intended use of the outputs (e.g., general area
prioritisation or specific plans for implementation such as a comprehensive zoning
scheme).
•

Planning units should be no finer than the supporting data (generally the average
patch size of the conservation features being mapped) and no coarser than what is
required for management i.e., the scale for which the outputs are to be used.

•

Planning units should generally be of a consistent range of sizes to avoid variable
unit problem biases (see Box 7.4). However, some planning processes require the use
of natural units of analysis that may of variable size. If using watersheds, for
example, be sure to adjust your parameters (i.e., normalise for area and/or perimeter)
to compensate for size biases.

•

If using the boundary length modifier (BLM) to produce clustered solutions,
planning units should also have a relatively consistent perimeter to area ratio (i.e.,
avoid mixing very long skinny planning units with more circular planning units).

•

Using more, smaller planning units to partition the study area will, up to a point,
produce more efficient solutions (i.e., solutions with lower costs to achieve the same
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stated targets (see Section 7.9 ‐ Number of Planning Units). However, using fewer,
larger planning units will generally allow Marxan to produce solutions more
quickly.
•

We advise to be opportunistic when considering planning units. Where possible
match the analysis with the management scheme or objective be planned. While it is
sensible to consider size and shape from a modeling standpoint, perhaps conducting
sensitivity analyses between natural and abstract, uniform units, we also suggest
exploring the use of already‐delineated units that may be being used in current
management schemes.

A review of various studies and the reasons provided for the choices of planning unit
size and shape is provided in Table 7.2. Many the studies outlined do not provide a
reason for choosing the size and/or shape of the planning unit. This is likely due to the
lack of strong theoretical basis for using a specific selection unit (Stoms 1994, Pressey
and Logan 1998).

Box 7.4: A precautionary tale of two different sized planning units in one analysis
By Karin Bodtker, BCMCA
The BCMCA decided to use two different sized planning units (i.e., 2 km x 2 km square
planning units on‐shelf and 4 km x 4 km square planning units off‐shelf) for an analysis
spanning the entire Canadian Pacific EEZ. The decision was made despite solicited
Marxan expert advise warning that using two different sizes of planning units could
create complicated issues in regards to cost layers and balance’. However, the issues or
problems are not well documented and the decision was made to try the analysis with
two sizes of planning units for a variety of reasons, including:
•

Quite large marine study area overall with a natural break in the physical
environment at the base of the slope.

•

Resolution of available data was finer for the nearshore and continental shelf
regions, and courser for the larger off‐shore deep sea region.

•

The original grid was also designed to align with the 4 km x 4 km grid in which
some of the fisheries catch and effort data were provided.

•

The BCMCA wanted to keep the total number of planning units less than 65 000 for
ease of use in Excel spreadsheets.

•

Past experience with slow processing speeds when using Marxan with more than
65 000 planning units.

•

Many of the ecological features were to be targeted by broad ecosections, of which
there are twelve in the study area, and it was reasoned that this would effectively
spread solutions over the study area and reduce bias problems related to the
different size planning units.
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•

The work to populate existing planning units with roughly half of the ecological
features had already been completed when the advice was received.

When the time came for Marxan calibration, BCMCA tested for an inherent bias in the
selection of the two sizes of planning units and did discover a consistent bias. To test
this, they created a single feature that occupied each planning unit fully (i.e., the
quantity was equal to the area of the planning unit) and targeted that feature using a
simple proportional target. The BLM was set to zero and a random distribution of
selected planning units was expected. BCMCA expected the summed solutions file to
approximate a normal distribution, with the mean equal to the targeted proportion.
However, they found that the small planning units were chosen at nearly twice the rate
as big planning units, and the distribution of the values in the summed solution file was
clearly bimodal with a mean higher than the targeted proportion. They found the same
result whether the scenario ran for 1 million iterations or 500 million iterations.
It may be possible to correct the bias by increasing the boundary cost of the large
planning units, but then the correction factor also interacts with the BLM parameter,
number of iterations, and number and spatial distribution of real features. BCMCA did
not proceed with an analysis using two different sized planning units and, in hindsight,
we would recommend using single sized planning units.
7.9 NUMBER OF PLANNING UNITS
Many people ask: What is the maximum number of planning units that Marxan can
process? Technically, there was an upper limit of around 20 000 to 30 000 on the number
of planning units that early versions of Marxan could handle (version 1.8.10 and earlier),
though the optimised version (version 2.0+) has less restrictions and has been successful
at processing much larger numbers, over 100 000, or even 150 000 planning units on
newer computers with ample RAM memory. However, computer horsepower aside,
there are mathematical reasons why Marxan, with its algorithms that try to do a
reasonable job with optimality, will struggle to successfully process large numbers of
PUs and features into an efficient, and hence meaningful, solution.
The number of possible network solutions is 2 to the power of the number of PUs. Thus,
100 000 PUs is more than 10 to the power 10 000 possible solutions which is greater than
number of atoms in universe! That said, there are some cases where the decision space is
so constrained by the arrangement of its features that even with huge numbers of PUs,
near‐optimal results are still tractable. However, these situations are the exception, and
in general, when there are lots of possible network configurations, optimal solutions will
be hard to find when using over 50 000 PUs.
Considering issues of scale and precision, blocking fine‐scale raster data into sub‐
catchments and hexagons really does not cause you to lose any data and it should not be
seen as a problem. Ultimately, it is all about the spatial scale of decision‐making. If
decision‐making in a large study area is still on the scale of individual hectares then the
problem has to be divided into sub‐regional analyses. However, usually this is not the
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case. If required, sequential or greedy algorithms can work on such huge numbers of
PUs but it is very unlikely that the solutions produced would be anywhere near optimal.
Thus, good practice would dictate either aggregating data into larger PUs or sub‐
dividing the study area. If you do decide to use a large number of PUs, you will need to
do extensive testing to find the number of iterations required whereby the good
solutions begin to converge. Even with the latest desktop computers, getting meaningful
near‐optimal solutions could increase processing time dramatically, perhaps 24 hours or
longer per Marxan scenario.
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Table 7.2: Summary of planning unit choices in various studies.
AUTHOR/
TITLE

SHAPE

SIZE

REASON PROVIDED

Leslie et al.
2003.

Square

1-km2 and 100km2

No – preferred 1 km2 to 100 km2 because solution
area decreased.

Airame et al.
2003.

Square

1 x 1 min

Socioeconomic information collected at this scale
because they are the CA Department of Fish and
Game planning units.

Beck and
Odaya 2001.

Bays/

Vary

Goal of project was to identify priority sites (i.e.,
eco-regions) for conservation.

Ardron et al.
2002.

Hexagon

250 ha

No

Lewis, et al.
2003.

Hexagon

30 km2 and 10
km2, reefs

Used different planning units to reflect the spatial
scale of management and administrative and
physical boundaries. No reason for choosing
hexagon.

Chan et al.
2006.

Square

1 x 1 min

Socioeconomic information collected at this scale
because they are the CA Department of Fish and
Game planning units.

Richardson
et al.

Square

2 x 2 min

No

Stewart and
Possingham
2003.

Square

5 x 5 km

No

Geselbracht
et al. 2005.

Hexagon

1500 ha

Hexagons provide more natural appearing clumps
as sites have six sides shared among individual
units. The size of the PU was selected to provide
fine enough detail for state-wide analysis while not
overwhelming processing capabilities with
excessive units that may add little to analytical
resolutions.

CLF and
WWF 2006.

Square

5 x 5 min

Size consistent with regional planning for which
outputs were intended and scale and constraints
of available data.

Tallis, H,
Ferdana, Z,
Gray, E
2008.

Hexagon

500 Ha
Hexagons, &

Hexagons integrated terrestrial and near shore
area selection. Reasons for size: (1) consideration
of scales of input data for ecological features; (2)
promoting ecological accuracy between terrestrial
and coastal realms by splitting units at the
shoreline thereby accounting for a natural shared
boundary

Eco-region

Hexagons split
at the shoreline
to account for
terrestrial and
coastal
features
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AUTHOR/
TITLE
Ferdana
2005

SHAPE

SIZE

REASON PROVIDED

Hexagon,
and shoreline
unit

750 Ha
Hexagons, &

Hexagons integrated terrestrial and near shore
area selection. No reason for size

Hexagons and
Variable length
shorelines

Shoreline was a more natural unit with ecological
boundaries

Ferrar and
Lötter 2007

DEM
modeled subcatchments

5820 ha

Freshwater assessment needed to protect intact
wetlands and rivers, within healthy subcatchments

Pence
(2008)

Segmented
satellite
image or
landcover
image
(eCognition)

23 ha (range
0.25-550 ha)

Land-cover based planning units; ensuring
homogenous contents of planning units (also
ensure features not artificially dissected by
planning unit boundaries); improves translation of
product into management plan/guidelines

Klein et al.
(2008)

Subcatchments

Average of 50
km2 and 800
km2 in the
intensive and
extensive landuse zones,
respectively

To facilitate the protection of the integrity and
function of ecosystem processes occurring on a
sub-catchment scale

7.10 SUMMARY
Table 7.3: Some common data limitations and ways of dealing with them.
LIMITATION

WAYS TO ADDRESS LIMITATIONS

Data exist are not reported in a
consistent form across the region

Standardise datasets between areas and correct for
observation effort and detectability problems
Create sub-regions or sub-areas where data are
more or less of consistent
Use site-scale data to verify and calibrate a
standardised or regional dataset

Data do not exist for the feature of
interest

Use an alternative/feature data that may serve as a
surrogate or proxy

There are only limited data for a
particular feature

Use existing data for environmental variables and
model occurrence of feature. Use the limited area for
which data exists to test and validate your model.

There are no data for part of the region
or study area

If feasible, create and use “no data” classes in the
analysis

Data are not from the same temporal
time period

If the feature does not have much temporal variability
over seasons or years this may be ok
If not, the data may be usable only for limited time
periods, perhaps aggregated over many years
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ABSTRACT
Marxan is a useful tool, but to get robust results requires a significant investment in setting up
the problem, calibrating the algorithm, and running sensitivity tests on the results. This chapter
provides guidance in some of the necessary steps in that process. For a given solution, check that
it is feasible (meets all targets). Each time a change is made to the problem being solved,
Marxan’s other parameters may need re‐adjustment. Evaluate the quality of solutions generated
in terms of the costs, objective function, and levels of protection provided. Test how sensitive the
results are to changes in Marxan parameters, input data (especially uncertain data) and
conservation targets. Following these steps will develop a much better understanding of the
problem, how the various parameters and features affect it, and the robustness of the solutions
generated.

8.1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of the optimiser in Marxan is to “select some of everything, for the lowest
cost” (see Box 1.1). Calibrating and fine‐tuning Marxan to achieve this stated goal of
“lowest cost” while generating a range of solutions is the subject of this chapter. Other
chapters have covered some of the issues surrounding the process of translating broad
policy goals into a mathematical problem statement, and hence parameters, that Marxan
can work on. This chapter will address the various user settings, calibration procedures,
and sensitivity testing necessary to ensure Marxan is producing a range of near‐optimal,
“lowest cost” solutions to each variant of the specified problem.
Once the initial data are assembled, the recommended solution process iterates through
multiple steps (Figure 8.1). The first step is to prepare initial input files for calibration
(setting planning unit costs, the amount of each conservation feature in each planning
unit, and a target for each conservation feature). The decisions made in setting up the
planning unit costs, etc. (see Section 8.2.2 ‐ Planning unit cost) can strongly influence
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results, so good practice includes sensitivity testing for effects of these decisions (see
Section 8.4 ‐ Sensitivity Analysis).
The next step is to calibrate the main parameters for running the Marxan simulated
annealing (SA) heuristic (see Section 8.3 ‐ Calibration – adjusting the parameters of Marxan).
This step may involve extensive calibration the first time through a given problem but
once set, it may only occasionally require further adjustments on subsequent runs.
During each step in the calibration and sensitivity testing cycle, it is important to test a
range of variables for each parameter and carefully examine the results both for
achievement of conservation feature protection targets and for spatial characteristics
(e.g., clustering, regional bias, etc.).
Following that examination, the practitioner may choose to iterate through the process a
number of times to test effects of boundary length modifier (BLM) on clustering/reserve
network compactness and to test how sensitive results are to decisions made in
assembling input data. The decisions made in calibration can strongly influence results
so good practice includes documenting and sensitivity testing of these decisions (see
Section 8.4 ‐ Sensitivity Analysis).
As parameters (i.e., BLM, conservation targets, costs, etc.) are varied between Marxan
scenarios, it is useful to analyse the results quantitatively and qualitatively. A
quantitative analysis is useful to determine if/how the scenarios differ. A qualitative
analysis is useful in explaining the different configurations of the results (i.e., what
factors led the heuristic to select certain areas) and verifying meaningfulness of results.
An overview of various qualitative and quantitative analytical methods is presented in
this chapter.
8.2 GOOD PRACTICES IN THE USE OF KEY MARXAN INPUT PARAMETERS
The Marxan User Manual and Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological Objectives through the
Setting of Targets and Chapter 7: Assessing and Managing Data provide extensive advice on
assessing and assembling datasets for use in a Marxan problem. Remaining issues
regarding feeding these data into Marxan are discussed below.
8.2.1 Planning unit status (influence of locking areas out or in)

Locking existing reserves into a solution influences the results outside of the fixed
reserves. Unlocking current reserves will better illustrate how much of a role they play
in achieving conservation targets efficiently. It is not uncommon that current protected
areas are inefficient, when considered in terms of meeting broader network objectives;
therefore, fixing them generates an overall network solution that can be significantly
bigger than a reserve network with all planning units unlocked. Fixed planning units as
reserves can affect every characteristic of the network, from spatial congruence to target
achievement. In many applications, it is therefore good practice to try both, locked and
unlocked, to get a better idea of how existing reserves are affecting the overall network
solutions.
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Anytime that planning units are locked in or locked out, the mathematical structure of
the problem changes. After changing a PU’s status, good Marxan practice calls for
checking the calibration (SPF, restarts, BLM). If a planning unit will always be locked in
or locked out, in some cases it can be excluded from the analysis by changing the
question from “select some of everything at the lowest possible cost” to “select some
more of everything at the lowest possible increase in cost.” This approach can reduce the
size of the problem that Marxan has to solve, however it may limit the applicability of
some spatial metrics, and will affect the solutions differently. In particular, the effect of
the BLM is such that when units are locked in, reserves tend to grow around them,
whereas when they are locked out, they create a “donut” and the surrounding units tend
to be shunned. If existing protected areas are locked out, then the user needs to take into
account separately the features within those units when calculating any spatial statistics.
8.2.2 Planning unit cost

Practitioners use a variety of methods to assign costs to planning units. Some users
(particularly those using regular grids) set costs for all planning units to 1. Others
(particularly those using irregular polygons) set costs equal to planning unit area.
Others set costs to include one or more measures of socioeconomic cost for each
planning unit (see Chapter 7:Assessing and Managing Data and Chapter 10: Using Marxan in
Multi‐Stakeholder Planning Processes). Still others use the cost variable to reflect other
undesirable aspects of a site (e.g., its level of degradation ‐ see Chapter 6: Addressing
Socioeconomic Objectives). For example, one might develop different cost indices based on
preferences for each of several stakeholder groups (e.g., preferences of fishermen vs.
preferences of environmental advocates). These can be examined in separate runs to
explore tradeoffs, or combined to produce compromise solutions. When combined, i.e.,
using more than one measure of cost for each planning unit, it is important to consider
the relative weights given to the competing measures of cost. The method outlined
below for efficiently selecting values for BLM (see Section 8.3 ‐ Calibration – adjusting the
parameters of Marxan) can also be used to strike a balance between two competing
measures of cost. One just needs to be able to take a given Marxan solution and calculate
a cost for it on each different cost index being used. Multidimensional tradeoffs can be
efficiently explored in a similar fashion (Solanki et al. 1993).
8.2.3 Boundary cost

Boundary costs are used to encourage clustering and reserve network compactness in
the solutions generated. In Marxan, shared boundaries can be interpreted as a measure
of connectivity between adjacent planning units. When selecting planning units, the
total perimeter (modified by the BLM and boundary cost) is added to the objective
function, and any shared boundaries with other selected PUs are subtracted away. This
way, a planning unit that fills a donut hole actually reduces the total boundary of a
solution, since all of its boundaries are shared. It makes sense to express boundary costs
in units scaled so that boundary lengths are similar in magnitude to PU costs,
conservation targets, etc. If expressing boundaries in meters doesn’t work, try
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kilometres, or hectometres, or another unit that scales well. If using PUs that are based
on variable units of length like degrees of latitude and longitude, it is good practice to
convert these boundaries to units of fixed length, like nautical miles or kilometres.
Some users have observed a selection bias against PUs on the edge of the study area
when using boundary costs to promote clustering (see Box 8.1). This is primarily an
issue with relatively high values of BLM. One solution that has been used is to not count
the study area edge as part of the boundary of PUs on the edge. This solution can create
an opposite bias, preferentially selecting PUs on the edge because a large fraction of
their boundaries are set to 0 boundary cost. If either bias appears to be an issue in
sensitivity testing, then boundaries along the study area edge can instead be set to any
fraction (between 0 and 1) of their actual length.

Box 8.1: How to test for potential bias related to the external boundary cost
By Karin Bodtker, BCMCA
When using CLUZ to create the bound.dat file, the user has the option to include or
exclude records in the file related to the external boundary. When they are included, a
record for each planning unit on the external boundary of the study area is entered as if
it had a boundary with itself equal to the length of the external boundary within that
planning unit. If the external boundaries are included at the same cost as other
boundaries, solutions will avoid the boundary planning units, and if excluded, solutions
will be drawn to include a boundary edge. This issue was especially problematic for the
BCMCA because its study area included convoluted coastline with many narrow fjords
lined with boundary planning units. They wanted to be sure that solutions were neither
biased toward or away from choosing these units. They created a single feature,
populated all the planning units equally with it, and set a proportional target overall. To
see the bias, a non‐zero value for the BLM was used, and the scenario results for each of
the two boundary files compared. BCMCA reduced the boundary cost of the external
edges in the boundary file to 50%, 25%, 12.5%, and finally 6.25% until the distribution of
the summed solution file overall matched the distribution of the summed solution file
for the boundary planning units alone. Visual examination of the summed solution
results of 100 runs can help to determine if a bias exists, as the boundary planning units
will have a slightly different colour than the rest of the study area. Visual examination of
the best solution or any random solution is also recommended to assess whether clumps
are either tending to avoid or include the boundary edges. The effect will change as the
number of iterations and the BLM values change so it is best to test using a BLM close to
that being used in final scenarios. (However, if you do use two different sized planning
units, be aware that there are issues when using the CLUZ interface to create the
boundary file, and that it would be probably easier to create it using another tool.)
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8.2.4 Conservation feature abundances

A certain amount of each conservation feature exists in each planning unit. However the
total abundance and spatial distribution of conservation features can vary substantially.
Some features may be present at very low levels but be found in most planning units,
while others may be present at very high levels but only in a few planning units. Some
may be quite rare in the study area, while others may be quite common throughout the
study area (but are rare enough elsewhere to still be a conservation priority). When there
are large differences in the distribution of conservation features, a few conservation
features can begin to dominate the solutions generated by Marxan. In those cases it can
be helpful to normalise conservation feature abundances in each planning unit as a
percentage of that conservation feature’s total abundance in the study area. In that way,
the protection of every conservation feature receives equal weight in the solver.
(Alternatively, if a feature is dominating solutions and this is not desired, then its SPF
could also be reduced. See Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological Objectives through the Setting of
Targets.) Again this step is only indicated where there are large differences in feature
abundance, or if the user decides, against the advice of this chapter, to consider solutions
where not all protection targets are met.
8.2.5 Conservation targets

There are many different methods for setting conservation targets (see Chapter 4:
Addressing Ecological Objectives through the Setting of Targets). Conservation targets are
most often set in a broader discussion based on the objectives of the project or planning
exercise and the conservation requirements for an area. Most often a range of targets will
be explored. The most important points when setting up Marxan are (a) to ensure that
the numerical targets accurately represent the planning objectives, (b) to check and make
sure the targets are achievable and (c) to do at least some sensitivity testing to see the
effects of changing individual targets. Some practitioners gain insight into their datasets
with an exploratory technique. They initially set targets very high and use cost
thresholds to explore the range of targets that may be achievable at different cost
thresholds. This exploratory technique then guides them in selecting appropriate,
achievable targets for further Marxan runs. Practitioners tend to have different targets
for more widely occurring features vs. those that are rare or threatened (see Chapter 4:
Addressing Ecological Objectives through the Setting of Targets). Ensure that translating your
conservation objectives to conservation features and corresponding targets preserves the
intent for your planning. Think carefully about what problem Marxan is actually solving
and how the target of each feature will affect the overall solution.
8.2.6 Cost threshold

Cost thresholds can be useful in the initial planning stages to help explore the ranges of
conservation targets that may be practical given known cost constraints. One approach
would be to set targets for each conservation feature to 100% of available habitat and set
a cost threshold (based on guesses of what might be politically feasible, or perhaps some
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percentage of what it would cost to select every planning unit). The resulting solutions
will likely provide very different levels of protection for each conservation feature.
These differences can be reduced by increasing the SPF for underrepresented
conservation features and/or reducing the SPF for overrepresented conservation
features. Though this does not reflect ecological considerations (see Chapter 4: Addressing
Ecological Objectives through the Setting of Targets), once gross disparities have been
eliminated, these trial solutions can help with understanding what target levels are
actually achievable. This process can be repeated for a few different cost thresholds as
desired, although the amount of new information rapidly diminishes.
After the initial exploratory planning stages, it is better practice to explicitly set
meaningful protection targets and focus on minimizing cost rather than trading off the
protection of one conservation feature against another.
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Figure 8.1: Flowchart for running Marxan with calibration and sensitivity testing.

8.3 CALIBRATION – ADJUSTING THE PARAMETERS OF MARXAN
Solutions generated by Marxan can be classed as either “feasible” solutions, those that
meet all conservation targets, or “infeasible” solutions, those that fail to meet one or
more conservation targets. (This mathematical definition of “feasible” is obviously only
a starting point for determining which solutions might actually be considered practical.)
The first step in analyzing any solution set is to determine how many solutions, and
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which
solutions,
are
feasible.
Feasible
solutions
are
listed
in
the
<problem_name>_sum.dat file as having a shortfall and penalty of zero. The next step
with the infeasible solutions is to determine which conservation targets are being missed
and why. Infeasible solutions result either from (a) having targets that are higher than
the total amount of a conservation feature available or (b) having the penalty for missing
targets (SPF) set too low. In the latter case, the cost for adding another useful planning
unit is greater than the penalty for missing a target (shortfall * SPF) in the arbitrary units
of the objective function.
If Marxan is not generating feasible solutions, it generally makes more sense to explicitly
and consciously vary your conservation targets or SPFs rather than to allow Marxan to
simply fail to meet certain targets. Allowing Marxan to miss targets means that Marxan
is arbitrarily changing protection levels for certain conservation features based on
generally invalid tradeoffs. Entering the world of trading‐off cost vs. meeting targets is
dangerous and results generated are far from transparent to modellers or stakeholders.
The next step with the feasible solutions is to examine how consistently Marxan was
able to produce “lowest cost” solutions.
The objective of calibration is to ensure that the set of solutions Marxan produces are
close to the “lowest cost” or optimum. The simulated annealing optimiser in Marxan is
powerful, flexible and highly automated — it requires only a few user settings. Those
user settings, however, can have a large impact on solution efficiency (Fischer and
Church, 2005).
The basic calibration procedure is to iteratively set and check SPF values and the
number of iterations necessary to achieve consistent results and ensure all targets are
met. This basic calibration should be performed after each significant change to the
problem being solved (for instance, after a significant change in some planning unit
costs or boundary length modifier).
8.3.1 Conservation / species penalty factor (SPF)

Once all the datasets have been assembled and are ready to run, the user must decide on
SPF values for each conservation target (see Box 8.2). The SPF parameter is crucial to
getting good results. Too high a weight restricts Marxan’s performance. Too low a
weight means targets may not be achieved as often. SPF values are incorporated into the
objective function that Marxan tries to minimise. If the SPF values are very small
(relative to the BLM, units used to measure boundary length, and planning unit costs),
then the “lowest cost” solution could miss achieving several targets, because the costs of
selecting additional planning units is greater than the small penalties for missing
protection targets. If the SPF values are very large, then the simulated annealing
algorithm will not be able to explore as many options in the solution process. As a result
Marxan will tend to produce fewer different solutions with higher average costs. The
key point here is that SPF values must be chosen so that penalties for missing
conservation targets are scaled appropriately and relative to each other. Each problem
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instance will have a different appropriate set of values for SPF depending on the BLM
and associated planning unit costs, and hence experimentation is required.
The importance of calibrating SPF values is illustrated with results from a sample
problem in Figure 8.2. Results are from a problem with 99 planning units and 24
conservation features. SPF values were set the same for all conservation features. At SPF
= 200 several solutions out of 100 were infeasible (not all conservation targets were met).
Increasing SPF values to 20 000 actually increased the number of infeasible solutions,
and the set of solutions was more expensive as a whole (shifting to the right). Decreasing
SPF values to 20 resulted in a less expensive set of solutions and slightly decreased the
number of infeasible solutions. Decreasing SPF values to 2 resulted in only five feasible
solutions. Setting SPF values to 10 produced only a few infeasible solutions and
provided a more consistently low‐cost set of solutions than the higher values examined.

Figure 8.2: Cumulative distribution function of solution set cost for a test problem
using five different levels for SPF values. For this problem, SPF of 2 failed to produce
many feasible solutions. SPF of 20 000 produced mostly feasible solutions, but almost
half of them cost more than 110% of optimal cost. Using the calibrated SPF of 10, 90%
of the solutions produced were both feasible and cost less than 110% of optimal cost.
Had the units used to measure cost been different, calibrated SPF values would have
differed as well. The lowest‐cost solution consisted of 15 planning units with a total
cost of 252 cost units.

One approach to calibrating SPF values is to set SPFs for all conservation features the
same and iteratively adjust them until 70%‐90% of restarts meet all conservation targets.
The process is to select an arbitrary value for SPFs, perform a 100 restarts or so, and
examine the distribution of solution quality among those restarts. If not all protection
targets are being met in most/all solutions, try increasing SPF values (perhaps by a factor
in the range of two to ten times greater initially). If all protection targets are being met,
try decreasing SPF values iteratively until targets are no longer being met — then
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increase SPF values slightly. If conservation targets cannot be met, it is appropriate to
revaluate the targets. This approach can be successful if all conservation features are
generally similar in targets, abundance and spatial distribution. When feature
abundances or distributions differ substantially, good practice includes at least some
individual adjustment of SPF values.
One method for individually adjusting SPF values is illustrated in Figure 8.3 (based on
Chen, pers. comm.). This method consists of finding uniform SPF values for which all
targets are met and a lower value for which most are not. The difference between those
SPF values is the range explored for each feature. All SPFs are set to the low value, and
then for those features missing their targets, the SPF is increased. This process is
repeated until all targets are met.

Figure 8.3: Iteratively calibrating individual SPF values for a sample four‐feature
problem. Run 1 used a uniform SPF for all four conservation features A‐D. Targets
were not met. Run 2 used uniform SPF of 10 and targets still were not met. Run 3 used
uniform SPF of 100 and all targets were met. From this point we explore SPF values
between 10 (no targets met) and 100 (all targets met). For Run 4, SPF was lowered
again, to 20. Targets were met for feature D only, so SPFs were raised (from 20 to 40)
for features A‐C that missed their targets. In Run 5, A and D met targets, B and C did
not. SPFs for B and C were raised (from 40 to 60). In Run 6, C met targets for the first
time, but none of the others did, so their SPFs were increased by 20. In Run 7 all
targets were met.

A further important check at this stage is to examine the infeasible solutions to see
which conservation targets are not being met. In some cases, it may be only one or two
targets that are consistently being missed. In these cases it may be reasonable to set the
SPF values for those conservation targets higher, while lowering the other SPF values
still further. This level of detail would only be indicated when having difficulty getting
consistently low‐cost, feasible solutions from Marxan.
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Box 8.2: Penalty factor optimisation
By George F. Wilhere, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
In Marxan, the conservation/species penalty factors (SPF) impose constraints on
optimisation, however, they are soft constraints in that the constraint can be violated.
The larger the SPF, the firmer the constraint. Hard constraints can be established by
setting an arbitrarily large SPF, or through “locking in” planning units. However, very
large penalty factors can create ill‐conditioned objective functions exhibiting sharp peaks
or valleys, both of which make optimisation more difficult (Gottfried and Weisman,
1973, pp. 253–254). 11
Wilhere et al. (2008) 12 ran a simple iterative search to find SPF values for all features. All
SPF values were initially set to 2. A Marxan run (consisting of 4 million iterations) was
executed, and then the amount captured for each feature was compared to the feature’s
target. If a feature did not meet its target, then its SPF value was incremented by 1. This
process was repeated until all features met their targets in at least 38 consecutive Marxan
runs (38 was 1.5 times the number of Marxan runs they used in their final analysis). The
resulting SPF values ranged from 2 to 6 but at least 97% of the values equalled the
default value of 2. In retrospect, given that we only raised SPFs and did not lower them,

the initial values for SPF could have been set to 1 instead of 2.
8.3.2 Iterations

The simulated annealing solver in Marxan relies on large numbers of iterations to come
up with good solutions. How many iterations should one use? The calibration of this
parameter is similar to calibration for SPF. Try a few test runs with different numbers of
iterations and compare the cumulative distribution of solution efficiency for feasible
solutions (as in Figure 8.2, but using “Score” from *_sum.dat). Generally, as the number
of iterations increases, Marxan will succeed more consistently in locating a global
optimum, or at least better local optima. For a moderately large problem, it might be
appropriate to start with 100 restarts with 106 iterations and then compare that solution
set to 100 restarts with 107 iterations in a plot similar to Figure 8.2. If there’s a noticeable
improvement with 107 iterations (i.e., a leftward shift of the cumulative distribution
function), then try 108 (or 2*107) and so on. Solution time increases linearly with the
number of iterations, so there are practical limits on the number of iterations that can be
considered reasonable. At some point it becomes far more useful to have an adequate
number of restarts than to try to ensure the efficiency of an entire solution set. After all,
one can always simply discard the least efficient solutions in a solution set in the same
way that one discards infeasible solutions. That said, if the “selection frequency” option

11

Gottfried, B.S., and J. Weisman. 1973. Introduction to Optimization Theory. Prentice‐Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
12 Wilhere, G.F., M. Goering, and H. Wang. 2008. Average optimacity: an index to guide site
prioritization for biodiversity conservation. Biological Conservation 141: 770‐781.
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of Marxan is being used, then it is good practice to try to produce mainly feasible
solutions, and thus keep the iterations on the high side.
There is one caveat for picking the number of iterations. For some small problems
Marxan can reliably find the global optimum with a small number of iterations. In fact,
the problem graphed in Figure 8.2 was solved using only 4000 iterations. With as few as
10 000 iterations, Marxan found the same global optimum in nearly every restart. In this
case, the number of iterations actually had to be lowered in order to generate a diverse
set of solutions. For most realistically sized conservation problems this is unlikely to be a
concern.
8.3.3 Number of restarts

For any reasonably complex Marxan problem there are more possible solutions than
there are stars in the universe (Possingham, pers. comm.). There is no need to identify
them all. The goal is to set the number of restarts high enough that the set of solutions
generated is a representative sample of the solutions available. To answer questions of
how much the lowest‐cost solution will likely cost, a relatively few restarts may suffice
(100‐500). If the feasible solutions generated are all within a few percent of each other in
the objective function then the best solution is likely to be close to optimal. To identify
spatial patterns may require significantly more restarts. One guideline is to run
sufficient restarts that the map of selection frequency ceases to change appreciably with
additional restarts. Run Marxan in batches of 100 restarts. Look at the selection
frequency patterns (using equal interval classification) for X restarts and 2X restarts. If
the spatial pattern of selection frequency values is not changing a lot with the addition
of more restarts, it is likely that we have sampled the solution space adequately. One
caveat with this approach is that the spatial pattern may differ significantly between the
top 10% of lowest‐cost solutions and the rest of the solutions (Chen, pers. comm.), and
the spatial pattern is likely to be different between feasible and infeasible solutions
(Fischer and Church, 2005). This again underlines the good practice of setting up
Marxan to generally achieve feasible solutions.
8.3.4 Annealing parameters

Proper set up of annealing parameters is covered in the Marxan User Manual.
8.3.5 Boundary length modifier (BLM)

The BLM is used to improve the clustering and compactness of individual solutions
(McDonnell et al. 2002, Fischer and Church, 2003). For initial testing, leave it set to zero.
After initial calibration is successful there are several methods for setting the BLM. Even
relatively small changes in BLM can significantly alter the mathematical structure of the
problem, and good practice requires a calibration check following changes to BLM.
The BLM controls the clustering of reserves in individual solutions. Perhaps the most
intuitive way to set BLM is to start at zero and iteratively increase it by arbitrary
numbers (e.g., factors of ten) until visual inspection of the results shows the desired
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degree of clustering, preferably without large increases in cost. The disadvantage of this
method is that it may take many runs of Marxan to discover a range of BLM values that
even affect the degree of clustering, much less provide results with the desired degrees
of clustering. In any case, it is helpful to construct a plot of cost versus boundary length
in order to track the effects of changes in BLM (as in Figure 8.4). This plot can also help
explain the results to others (see Chapter 9: Interpreting and Communicating Outputs).
Another way to pick a starting value for the BLM is to set it so that boundary lengths
scale to a similar magnitude as the other term in the objective function. If PU costs range
from 10 to 50 units, and boundary lengths range from 30 000 m to 60 000 m, there will be
huge difference in the penalties associated with minimizing cost and minimizing
boundary length. A BLM of 0.001 in this case would get boundaries and costs to a
similar order of magnitude (30–60 and 10–50, respectively). Subsequent runs can then be
used to explore the sensitivity of solution sets to different values of BLM.
A third way to pick values for BLM is to use a weighting method developed to explore
multi‐objective tradeoffs in optimisation. This systematic method for varying BLM
allows the user to quickly discover the range of BLM values that will make the largest
differences in spatial patterns of solutions without having to guess at appropriate values
(Cohon et al. 1979, Solanki et al. 1993, Fischer and Church 2005). First, set BLM to 0 and
optimise cost to find the lowest cost solution possible. Calculate the cost and boundary
length for that solution and plot it as point X, the minimum cost solution (Figure 8.4).
Then set all costs to zero and BLM to 1 to find point Y (the minimum possible boundary
solution). Calculate the slope of line “a” connecting those two solutions in objective
space: (Cost(X) – Cost(Y))/(Boundary(X)‐Boundary(Y)). This is the estimated trade‐off
curve with two points. Use the absolute value of the slope of line “a” as the BLM and
reset all costs back to their original values. In this example, the BLM would be
0.00088525. This value represents a “sweet spot” on the trade‐off curve between
minimizing cost and minimizing boundary length. Small changes in BLM around this
“sweet spot” value are likely to make the largest changes in spatial patterns of selected
reserve networks. BLM values of 10, 1, and even 0.1 are all so much higher than this
“sweet spot” on the curve that they all yield similar reserve networks—clustering
reserves to the maximum possible extent. (This example illustrates the potential time‐
consuming drawbacks of simply starting with a BLM of 0 or 1 and trying to gradually
adjust it until the clustering looks “right.” That said, other considerations such as
management are not considered at this stage.) Run Marxan again to locate point Z. With
three solutions, the trade‐off curve is estimated as dashed lines “b” and “c.” If the
solutions represented by point Z are more clustered than desired, the process can be
repeated with line “c” in order to find a new value for BLM. If the solutions represented
by point Z are not as clustered as desired, the process can be repeated with line “b.”
(Figure redrawn from Fischer and Church 2005).
This method can be used to find tradeoffs between different measures of cost as follows.
Start by setting PU costs equal to a weighted a sum of two or more alternate cost
measures (i.e., PU cost = Cost1 + WeightCost2 * Cost2). Then follow the directions above,
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substituting Cost1 for Cost, WeightCost2 for BLM and Cost2 for Boundary.

Figure 8.4: Available trade‐off between minimizing cost and minimizing boundary
length. Dotted gray line represents possible solutions on the trade‐off curve. Solution
X is the lowest cost solution available. Solution Z achieves large reductions in
boundary length for a small increase in cost (compared to X). See text for calculations.

8.3.6 Importance of calibration

Good practice dictates that the steps above be followed for every change in the problem
being solved. Small changes in BLM or PU costs might not make any difference in the
percentage of feasible solutions or the number of spatial patterns available—but they
might. In some cases small adjustments in relative costs of planning units can lead to
very different solutions (Fischer and Church 2003). When first exploring the solution
space of a new project, it is recommended that practitioners check for a need to change
iterations, SPF, and number of restarts after any change to the problem. In most cases
there will not be any need for serious recalibration, but sometimes there will be. This
relates to sensitivity analysis, discussed below.
8.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
8.4.1 A basic framework

The goal of a sensitivity analysis is to determine how sensitive the modeling results are
to differences in input data or parameters. Sensitivity analysis provides information on
which input data and which parameters make large differences in the solutions
generated and which ones do not. Further analysis can then be focused on those data
and parameters that matter most. Input data usually have a certain amount of
uncertainty associated with them. Perhaps the abundance of a given conservation
feature has been estimated to within 50% of its actual abundance. Or perhaps a
practitioner has gotten an apparently reasonable degree of clustering with a BLM of X
but has no strong reason to use X rather than 0.5 X or 2 X. Sensitivity analysis is the
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process of checking whether the results obtained with different parameters (e.g.,
different values of X for BLM) or with different input data (e.g., feature abundance
values at the high or low end of the expected range) produce substantially similar or
substantially different results.
The first two steps in sensitivity analysis are to decide what data/parameters to test and
to decide by what measures to compare the results. Solutions have many characteristics
such as total cost, boundary length, number of targets exceeded, spatial distribution,
spatial congruence, specific planning units in the solution etc. Therefore, sensitivity
analysis requires a clear definition of factors and scale of measurement of the solutions.
The first part of sensitivity analysis is determining what to test. Some items that might
commonly be tested:
•

effects of lower quality feature abundance data (see Chapter 7: Assessing and
Managing Data);

•

the extent to which the selection process is being driven by rare features, or features
with very high conservation targets;

•

effects of individual conservation features requiring very high SPF values;

•

groups of features included or not in targets;

•

different target levels (on individual features or groups);

•

different cost surfaces;

•

effect of BLM on clustering and cost; and

•

planning unit size and shape.

The second part of sensitivity analysis is determ ining the scales by which the solutions
will be measured. Some measures for individual solutions include:
•

Is the solution feasible (are all targets met)?

•

Which planning units are selected compared with other solutions?

•

How does the objective function (cost plus boundary plus penalties, etc.) compare
with the best known solution?

•

What is the cost of the solution versus the cost of the entire system being conserved

•

What is the boundary length of the solution (a measure of clustering/compactness)?

•

How many individual planning units / planning unit clusters are selected ?

•

How many conservation features exceed their targets and by how much?

Some measures for sets of solutions include:
•

Are these solutions feasible (are all targets met)?
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•

Does this solution set include substantially the same planning units as other solution
sets?

•

Which planning units are being selected compared with other sets of solutions?
Which planning units are in common? Which are added / subtracted?

•

How variable are the solutions within the set in terms of cost(s), objective function,
spatial patterning, etc.?

•

How does the spatial congruence of the solution set compare with others (using
same congruence metric like Jaccard, Kappa, etc.)?

•

How do the cost(s), objective function, boundary length, etc. compare within this
solution set versus other solution sets?

•

Within this solution set are the numbers and identity of conservation features
exceeding their targets similar to other solution sets?

•

Does a cluster analysis on this solution set reveal any solution or clusters of solutions
that are substantially different from solutions produced in other solution sets?
(Automated clustering of solutions is planned to be a feature of a future version of
Marxan.)

The first pass through a sensitivity analysis can be done most simply by asking whether
essentially the same planning units are being selected in one solution (or in one set of
solutions) as in another. If that is the case, one need go no further. If the set of planning
units differs, however, it is likely that at least some measures of the performance of the
solution (solution set) will be different. The determination of whether a set of solutions
is similar can be approached qualitatively by visual inspection or quantitatively (see
Section 8.4.2 ‐ Examples of quantitative sensitivity analysis).
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Box 8.3: Sensitivity analysis on a summed solution (selection frequency) spatial
output
By Mervyn Lötter, Mpumalanga Tourism & Parks Agency
Sensitivity can be considered by dividing the features into groups (e.g., river types,
wetlands, fish, processes), or individual datasets, then setting the targets to zero for all
groups except for the group of interest, and looking at the impact that group has on the
final spatial output. The figure below provides an example of how sensitivity analysis
results were displayed spatially in the freshwater assessment of the Mpumalanga
Biodiversity Conservation Plan (Ferrar and Lötter 2007). By comparing summed
solution from each group run to the final combined summed solution, it can be
determined whether any feature groups (and their settings) are driving the final output
of the assessment.
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8.4.2 Examples of quantitative sensitivity analysis
8.4.2.1 Disproportionate effect of some targets in total cost

In some cases particular targets may have little impact on solutions while other features
are largely driving the solutions (Church and Gerrard 2003). In other words, if those
latter targets are set to 0, then the total cost of the solution will decrease considerably. In
these cases good practice includes looking particularly closely at the targets, abundance
data, and spatial distribution of those latter conservation features. In some cases those
individual features that are driving the solutions may have numerically or spatially
uncertain data or have arbitrary targets that can be reasonably changed. In any case
determining which conservation features and associated targets are driving the cost of
the solution should motivate a further assessment about the confidence in spatial
distribution of those features and a re‐evaluation of their targets.
In cases where the cost of a planning unit is a combination of several cost measures (e.g.,
total area combined with some cost based on socioeconomic data), cost measurement
choice may result in differences in the relative importance of conservation features in the
total cost of the solution. In those cases, it is important to check for features that may be
driving the solutions under each different combination of costs.
Figure 8.5 shows the results of a sensitivity analysis from a reserve selection problem in
the terrestrial realm. Marxan was run several times, each time excluding the targets for a
different set of conservation features. The targets for some conservation features
generate small differences in total cost. For example, excluding common vertebrates or
common plants has no impact on cost. On the other hand, excluding threatened
vertebrates makes the solution significantly less costly whether Marxan minimises total
area or socioeconomic cost. Finally, some groups of conservation features, like
threatened plants, make a much greater decrease in cost when minimizing
socioeconomic cost than when minimizing total area. Figure 8.5 suggests that the
confidence in the solution will increase if confidence is increased in spatial distribution
of threatened plants and vertebrates.
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Figure 8.5: Effect of excluding groups of conservation features. Figure shows the
average area (dark bars) and socioeconomic cost index (light bars) for sets of solutions
that exclude a particular group of conservation features. “None” is the reference case,
including all features. Vertical bars indicate 2 Standard Errors. Excluding common
vertebrates and common plants had no effect on solution cost. On the other hand,
excluding threatened vertebrates significantly reduces the total area and
socioeconomic cost of solutions (Figure from Ramirez 2007).
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8.4.2.2 Geometry of network

One relatively quick way to quantify results is to explore how the area and perimeter
change as one parameter is varied (Airame 2005). Table 8.1 is an example of how the
area and perimeter change when the conservation features, conservation targets, and
BLM were independently varied. Here, the average and standard deviation are
displayed across 100 restarts. Checking if two scenarios’ mean areas or perimeters are
significantly different will quickly flag if changing parameters (i.e., conservation targets,
conservation features, costs, etc.) change the output and is good supplement to the
qualitative analysis. If the mean area and perimeter do not change, one can still check
differences between the solution sets by making separate scatter plots of area vs.
perimeter for the two (or more) solution sets and comparing the graphs. Other options
are to look at the summed solution or to use more extensive spatial statistics, as outlined
below.
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Table 8.1: Area and perimeter of Marxan solutions for three conservation targets.
Solutions generated at two different BLMs with conservation targets of 10%, 30%, and
50%. Area and perimeter are expressed as mean ± standard deviation across 100 repeat
restarts.

BLM

0

0.0001

Conservation
Target

Area (km2)

Perimeter
(km)

10%

293.6 ± 1.8

893.4 ± 19.6

30%

881.2 ± 2.2

1977.7 ± 28.2

50%

1471.4 ± 1.1

2414.7 ± 37.7

10%

295.7 ± 1.3

264.1 ± 20.5

30%

886.4 ± 1.6

494.4 ± 26.9

50%

1476.9 ±1.5

712.3 ± 27.5

8.4.2.3 Spatial configuration of network – measures of similarity

To understand the roles that different areas in a study area play in overall network
solutions, examining the selection frequency of individual PUs is a good place to begin.
However, to get a better idea of the possible alternatives to a given area, a cluster
analysis of solutions can be more meaningful than just looking at selection frequency
(Airame 2005). Currently this requires external statistics packages. A future version of
Marxan is under development that will integrate clustering statistics. In this section,
comparing one solution to another and their spatial similarities is considered.
Determining how similar the spatial configuration of one solution is to another solution
(i.e., how similar the planning units of one network are to the planning units of another
network) can be done by conducting a pairwise comparison of the solutions using the
Kappa statistic, which provides a measure of the similarity of two networks after
removing overlap due to chance (Richardson et al. 2006). To do this, the
presence/absence of planning unit data from the individual solution’s output file should
be used as the sample data. Kappa statistics indicate the degree of overlap between two
solutions. (Note: the Kappa statistic is not robust when comparing two solutions that
vary greatly in total area, and therefore should only be used across solutions of similar
or identical targets.)
A similar comparison can be made using the selection frequencies output to compare
how similar the selection frequency of one scenario is to another scenario. To compare
the selection frequencies output, multivariate correlation analysis should be conducted.
This analysis produces a correlation table (see Table 8.2), which is a matrix of correlation
coefficients that summarise the strength of the relationships between each pair of
responses.
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For both the Kappa and multivariate correlation analysis, a statistic of 1 indicates perfect
overlap, 0 indicates overlap due to chance, and negative one indicates no overlap. In
other words, the closer the statistic is to 1, the more the spatial configurations of the
solutions are similar to each other due to the data and not due to chance. Table 8.2
shows the results of a multivariate correlation analysis done using the selection
frequencies of three scenarios.

Table 8.2: Multivariate correlation analysis for three selection frequency outputs. The
scenarios a, b, and c correspond to the output shown in Figure 2.
Scenario

a

b

c

A

1

0.96

‐0.04

B

0.96

1

‐0.02

C

‐0.04

‐0.02

1

Another way to compare the spatial configuration of networks is using a cluster analysis
(Clark and Warwick 2001, Airame 2005). The sample data can either be the presence of
planning unit data from the output file or the selection frequency output data of each
scenario. The result of this analysis is a dendrogram that defines the similarity level of
all the networks.
Each of these methods of measuring similarity is useful to compare several outputs with
one another simultaneously within scenarios and between scenarios. For example,
within a particular scenario, two different restarts can be compared. In addition, one
restart from the first scenario can be compared with another restart from a different
scenario. Knowing this information is useful to determine how changing a parameter
(i.e., conservation target, conservation feature, BLM, cost, etc.) affects the output. For
example, if two scenarios are identical with the exception of one parameter, and the
scenarios produce very similar results, then the parameter did not change the results
8.4.2.4 Flexibility of scenario

The number of different network options varies between scenarios and can be quantified
using the selection frequency output. There is less variability between networks as the
proportion of very frequently selected planning units increases (i.e., those selected in
more than 80% of restarts) (Richardson 2006). For example, one solution set might have
20% of the PUs being very frequently selected. During sensitivity testing, a subsequent
solution set might have 40% of PUs being very frequently selected. This implies that
there are fewer options for network design that meet the conservation targets in the
subsequent scenario than in the first. In that case the flexibility of the reserve network is
sensitive to whatever parameters were changed in sensitivity testing and confidence in
those parameters should be examined.
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8.5 EXPLORING DIFFERENT SCENARIOS
In addition to sensitivity testing outlined above, it can be useful to explore substantially
different scenarios (e.g., based on entirely independent sets of planning unit costs, or
with substantially higher or lower targets, etc.). Particularly if using a cost index that
combines multiple costs (e.g., economic costs, stakeholder opinions, etc.) it is useful to
change the weights on the different costs to see how different the spatial arrangements
become. Also check to see which conservation features exceed their targets, and by how
much.
In order to ensure that you are measuring meaningful change between two different
scenarios it essential that you both calibrate the Marxan algorithm (to ensure that it is
solving the objective function efficiently—truly optimizing) and that you perform
sensitivity analyses.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter describes good practices relating to interpreting and communicating Marxan
outputs. Throughout this chapter we assume that Marxan is being used as recommended in the
Marxan User Manual, version 1.8.10 (2008). Good practices related to the three categories of
Marxan outputs (screen, tabular and spatial) are described. Although the intended audience of
this chapter is the scientists / analysts conducting Marxan analysis, a brief discussion on how
Marxan practitioners can present results to both internal and external reviewers is also provided.
Because setting targets in Marxan is as much an art as a science, Marxan outputs should always
be reviewed and interpreted internally by the project team prior to presenting the results to
external stakeholders or even to the project sponsor. The outcome of this review should be
agreement on the interpretation of the outputs and on how well the objectives have been achieved.
The project team should consider the best way to display the Marxan outputs, which will depend
in part on the technical capability and local knowledge of the intended audience. Through
interactively interpreting, refining and communicating Marxan outputs as the analysis is
conducted, the project is likely to achieve the greatest clarity.

9.1 MARXAN OUTPUTS
Chapter 5 of the Marxan User Manual describes Marxan outputs as screen output and
tabular file output. These are controlled by the selected settings in the input parameter
file (see Marxan User Manual section 3.2.1.5). Tabular outputs are readily converted to
spatial outputs (see Marxan User Manual Appendix C). Below we describe some
considerations and good practices for reviewing, interpreting and communicating the
screen, tabular and spatial Marxan outputs, which can contribute to conducting robust
analysis (see Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust Analysis) as well as engaging external
stakeholders (see Chapter 10: Using Marxan in Multi‐Stakeholder Planning Processes).
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9.1.1 Screen output

For analyses using a large number of planning units, iterations, runs, or conservation
features, a scenario may take many hours or days to complete. The screen output
(verbose mode 3) is useful for quickly ensuring the Marxan runs are continuing to
proceed in a predictable fashion. Using the verbose mode users can identify if annealing
slows down and halts prior to finishing the iterations; if it does not, there may not be
enough iterations, or a sufficiently low end temperature, for example. This mode can
also be used to demonstrate how Marxan works to those unfamiliar with simulated
annealing. The details found on screen can be saved in the text output files. Section 5.2.2
of the Marxan User Manual provides other reasons for using the screen output when
running Marxan.
9.1.2 Tabular outputs

Marxan can produce a number of tabular outputs, shown in Table 9.1. Each of these files
can be viewed using a text editor; most can be manipulated in a spreadsheet or database
or linked to the spatial planning units to create spatial output.

Table 9.1: Summary of output files.
Output File Type

File Name 13

Solutions for each run

scenario_r001.dat

Missing value information for each run

scenario_mv001.dat

Best solution from all runs

scenario_best.dat

Missing value information for the best run

scenario_mvbest.dat

Summed solution (Selection frequency)

scenariio_ssoln.dat

Summary information

scenario_sum.dat

Screen log file

scenario_log.dat

Scenario details

scenario_sen.dat

Snapshot files

scenario_snap_r00001t01000.dat

9.1.2.1 Solution and missing values for each run

Each scenario will have multiple runs, or solutions (the total number of runs is defined
in the input parameter file). Each run has an output file identifying the solution (r001.dat,
13

The file prefix ‘scenario’ will take on whatever name is specified by the user in the Input
Parameter File. Where a number is included in the file name (e.g., scenario_r001.dat), it references
the run number that generated that particular output. Tabular outputs have a .dat extension. For
tabular outputs that can be viewed spatially, the ArcView option is selected and the tabular
output will have a .txt extension.
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r002.dat…r00n.dat), and the “missing valuesʺ (mv001.dat, mv002.dat… mv00n.dat). The
solution consists of the planning units included in the set of reserves identified by
Marxan within the run. The “missing values” table lists the conservation features for
which targets were set, how much of each of those features is represented in the
solution, and whether the target has been met for each feature.
By importing the solution tables into a database or spreadsheet, users can conduct a
number of different analyses, including testing the sensitivity of a variety of parameters
(see Section 8.4 ‐ Sensitivity Analysis). For instance Munro (2006) found that Marxan met
or exceeded 99% of targets, but of those targets that were not met, conservation features
with high feature penalties were better represented than those with medium penalties,
which in turn were better represented than those with low penalties. Marxan settings
can be adjusted so as to achieve different outcomes like: reducing the cost of reserve
boundary, decreasing the number of missing targets, or decreasing the costs of the
planning units. Through use of a spreadsheet, the results of different runs, or scenarios,
can be graphed and compared to evaluate the performance of the reserve networks
derived in each scenario. The solution file can be imported to a GIS, to help visualise the
Marxan output (see Section 9.1 ‐ Marxan outputs), although it is more common to only
turn the best and summed solution (selection frequency) into spatial layers.
The missing values table provides a measure of conservation comprehensiveness or
representation, and includes the feature name, target, amount of feature held in a
reserve and whether the target was met. In a spreadsheet, the missing values tables can
be sorted to identify which features met 100% of their targets, which features were
under‐represented, and the proportion of target met, showing for example, where
conservation feature penalty might need to be adjusted.
Best solution from all runs (best.dat)

Arguably the most widely recognised and commonly used Marxan outputs are the “best
solution” and the “selection frequency” (discussed below). Both provide different
information to the user and can inform the group in charge of designing the reserve
network.
The “best” solution is portrayed by the solution file (best.dat), and a corresponding
“missing values” table (mvbest.dat). The same analyses described above, for solutions
for each run, can also be conducted on the “best” solution.
The terminology of “best run” may be a bit misleading. The “best” solution is the
solution with the lowest objective function value (i.e., the most efficient solution) (see
Marxan User Manual Section 1.5). Hence the user should have a firm understanding of
how the objective function is calculated – there may be factors not included in the
objective function which make the feasibility of implementing the “best” Marxan
solution difficult or prohibitive.
Note that the “best” solution may not always produce the same results each time an
identical scenario is conducted. The algorithm is unable to guarantee finding the very
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best solution, especially for big problems, so the ”best solution” is better thought of as a
very good solution, not the best possible. The ability to produce several very good
options is one of Marxan’s greatest strengths.
Users should not limit themselves to looking only at the “best solution” for a given
scenario. There may be several other runs with very similar objective function costs that
are virtually as good, and more easily implemented. The “best” solution may not be
practical. Similarly, the “best” solution should never be communicated to stakeholders
or decision‐makes as such, but rather as a very good solution within a continuum of
options. Practitioners should consider presenting more than one spatial output of areas
required to meet targets. This will allow stakeholders/experts to use the flexibility of the
Marxan analysis to compare and contrast several conservation options that may address
their inherent concerns while meeting ecological objectives.
Summed solution (ssoln.dat)

The “summed solution”, also referred to as “selection frequency” or previously as
“irreplaceability”, represents the number of times a planning unit was selected as part of
a good solution from all runs in a scenario. Practitioners can use this solution to consider
how useful a planning unit is for creating an efficient reserve system. This in turn may
contribute towards prioritisation. In essence, if we lose a planning unit that has a
selection frequency of 60% then we are roughly losing 60% of the good reserve network
options.
The summed solution does not equal “irreplaceability” in the strictest sense. It is literally
a measure of a unit’s frequency of selection under a certain set of constraints. If a
planning unit is selected in nearly every solution, it does not necessarily mean that it is
irreplaceable; rather, the planning unit could be located geographically so that it is
required to provide efficient solutions, even though the features it contains may be
found in other planning units. The summed solution can therefore also be described as a
“utility score”, because it describes the utility of a planning unit in building efficient
solutions within a given scenario. When interpreting and communicating summed
solutions, it is very important to be clear that the summed solution output is not a
reserve network fulfilling the criteria of a given scenario. To clarify the difference, the
summed solution should be presented in conjunction with one or more of the better
individual solutions.
Fischer and Church (2005) caution about interpretations based on the summed solution
file because they correctly point out that all solutions contribute equally to the file.
Highly efficient solutions in which all targets are met contribute just as much as
inefficient solutions in which not all targets have been met. In short, frequently selected
sites are not necessarily part of the most efficient solutions. Fischer and Church (2003)
found numerous “popular” sites (selected in more than 50% of the solutions) that were
not part of an optimal solution, and numerous “unpopular” sites (selected in fewer than
20% of the solutions) that were. In such cases, when Marxan is often not finding near‐
optimal solutions, parameters should be re‐adjusted (see Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust
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Analysis). A higher SPF value for under‐represented features limits the algorithm’s
flexibility, but ensures a greater number of feasible solutions from which to choose.
Increasing the number of iterations also helps limit unfeasible options. In any case, the
selection frequency output is much more meaningful if unfeasible or poor solutions
have been removed.
Summary information (sum.dat)

The sum.dat file provides summary information from Marxan regarding the
performance for each run in the scenario, allowing for a comparison of the different
runs. The file contains: the total score for the reserve, cost of planning units (PU Cost),
number of planning units (#PU), cost of reserve boundary, penalty for missing targets,
combined shortfall for missing conservation features, and the number of features
missing targets. These can be reviewed using a spreadsheet to compare between runs, or
between scenarios. Most users consider “cost”, “penalty” and “number of planning
units” the most important criteria when evaluating solutions. The “shortfall” is not
particularly useful because it is a summed field and does not provide insight into which
features are underrepresented.
A useful method to check Marxan performance is to create a histogram of the scores for
each run. Looking at the shape of the histogram, there should be a low range of scores; a
high range of scores may suggest that the algorithm is not annealing enough. Consider
natural break points. Carwardine et al. (2006) used frequency histograms of the selection
frequency values for each scenario to provide an indication of the similarity of the
distributions of selection frequency values across the study area. However, a limitation
of looking at just histogram comparisons is that they give no insight into the spatial
differences and similarities. To address this limitation Carwardine et al. (2006) turned to
spatial comparisons, measuring the proportional overlap in areas with selection
frequency values of 1.0 between each pair of methods (see Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust
Analysis).
Marxan outputs can be plotted against the scenario variables. This is useful information
for justifying selections, and particularly important when communicating solutions to
project sponsors or stakeholders. Examples of graphs include various boundary length
modifier (BLM) scenarios against solution surface area required, perimeter or penalty or
graphs displaying how well targets were achieved for various taxa. Figure 9.1 below
shows the impact of altering the BLM on a reserve perimeter and area, which can be
useful in justifying the selection of a BLM to others (and also in setting up the
parameters, see Section 8.3.5 ‐ Boundary length modifier (BLM)).
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Figure 9.1: Percent change in area and perimeter of a best solution compared to BLM
(Loos 2006).

Summed solution results of a Marxan analysis can be distilled a number of ways. Pryce
et al. (2006) prepared a scatter plot showing collections of planning units rating
conservation value (mean number of times a collection of planning units was selected in
the summed solution) to the vulnerability (mean threat cost to the integrity of the
collection of planning units). This in turn was used to prioritise conservation action. The
results of the analysis can also be displayed spatially, as shown in Section 9.1.4 ‐ Spatial
outputs).
When comparing results of Marxan runs for interpretation and communication, four
factors should be considered (described in more detail in Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust
Analysis):
1. Size/efficiency (between runs): The total surface area of selected sites relative to all
available planning units. This is particularly important when irregularly sized
planning units are used.
2. Shape/clumping: The perimeter to area ratio of contiguous sites (both mean and
median size of contiguous sites). This analysis can be conducted spatially using a
GIS to dissolve adjacent planning units. Is the shape and size of the solution suitable
to achieving ecological / project objectives?
3. Completeness: The number of conservation features not included in reserve. How
close were features that did not achieve their targets (e.g., 1% missing or 50%
missing –presumably in solutions under serious consideration, all targets should be
met or nearly met).
4. Overrepresentation: Conservation features which are over‐represented in the
solution.
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9.1.3 Other tabular output files (screen log, scenario details, and snapshot)

The screen log file (log.dat) captures the information that is presented on‐screen when
Marxan is running using verbose output, and is useful for debugging scenarios (see
Section 5.2.2 of the Marxan User Manual). The sen.dat file contains a record of parameter
settings that made up a given scenario. It should be retained, particularly if conducting
multiple scenarios, and can be used to assist in interpreting the differing output from
different scenarios. Snapshot.dat is an optional variable, and we have made a
recommendation regarding converting this tabular output to spatial in Section 9.1.4 ‐
Spatial outputs.
9.1.4 Spatial outputs

Although Marxan is not integrated with GIS software, the tabular output is readily
imported into a GIS through linking output tables to the spatial planning units if the
ArcView format is selected in the input parameter file (see Marxan User Manual
Appendix C). Reviewing the tabular output spatially will provide further clarity to the
results of the analysis and may ease communication to internal and external users.
Converting tabular output to spatial format is most commonly undertaken with the best
and summed solutions. It is a good practice is to use both the “best” solution(s) and summed
solutions when interpreting, refining and communicating Marxan outputs spatially.
User‐friendly GIS interface freeware that exists for the easy importing and analysis of
data using Marxan includes:
CLUZ for ArcView 3.x users (http://www.mosaic‐conservation.org/cluz/).
PANDA for ArcGIS users (http://www.mappamondogis.it/panda_en.htm).
TNC ArcGIS 9.x extension
(http://conserveonline.org/workspaces/macr.gis/Protected_Area_Gap_DSS_Nov06.zip/vi
ew). 14
The best and selection frequency maps can be displayed and classified in a variety of
ways. Some points to consider when displaying mapped output are listed below:
•

Include information on the Marxan analysis settings. Maps dissociated from
sufficient information relevant to the generation of the data displayed can be
misleading. Useful information includes BLM values, % area required, number of
features, locality, etc.

•

Use colour gradients to display output. Some authors use colour gradients and
change in colour at natural breaks.

Terminology used by The Nature Conservancy (TNC) differs from that used in the Marxan
User Manual and in this handbook; e.g., conservation feature = TNC’s target, and target = TNC’s
goal.
14
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•

Follow basic cartographic rules for colouring concepts and consider when choosing
gradients that some end users may be colour blind, of may only have grey‐scale
printers. Figure 9.2 shows how colours are perceived by a colour blind individual.

•

Maps should be designed to be intuitive, so that people can look at them and
interpret them correctly without having to refer to a legend. Having said this
though, a legend must always be provided.

•

There are many statistical methods for the classification of data. In cartography, the
four most common are: equal steps, quantiles, standard deviation, and natural
breaks. The best choice for data display depends upon the underlying distribution of
the data. Plotting a scattergram or histogram that employs basic descriptive statistics
(such as mean, mode, median, range, or standard deviation) will reveal the shape of
the distribution. This shape will aid in the selection of the most appropriate
classification method. However, in the case of Marxan outputs, a natural break is
often the appropriate choice. More information on this topic is found with The Atlas
of Canada:
(http://atlas.gc.ca/sitefrancais/english/learningresources/carto_corner/map_content_c
arto_symbology.html).

•

The output can be classified into categories that assist with interpretation and
refining the output for end users. For example, the Mpumalanga terrestrial
biodiversity assessment was classified into meaningful categories to be used in a
land‐use decision support tool (Ferrar and Lötter 2007).

Figure 9.2: Actual legend (left) and how these colours are perceived by a colour‐blind
individual (right). Note the similarity between colours 1 and 5. For best readability by
colour blind individuals, use a colour gradient, and avoid the use of pure colours (use
mixes). Print out the map in grey‐scale to ensure it makes sense to colour‐blind
individuals and when printed out on a non‐colour printer.

Some further data exploration methods for looking at multiple scenarios are
summarised below:
•

Combine the summed solution results from different runs/scenarios into one output
as a measure of site importance across several scenarios (for example, different BLM
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scenarios). Areas that keep recurring under different scenarios may be a good
starting point for a reserve if there is a lack of confidence in the data and/or
assumptions.
•

Sum only some of the runs (e.g., top natural breaks, or selection frequency for
different steps in the natural break, or sum of the most efficient runs).

•

Compare the best or summed runs to a run conducted without a BLM setting. This
may highlight smaller fragmented areas with important biodiversity values. These
differences can be communicated as part of the “single large or several small”
(SLOSS) trade‐offs in network design.

9.1.5 Snapshot files

The snapshot files (see Marxan User Manual Section 5.3.9) can be used to create a video
(mpeg), providing a visual appreciation of how Marxan works as it moves through
multiple iterations of a run. Each snapshot file comes in the same format as the final run
and can be linked to the planning units to create a spatial output. A jpeg image of the
spatial output is then created. Jpegs of all the snapshot files would then be combined in
sequential order in movie editing software to create a “video” displaying how Marxan
works towards a solution. Practitioners can review this output to ensure Marxan
operates in a predictable pattern, with unpredictable results warranting further
exploration. Such an output would also be useful in explaining how Marxan works to
external audiences (Munro 2006).
9.2 INTERPRETING THE SOLUTION
Marxan is a decision support tool, designed to help guide the selection of efficient
reserve systems; its output should never be interpreted as “The Answer”. Whilst each
set of Marxan runs will produce a mathematically “best” solution, there is no single best
solution to most of the conservation planning problems that Marxan is used to address,
and likely many good solutions contingent upon factors not necessarily in the analysis
(e.g., human use preferences, etc.) (see Chapter 1: Introduction).
Working with Marxan is as much an art as a science, particularly as many of the input
parameters are best determined through trial and error (see Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust
Analysis). Understanding its performance requires practitioners to have an in‐depth
understanding of both the nature of the spatial data used to depict the conservation
features, and of how Marxan works. The key point in assessing Marxan solutions is to
determine if it has succeeded in meeting the problem’s ecological targets, objectives and
goals (see Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological Objectives through the Setting of Targets).
It is recommended that practitioners conduct two levels of review: Internal and External.
Each will have a different focus and both should include reviewing tabular and spatial
outputs. The internal review should be conducted by those responsible for the Marxan
analysis prior to taking the results to external review. This review should focus on
Marxan performance and ensuring Marxan is running correctly, producing efficient,
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repeatable results. The external review should focus on the solutions themselves,
including the solution’s ecological merits and if a reserve design is practical from a
management or implementation perspective. This job is made easier if earlier stages of
interpretation and refinement are well documented and justified.
9.2.1 Internal review

The internal review should focus on determining how Marxan is performing, and how it
responds to different suites of input parameters and datasets. As a Marxan analysis is
best conducted iteratively, there will be many internal reviews prior to taking the
outputs to an external audience. The exact nature of the issues considered in the internal
review will vary amongst different processes. Three important aspects that have been
discussed in this handbook, mostly in Chapter 4 ‐Addressing Ecological Objectives through
the Setting of Targets, Chapter 5 ‐Reserve Design Considerations, and Chapter 8 ‐Ensuring
Robust Analysis, are:
•

achievement of targets: how well the project’s objectives have been met through the
achievement of targets;

•

efficiency: consideration of how well solutions that meet targets do so for minimal
cost / area, as well as how the clumping of sites suits the planning purposes;

•

sensitivity analyses: measuring how much influence each parameter has on the
solutions, and also evaluating the potential effects of poor parameter estimates or
weak assumptions (Caswell 1989).

Some other points to consider in the internal review, such that it is ready for external
review, include:
•

The degree of technical involvement of the project supervisor / project sponsor /
project team members in the process, their technical knowledge, and how to best
communicate the results to them.

•

How the targets and objectives were formulated and that these are defensible and
are supported by the project team.

•

That the outcomes of the analysis are understandable and “make sense.” If there are
unexpected results, these should be discussed.

•

That the messages are clear. Carefully consider which outputs to show both
internally and externally. This will depend on the process and objectives of the
project: you may show a single result, or the full range of outcomes for a number of
different scenarios. Be aware that information overload can paralyse decision‐
making, but that not showing enough information can trap the discussion in false
trade‐offs.

•

Take note of the strengths and weaknesses of your analysis and results, as well as the
assumptions inherent in your analysis.
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•

Anticipate potential conflicts, and highlight them (e.g., overlaps between areas
selected for reserves, and socio‐economic uses of those areas). Consider also the
possibility of economic impacts beyond the scope of the analysis, e.g., might the
chosen plan affect land values?

•

Be aware of and note how much the plan changes the status quo.

It is important to have on hand a detailed technical document that explains what data
went into the analysis, and what targets, constraints and parameters were set, so as to
allow for a full explanation of details, sufficient to replicate it if necessary.
Before moving to a formal external review, it can be helpful to practise presenting
results to friendly experts and locals. They can provide invaluable feedback as to
whether the results make intuitive sense. If the results do not make sense to friendly
reviewers, further examination (either correcting the analysis, or uncovering the
legitimate reasons that explain these results) should undertaken before moving to
external review, where the comments will undoubtedly be more critical.
9.2.2 External review

Depending on the process and its goals, external review may mean involving experts,
decision makers, implementers, and wider stakeholders (see Chapter 6: Addressing
Socioeconomic Objectives and Chapter 10: Using Marxan in Multi‐Stakeholder Planning
Processes).
One of the key purposes of an external review process is as a “reality check”. Is the
solution one which could be realistically implemented? How does the average clump
size compare with the average size of the protected areas in an existing reserve network?
Is the distribution realistic? Do the results make “sense?” Box 9.1 and Figure 9.3 describe
an interpretation of a Marxan analysis that may help facilitate external review.
Experts often have knowledge about particular areas that are not represented in
available datasets, and can therefore make valuable contributions to reviewing the
quality of Marxan outputs. However, experts may also have their own subjective
opinions about sites: If an expert recommends a site which Marxan did not select for
inclusion in a reserve network, try to distil whether the recommendation is a result of a
personal preference or bias, a data deficiency, or a factor not considered in the Marxan
analysis.
Experts often have quantifiable and unquantifiable knowledge (i.e., “gut feelings,”
“hunches,” intuitions) regarding a particular species or taxon, which usually can
improve its protection. However, the implications of their recommendations vis‐à‐vis
the preservation of other important taxa should be considered. An “ideal” configuration
for the preservation of a wide‐ranging animal species might look very different from
that for the preservation of a vegetation community, for example.
In the external review, it is important to not just show a single best solution, but also
present summed solutions (selection frequency) for each Marxan scenario. A single
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solution provides no indication of the degree of variability between solutions. In
addition to the summed solution, it can be a good idea to show a selection of single good
solutions, to communicate the overall extent of area necessary to represent the targets in
a given scenario. When different scenarios are shown, communicate the ecological
objectives that are being addressed, and explain how they are being addressed by
Marxan. It is also important to spend time explaining how Marxan works, to avoid the
perception that it is a “black box” solution generator.
One must be prepared to defend the targets selected, and the trade‐offs implemented to
achieve the Marxan output (see Chapter 4: Addressing Ecological Objectives through the
Setting of Targets). One of the best ways to achieve this is through conducting a robust
analysis (see Chapter 8: Ensuring Robust Analysis) and internal review, as well as
following the good practice of documenting the datasets and input parameter settings
used in each scenario, along with the rationale behind them. Approaches that have been
used elsewhere should be referenced. If possible, it is a good idea to have novel aspects
of the analysis peer reviewed. This, in combination with peer‐review of the results, will
greatly increase the likelihood that the analysis is sound and acceptable to those
involved in the broader conservation planning process.

Box 9.1: Interpreting results and prioritisation
The plot described in Section 9.1.4 ‐ Spatial outputs can be used to spatially prioritise the
Marxan Solution, as was done for the Okanagan Ecoregional Assessment (Pryce et al.
2006) (Figure 9.3). For this exercise planning units (hexagons) were grouped together
based on the conservation action to be implemented or similar conservation features.
Groups of planning units were then assigned a conservation value and a vulnerability
value, based respectively on the mean summed solution and mean cost. Using a scatter
plot sites were assigned a place on the matrix shown in Figure 9.3. This was translated to
a colour value which can be displayed spatially.
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Figure 9.3: Prioritisation of the results of Okanagan Ecoregional Assessment Marxan
analysis using measures of conservation value and vulnerability (Pryce et al. 2006).
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ABSTRACT
This chapter presents good practices for successful stakeholder engagement in a reserve network
planning process with Marxan. Section 10.2 discusses principles of multi‐stakeholder planning
process including defining stakeholders, and how and when to involve them. Section 10.3
discusses integration of stakeholders and Marxan. A summary and conclusions are presented in
Section 10.4.

10.1 INTRODUCTION
It is now well accepted that involvement of stakeholders and communities in reserve
network planning is crucial for a successful outcome. Increased stakeholder
participation and more informed use of socio‐economic data, rather than increased
scientific knowledge of marine ecosystems, can be the key to successful reserve network
design and implementation (Morin 2001). Meaningful stakeholder involvement
engenders community pride and “ownership” of the reserve network and thus
increased relevance, support and compliance ( Wells and White 1995, Kessler 2004). In
contrast, ineffective or lack of stakeholder involvement in which stakeholder interests
are perceived to be threatened or not being met can give rise to agenda driving by a
vocal stakeholder group, disenfranchisement and opposition which can undermine,
derail or even halt a process (Wells and White 1995, Lien 1999, Helvey 2004b, Kessler
2004). Marginalised fishermen, for example, can lead to increased resource depletion
(Brown et al. 2001). The first attempt in 1999 at implementing the California Marine Life
Protection Act was halted because stakeholders criticised and protested against a
proposal for a state‐wide network of reserves that had been developed without
significant stakeholder input (California Department of Fish and Game 2005).
Experience in the Channel Islands also illustrates the consequences of ineffective
involvement of stakeholders.
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10.2 INVOLVING STAKEHOLDERS IN THE PLANNING PROCESS
This section discusses the following four good practices:
1.

Strive for broad representation of stakeholders;

2.

Prepare a stakeholder engagement plan at the onset;

3.

Use a range of multiple stakeholder engagement methods; and

4.

Engage crucial stakeholders at the outset once overall process objectives have been
defined.

10.2.1 Strive for broad representation of stakeholders

Stakeholders are any persons who have an interest in the resources or areas under
consideration in a planning exercise, or who may be affected by the establishment of a
reserve network. A stakeholder’s interest may be economic, societal, cultural, spiritual or
any combination of these interests. For example, commercial fishers may have an
economic interest in the resources they harvest, but their involvement in the fishery may
also have a cultural component that defines their community. Some examples of
stakeholder groups in any resource planning effort include:
•

government resource managers and regulators;

•

consumptive user groups (e.g., recreational and commercial fishing, oil and gas
extraction, aggregate extraction, aquaculture);

•

non‐consumptive user groups (e.g., bird‐watchers, photographers, divers, tourists,
boaters);

•

potentially impacted
hospitality operators);

•

residents in or near the area under consideration;

•

conservation interests; and

•

landowners and lease holders in the area under consideration.

industries

(e.g.,

processors,

wholesalers,

distributors,

It is up to the project planning body to decide which stakeholders to engage. In the case
of government‐mandated processes, we recommend that all potential stakeholders be
invited to participate in the planning process. Otherwise, there is a risk later in the
process that uninvited stakeholders will hold up or delay plan progress by claiming that
they were excluded and time will be lost getting them up to speed and engaged. In the
case of non‐government lead processes, they may chose to invite only stakeholders with
similar interests to participate in their effort and only pursue wider stakeholder
involvement as necessary to further their goals. In part, which stakeholders are involved
will reflect cultural expectations / norms and can vary from place to place. Participation
can also depend on the body leading the process and its relevant competencies.
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10.2.2 Prepare a stakeholder engagement plan at the onset

How stakeholders are involved in a planning process is a crucial step and should be
carefully considered at the outset of the planning process. We advise that project leads
prepare a stakeholder engagement plan describing the expected role of stakeholders in
the planning process and how they will be engaged. Stakeholders need to be clearly
informed of how their input and involvement will contribute to the planning process.
The stakeholder engagement plan should be well integrated with the larger articulated
plan process, which describes: the objective of the planning effort; who will set the
objectives of the planning effort; and, how objectives will be set. This larger plan process
as well as the stakeholder engagement process and expectations should be transparent
and thoroughly communicated. Project leads would be wise to consider multiple
communication strategies and opportunities to ensure that all messages are well
understood. There is no one recipe for formulating successful stakeholder engagement.
Each project will have its own nuances. Transparency, commitment, inclusivity,
communication, and a thorough understanding of the process and expectations by
stakeholders will increase the likelihood that they will productively engage in the
planning process, and thus increase the probability of project success.
Levels of participation. For participatory processes in general, decision making occurs
along a continuum of participation (Arnstein 1969). Planners and stakeholders should
both be clear and in agreement at what level of involvement stakeholders will be
involved. Four levels of participatory decision making have been characterised as
follows by NOAA (NOAA Coastal Services Center 2000):
•

Level I – This level of participatory decision‐making is made solely by the
management authority/agency, and stakeholders are only informed about the
decision after it has been made. This level includes information‐giving activities such
as newsletters, presentations at meetings, briefing media through press releases,
advertising through posters, and radio announcements.

•

Level II – This level of participatory decision‐making is made by the management
authority/agency after input is obtained from stakeholders. This level includes
consultative activities such as public meetings, workshops, or task groups. Often
these consultative activities will be used in conjunction with information‐giving
activities described above.

•

Level III – This level of participatory decision‐making involves stakeholder
discussions and decisions on a course of action. However, at this level, the
stakeholders are unable to act until they receive approval from the management
agency. At this level, information‐giving activities are used to start the process,
followed by collaborative activities such as advisory committees or joint planning
teams.

•

Level IV – This level of participatory decision‐making applies to situations in which
the stakeholders have been given the authority to make decisions and implement
action plans without having to seek final approval from a management agency.
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10.2.3 Use a range of multiple stakeholder engagement methods

Depending on the degree of involvement, ingredients for stakeholder engagement
include newsletters, websites, questionnaire surveys, open houses, focus groups,
mapping workshops, meetings with all stakeholders, meetings with individual
stakeholders, sector meetings, field trips, membership on advisory committees, or
participation directly at the planning table. One or any combination of these can be
undertaken to solicit information on the planning process, objectives, desired outcomes,
scenario iterations, etc. It is recommended that multiple stakeholder engagement
methods be used throughout the process to ensure a broad audience is reached. That
said, too much public consultation without visible progress can lead to stakeholder
burnout and frustration.
10.2.4 Engage crucial stakeholders at the outset once overall process
objectives have been defined

When to involve stakeholders in a process will in part depend on the level of expected
participation, as outlined in Section 10.2.2 ‐ Prepare a stakeholder engagement plan at the
onset, above; fuller engagement will likely require earlier engagement. Successful
handling of this consideration may be more an art than a science. Involving stakeholders
too early in the process, before project leads are well versed in what they are setting out
to accomplish, can be an inefficient way to spend time, confusing to stakeholders and
frustrating for project leads. Involving stakeholders too late in the process or not at all
may lead stakeholders to conclude that all the important decisions have already been
made and that their involvement is inconsequential and a waste of time. In the
California Marine Life Protection Act, following one to two years of planning by
scientists, meetings were scheduled in various communities with one week notice. Until
the announcement of the meetings, stakeholders were not aware of the planning
process, nor of the need for a planning process. A huge uproar ensued and the process
had to be cancelled. It took six years to rebuild credibility in the community.
In another example, The Nature Conservancy undertook a regional conservation
planning assessment in the Pacific Northwest. For this assessment, Washington state
coastal tribes were critical stakeholders. Although several of the coastal tribes took part
in the review of draft Marxan scenarios, they felt like they had come in late to the
planning process. Engaging key groups like the tribes as early as possible is very
important in building trust and being transparent about what information is compiled
into assessment units used in Marxan. Successful planning processes have involved key
stakeholders during the building of a database that characterises the ecological and
human use elements of a region. In the spirit of being transparent, critical junctures
include what biological and ecological features make up the ecosystem, building the cost
of suitability index and presenting draft Marxan scenarios to share and discuss. Each
planning situation will be unique and careful consideration should be given to the
stakeholders to be involved. Stakeholders may even be consulted to evaluate when the
appropriate time for engagement is.
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On the other hand, some prior projects had successfully used media campaigns in
advance of stakeholder engagement as an effective tool for setting the tone of the
stakeholder meetings.

Box 10.1: Engaging stakeholders in a Marxan analysis
Despite the effectiveness of Marxan in designing optimal reserve networks, the software
should not take the place of stakeholder‐driven planning processes. A stakeholder‐
driven process is important in defining biodiversity conservation and socioeconomic
objectives, addressing any objectives that are not incorporated in the software, and
supporting the final outcome. Once the objectives are clear, Marxan can be applied to
support stakeholders in designing marine reserves. We describe two case studies that
demonstrate ways to include both stakeholders and a Marxan analysis in marine reserve
network planning. In addition, we describe a software program that is being developed
to facilitate the interaction of stakeholders in protected area design process that uses
Marxan.
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary

A network of ten fully protected marine reserves and two marine conservation areas
that allow limited fishing were established around California’s northern Channel Islands
in April 2003. The network of marine protected areas was a result of an intensive
planning process involving state and Federal agencies, scientists, and stakeholders. An
early version of the planning tool Marxan was used by the science advisory panel to
identify a suite of potential locations for marine protected areas. The stakeholders used a
combination of ecological guidelines developed by the science advisory panel for design
of marine protected areas, options generated through the Marxan analysis, and their
own knowledge, to craft a suite of alternative networks of marine protected areas. The
stakeholders used a computer planning tool, known as the Channel Islands Spatial
Support and Analysis Tool (or CI‐SSAT), to view data and evaluate potential marine
protected areas.
Conservation features were defined on the basis of the goals for marine protected areas,
which were developed by the stakeholder working group. The goals included protection
of marine habitats and species, use of marine protected areas to contribute to sustainable
fisheries, and maximum long‐term benefits while limiting short‐term impacts to users.
The stakeholders and science advisory team identified over 100 species of interest.
The cost of each planning unit was considered to be equivalent to its area. Although
planners gathered data on commercial and recreational fisheries and other activities in
the planning region, use of data was restricted because of their proprietary nature. In
addition, the stakeholders preferred to review the output from Marxan without the
added complexity of economic costs. Stakeholders in the process intended to evaluate
the solutions based on ecological guidelines separately from the considerations of
potential socioeconomic costs.
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By producing a suite of solutions, Marxan provided the flexibility needed to address
policy concerns within the framework of an analytical process that was repeatable and
rigorous. Given the range of solutions, the stakeholders were able to identify alternatives
to establishing protected areas in locations of high use. The selection frequency map was
particularly useful for advancing discussions about where to establish marine protected
areas.
Ultimately, the stakeholders were unable to come to consensus on a single preferred
alternative so the state and Federal agency staffs were required to develop a
compromise between the two alternative networks of marine protected areas favoured
by stakeholders.
Local conservation groups in the southern Strait of Georgia

In preparation for a consultation process surrounding a proposed National Marine
Conservation Areas (NMCA) in the southern Strait of Georgia, British Columbia, local
conservation groups are interested in developing a conservation‐based zoning vision
using Marxan, a tool which is also being used by Parks Canada as part of a systematic
conservation planning process. Working with researchers at the Department of
Geography, University of Victoria, Canada, conservation stakeholders gathered over a
series of workshops to identify their goals, define their objectives with targets, costs and
penalties, and explore various zoning scenarios. While specifications were made by the
stakeholders the analysis was undertaken by the researchers. Data and results were then
projected onto a screen at the workshops allowing users to direct the operator to
navigate through the results.
Zoning was undertaken in a stepwise fashion starting with the highest protection zone
deemed as being the highest priority. After describing the intent of the zone,
stakeholders then selected the relevant GIS layers. Browsing through the layers
stakeholders evaluated reliability of the data. The stakeholders then collectively
identified targets for each layer and planning unit costs associated with desirable
features (e.g., adjacency to upland parks) or undesirable (e.g, adjacency to industrial
areas). Stakeholders learned that given the distribution of the data, their ideal targets
selected about 90% of the study area as the highest protection zone. This was not a
realistic scenario. Target levels and costs were explored and revised to generate different
scenarios.
The use of Marxan in a collaborative setting enabled the stakeholders to again a detailed
understanding to the analysis which Parks Canada is undertaking and thus they can be
more effective contributors to the consultation process. In particular they learned of the
implications of the spatial distribution of data with respect to setting targets and the
limitations of data quality. In addition, by exploring potential scenarios with Marxan
stakeholders also have a better understanding of the scope of possibilities and the
implications of their goals on other users.
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10.3 INVOLVING STAKEHOLDERS WITH MARXAN
Introduce Marxan according to the level of involvement
Translate stakeholder goals and values into Marxan objectives and parameters
Systematically generate alternative scenarios
Incorporate communication into initial planning
Target the outputs and interpretation for each stakeholder audience
Understand the difference between “best” solution and selection frequency
Explain the meaning behind the maps
Ensure that cartographic styles do not mislead the reader
Select communicators who understand the technical aspect as well as the perspective of the target
audience

Stakeholders can be consulted as members of the general public in providing general
input and feedback to Marxan analysis. In this case, scientists and spatial analysts use
Marxan to generate and explore scenarios based on stakeholder input, scientific
information and policy direction 15 . This is the traditional approach in which Marxan has
primarily resided in the domain of scientists and technical analysts, and stakeholders are
more indirectly involved with Marxan. However, when stakeholders are more involved
or hope to be more involved in a planning process, such as representative members of a
working or advisory group, they often express their discomfort if the process of
mapping reserve networks is relegated to a group of scientists, agency staff or a decision
support tool. Instead, they want to have more direct involvement in designing reserve
networks and using tools. For example, a network of conservation groups in southern
British Columbia has taken a proactive role in using Marxan to provide a vision of a
reserve network to be able to provide more robust input into the planning process.
10.3.1 Introduce Marxan according to the level of involvement

The level of involvement by stakeholders (see Section 10.2.2 ‐ Prepare a stakeholder
engagement plan at the onset) with Marxan determines when and to what extent
stakeholders are introduced to Marxan. While Marxan, as any other decision support
tool, may be a key tool in the planning approach, it should not drive the planning
process, but facilitate it when relevant. Therefore, it is often good practice to not
introduce Marxan in initial stakeholder meetings, which instead should focus on
fundamental goals of the reserve network design. From these discussions it may emerge
that Marxan is an appropriate tool with which to answer questions and generate ideas to

For examples of translating policy into MPA spatial analysis see Bruce & Eliot 2006 and Chan et
al. 2006.

15
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meet the goals. Alternatively, other tools may be more appropriate for the task at hand
or may be used in conjunction with Marxan.
In some cases when stakeholders are indirectly involved with Marxan, it may not be
necessary to mention Marxan or describe specific aspects of the tool. In other cases,
particularly when stakeholders are more directly involved in Marxan analysis or in
evaluating outputs, they must clearly understand to some extent how Marxan works. A
transparent and easily understood analysis is particularly important to build acceptance
and trust from stakeholders. Approaches to introduce Marxan can include:
•

explaining the fundamental principles and calculations of Marxan 16 ; for example
many stakeholders are encouraged when they discover one of the key objectives may
be to minimise the impact of the network on economic pursuits;

•

clarifying Marxan vocabulary which may mean different things to different
stakeholders;

•

demonstrating examples in which Marxan has been used;

•

inviting stakeholders involved in another reserve network planning process to
provide a stakeholder perspective; and

•

using Marxan to provide some initial answers to some basic “what if” questions
posed by the stakeholder group.

For example Marxan was used to explore a conservation–based vision for the Southern
Strait of Georgia, British Columbia (see Box 10.1). Participants were given an overview
of Marxan with examples where it has been used elsewhere and the kinds of outputs
Marxan can generate. This was followed by more detailed Marxan orientation sessions
in smaller groups covering targets, costs and data requirements.
The aim of introducing and explaining Marxan to stakeholders is not to oversell or
undersell the tool, but to acknowledge its advantages and disadvantages, i.e., what it
can do and what it cannot do. When stakeholders are directly involved in a planning
process, Marxan can be introduced in steps with increasing level of detail as the process
proceeds. For example, in introducing Marxan to a network of marine conservation
groups in British Columbia, a short general presentation introducing Marxan was made.
This was followed up by a more detailed presentation to individual conservation groups
highlighting fundamental concepts such as planning units, targets and costs, with
several illustrations of how Marxan was used in other projects. Individuals participating
directly in the planning process had felt sufficiently comfortable to start the planning
process. As it proceeded, increased complexity and explanation was presented
informally through discussions and scenario exploration. After several scenarios were
generated and discussed, the group took a step back, and addressed the questions: What

Introductory materials can be found in the early chapters of this handbook, the Marxan User
Manual, the Marxan web site, and the CLUZ web site.
16
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are the Marxan scenarios telling us? What other questions do we have that Marxan
cannot easily answer?
The rest of this section provides good practices for involving stakeholders, both directly
and indirectly, in three stages of using Marxan for reserve network design:
1. defining Marxan objectives;
2. generating and exploring scenarios; and
3. evaluating and providing feedback on Marxan outputs.
10.3.2 Translate stakeholder goals and values into Marxan objectives and
parameters

Prior to embarking on any analysis, it is important to have a clear vision of the goals of
the process and the goals of the reserve network and objectives to meet those goals that
are expressed as a Marxan objective.
The Marxan algorithm is based on a minimizing cost algorithm defined by various
parameters such as targets and costs associated with feature layers. Current practice has
dictated that scientists and experts have typically defined the parameters of the Marxan
objectives. In a recent survey of 77 Marxan users worldwide in 97% of the projects
objectives were set by scientists/experts. However, stakeholders were involved in setting
the objectives in 39% of the projects (see Appendix 1: Results of Marxan User Survey) and
this percentage can increase as stakeholders become more directly involved in the
planning process. Some parameters of the algorithm such as boundary length modifier
(BLM), planning unit shape and planning unity size are best left to analysts. Others such
as relevant feature layers, targets and other location parameters which can influence cost
values and penalty factors can be defined by stakeholders.
Expressing their interests and value in an algorithm can be challenging for stakeholders.
First of all they must clearly articulate their overall goals for the reserve network and
then these must be articulated mathematically into an algorithm (Leslie et al. 2003). The
time necessary to clearly articulate goals whether they are conservation goals, socio‐
economic goals or regulatory goals cannot be understated as they are foundation of the
analysis. Launching straight into the details of Marxan before preparation can lead to
misdirected paths down dead ends. In the Channel Islands, the multi‐stakeholder
working group spent one year considering the state of the marine ecosystem and goals
for marine reserves before exploring SPEXAN results from the scientific advisory panel
(see Box 10.1) (Airame 2005). Similarly, in the Southern Strait of Georgia, conservation
groups spent most of the first two workshops discussing their overall goals for the
region in general and zones in particular. Examining policy (Bruce and Eliot 2006, Chan
et al. 2006), stakeholders interests and scientific knowledge can all combine to specify
goals.
Questions to stakeholders must be phrased in familiar language such as:
•

What would you like a reserve network to look in 20 years time?
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•

What conservation features are important to you?

•

What habitats and features are most important to protect?

•

What socio‐economic activities are important to the community?

•

How should existing marine protected areas be incorporated into the new design?

•

What upland and foreshore factors are important in siting marine reserves?

10.3.3 Systematically generate alternative scenarios

In running Marxan, there is a danger in people thinking that Marxan will generate the
definitive solution. This may produce a narrow view of possible outcomes and a
confrontational response from stakeholders. Presenting and evaluating several
alternative solutions not as an endpoint but as a starting point to explore the decision
space will offer a means of engagement, stimulate more creative and constructive
discussion and encourage an understanding that there will likely be more than one
solution which meets a set of goals (Airame 2005). Alternative scenarios help
stakeholders understand tradeoffs and the full range of possibilities. The flexibility of
generating multiple solutions was by far the most commonly noted strength of Marxan
(62% of users surveyed – see Appendix 1: Results of Marxan User Survey).
Exploring the use of SPEXAN (a precursor to Marxan) to identify a network of marine
reserves in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary demonstrated the value of
generating alternative scenarios. It was concluded that generating scenarios with
different conservation goals could provide stakeholders with a visual sense of how their
goals translate into a spatial network design, how different goals affect the potential
network design and also which areas behaved consistently and therefore were
particularly important in contributing to an ecologically and socially sustainable system
of marine reserves (Leslie et al. 2003). In designing a network of reserves in the Channel
Islands National Marine Sanctuary, a working group of stakeholders worked with
scientists using SPEXAN to develop and explore over 40 different network designs
during the planning process (Airame 2005). Through each alternative, stakeholders were
able to evaluate the sensitivity of the outputs to different types of data, classification
schemes and goals. The range of solutions generated was credited with facilitating the
identification of constructive alternatives in areas of high conflict among stakeholders.
In planning for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, Marxan was used to generate a
starting “solution”. The public was then invited to comment.
One of the limitations in using Marxan in multi‐stakeholder planning processes is the
time it takes to generate scenarios dependent on the number of data layers, planning
units etc. In the new optimised version of Marxan, users are now able to generate
solutions in real time/interactively. A higher degree of interactivity and exploration of
the decision space and possible solutions can also be achieved by having the data and
GIS for visualising and querying the data so that stakeholders can see various layers,
add data, remove data, explore and query solutions generated by Marxan. In both the
Channel Islands and the Southern Strait of Georgia examples (see Box 10.1), the GIS was
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available and projected on to a screen so that stakeholders could directly explore the
data and ask questions of the Marxan scenarios generated. Another option is to have the
data available on a public web link such as www.marinemap.org/mlpa. A user interface
would be required, however, to allow user to draw a reserve network and evaluate
biophysical and socio‐economic impacts.
While generating alternative solutions is valuable, generating solutions that are
considerably different, and not well explained, can lose credibility among stakeholders
who may perceive the solutions generated by chance or without perceived patterns
leading to more confident solutions. A wide range of solutions can indeed suggest that
the algorithm has not been given sufficient constraints, and in such cases the addition of
more detailed costs can be helpful (see Chapter 6: Addressing Socioeconomic Objectives).
10.3.4 Incorporate communication into initial planning

An important element in generating scenarios is understanding the output and
interpreting the results to provide feedback to guide the generation of different
scenarios. This requires a clear communication strategy among analysts, decision
makers and stakeholders as explained in this section.
A recent survey of 77 Marxan users worldwide revealed that in 57% of the projects
results were communicated to stakeholders and 28% were communicated to the general
public (see Appendix 1: Results of Marxan User Survey). As discussed in the Introduction
to this chapter, success or failure of a reserve network design process often relies on the
support and trust of stakeholders. Understanding the process including analysis upon
which decisions are based is key to establishing that trust and buy‐in. If decisions are
perceived to be subjective, ad hoc or within a black box, then trust can be compromised.
Stakeholders also need to understand their own stake or vested interest and the impact,
positive and negative, which a proposed reserve network will have on that interest,
especially for those who might lose the right to harvest or access an area.
This section provides good practices for taking out the mystery of Marxan, and
particularly the outputs, through effective communication so that stakeholders are
comfortable with their understanding and can make informed contributions to the
process. In so doing, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that Marxan is only one
component, and possibly a minor one, of the overall process.
Communication is often left as an afterthought to the planning process and might
involve presentation of a map with lines drawn with scant explanation. Stakeholders
may then be taken by surprise. Communication needs to be part of initial planning and a
component of the overall stakeholder engagement plan for the process. Good
communication of Marxan is no different than other good communication practices and
can be found in the broad literature on this topic. Ideally, a communications specialist
should be involved.
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10.3.5 Target the outputs and interpretation for each stakeholder audience

While all stakeholders need to have a common understanding of Marxan outputs,
fundamentally, stakeholders will be particularly attuned to the outputs in relation to
their own interests. Thus, communication should be audience driven. The outputs
should be tied to the stakeholders’ own values and costs. Therefore, it is first of all
important to understand stakeholders’ values, how they will measure the costs and
benefits of a reserve network and how they will use the information communicated to
them. For example, fishermen need to know if fishing access is being restricted in
particular areas and what this might mean to employment and the cultural definition of
fishing communities. Used creatively, Marxan can assist in determining compensation
for loss of fishing access. Fishermen will also need to know of anticipated long‐term
benefits of marine reserves on stock recovery and potential spill‐over effects. They may
want to know where marine reserves are in relation to nursery grounds. Outputs and
interpretation of those outputs should be presented and explained in language that is
meaningful to the audience, rather than make the audience translate and add another
layer of interpretation and possibly misinterpretation. Finally, it is important to also
listen to user feedback that may indicate inadequacies or errors in the data used, and
warrant revision.
10.3.6 Understand the difference between “best” solution and selection
frequency

The survey of Marxan users revealed that the selection frequency and the overall best
solution were the outputs most commonly used (83% and 77% respectively) (Appendix 1:
Results of Marxan User Survey). There is often much confusion on the implications of the
difference between the two when interpreting results. Caution is raised when comparing
the “best” solution to the selection frequency as the results offer a different meaning.
This is discussed fully in Chapter 9: Interpreting and Communicating Outputs, and a brief
overview is also provided below.
The term “best” solution can be misleading. In effect, it is the most efficient solution
from all those generated from a set of runs. Most efficient is defined as having the least
cost. Therefore, it is important to have an understanding of cost measured by least area
or other metric. Another set of runs may generate a different “best” solution. In most
cases, the “best solution” is statistically not significantly different, or only slightly so,
from the others in the top grouping of solutions. The 2nd or 6th best solutions, for
example, may actually be more feasible or otherwise more appropriate in the real world.
The selection frequency reports the number of times or frequency each planning unit
was selected in all solutions for a set of runs. It is one way to explore the usefulness of
planning units to achieving efficient solutions.
Which output is most useful? As indicated in the user survey (Appendix 1: Results of
Marxan User Survey) both are valued. In using SPEXAN to design a network of reserve
networks in the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary, the selection frequency was
noted to be one of the most useful outputs for advancing discussion. Biodiversity
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hotspots were identified as planning units selected for a large number of solutions
(Airame 2005). Comments from the Marxan user survey respondents suggested that
there is a preference for using the selection frequency and overall best output together to
complement one another.
10.3.7 Explain the meaning behind the maps

Marxan can be a powerful tool and its map outputs can be visually very appealing, but
ultimately stakeholders will ask the question “What does the map mean?” To answer
this question, analysts and those communicating the results to stakeholders need to have
a firm understanding of the results (see Chapter 9: Interpreting and Communicating
Outputs). This includes understanding the strengths and weaknesses of assumptions,
available data, sensitivity of the output to variations in data, targets, costs and penalties
by exploring various scenarios. It also requires the ability to not get lost in details, but to
instead focus on key factors that affect the outputs. Rigorous and defensible results are
better than “trial balloons” that can cause more harm than help. Results should be
understandable and make visual sense to experts and locals alike.
Stakeholders will want to know how the results reflect their own interests, and compare
this to how other stakeholders or other regions are affected. Were targets achieved?
Where in the region does a particular target exist? Why are certain areas selected? What
is driving the output? These were common questions asked by a group of conservation
stakeholders engaged in a planning process in Southern British Columbia. They had an
expectation that special or unique sites and areas that reflected local knowledge would
be represented in the results. However, the analysis and their targets were driven by
representativeness. It was therefore important to explain how target components inter‐
relate and that in a reserve system the value of a site depends on what else is in the
system.
Tables that annotate maps and link to mapped output can assist in answering the
questions above and explaining the results. Linking tabular outputs of Marxan into
result maps through a GIS is relatively straightforward, and by highlighting rows in the
attribute table is one way of interpreting data in depth. Tools like CLUZ and PANDA
can help to answer these questions on the fly and can link tables to planning units to
answer what target features are found in a given planning unit. CLUZ can also help in
working out if areas are selected because of the presence of a particular feature or
because of wider representation goals.
10.3.8 Ensure that cartographic styles do not mislead the reader

When communicating with maps to a broader audience, be aware that you can lose
control of the communication process. In other words, maps can speak by themselves.
Much can be interpreted and misinterpreted from the colours, symbols and other
cartographic characteristics of maps. For example, solid lines on a map can invoke “lines
drawn in the sand”. Whereas dotted lines or faded boundaries can relay areas that are
open for discussion. Viewers may not pause to read a legend or fine detail but will form
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an immediate impression from the spatial patterns, colours and titles, usually focusing
on that part of study area most familiar to them and their interests.
To minimise the risk that maps can be misleading or misinterpreted distribute the maps
to a working group or representatives from different stakeholder groups for feedback
and to anticipate reaction. Cartography is also discussed in Chapter 9: Interpreting and
Communicating Outputs.
10.3.9 Select communicators who understand the technical aspect as well
as the perspective of the target audience

The discussion so far has focused on what to communicate. Equally important is who
communicates. In many cases scientists or government staff have been responsible for
communicating with stakeholder groups. However, they may not necessarily be the
most appropriate. The right person to communicate to stakeholders is someone who:
•

has a good relationship (i.e., trust) with a stakeholder group;

•

understands its values and interests and is willing to listen;

•

can explain the results in non‐technical terminology; and

•

is not confrontational or defensive about the scenarios.

More often than not this requires a communication team comprised of members of the
target stakeholder group including scientists, analysts and policy makers. While the
Marxan analyst probably should participate on this team, it should be anticipated that
s/he may be sensitive to certain criticisms, and that another member may be better suited
to communicate directly with the larger stakeholder group.
10.4 SUMMARY OF GOOD PRACTICES
•

Strive for broad representation of stakeholders.

•

Prepare a stakeholder engagement plan at the onset.

•

Use a range of multiple stakeholder engagement methods.

•

Engage crucial stakeholders at the outset once overall process objectives have been
defined.

•

Introduce Marxan according to the level of involvement.

•

Translate stakeholder goals and values into Marxan objectives and parameters.

•

Systematically generate alternative scenarios.

•

Incorporate communication into initial planning.

•

Target the outputs and interpretation for each stakeholder audience.

•

Understand the difference between “best” solution and selection frequency.

•

Explain the meaning behind the maps.
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•

Ensure that cartographic styles do not mislead the reader.

•

Select communicators who understand the technical aspect as well as the
perspective of the target audience.
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Appendix 1: Results of Marxan User Survey

Natalie C. Ban
ABSTRACT
In the fall and winter of 2006, an electronic survey was developed to identify how Marxan had
been used to date, and to identify themes and user needs. Results from this survey helped shape
the PacMARA expert workshop 2‐5 April 2007, in Vancouver, BC, Canada, and subsequently
the writing of this Good Practices Handbook.

A1-1 METHODS
An online survey was used to gather information about the current use of Marxan.
Invitations for participation in the survey were given through the Marxan listserv,
which includes all who have downloaded Marxan. Participation in the survey was
voluntary. Survey questions focused on the scope and outcomes of Marxan projects, the
data and parameters applied, and the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the
program. For most questions, participants were allowed to multiple responses, and therefore
most answers exceed 100%.
A1-2 RESULTS
Seventy‐seven Marxan users participated in the survey, involving projects from all
continents except Antarctica. The majority (71%) of participants use Marxan in a
scientific capacity, followed by planners (31%), technical operators (26%). Very few
managers or senior decision‐makers used Marxan. Most projects were conducted at a
regional scale (74%), with fewer at national (21%), international (16%) or local (13%)
scales. Users of Marxan were relatively evenly split amongst various levels of
government (57%, or which 26% are federal or national agencies, 26% regional, and 5%
local), non‐profit organisations (49%), and academia (47%). Many of the projects are
collaborations involving more than one of these categories. Most applications covered
terrestrial environments (68%), followed by marine (51%) and freshwater (22%)
environments. Projects commonly tool three to six months to complete (28%), with some
taking less than three months (16%), six months to one year (20%), between one and
three years (17%), and very few took more than three years (1%). However, most
projects (31%) were not yet completed. Participants commented that most time is spent
gathering, collating, and otherwise preparing the input data and files. Refinement of
Marxan parameters was also noted to be time‐consuming.
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Marxan was chosen because of its ability to provide multiple solutions (56%), its
scientific rigor (53%), its ability to handle large amounts of data (53%), the provision of
near‐optimal solutions (52%), and its reputation (45%). A few respondents (3%) also
noted political pressure as a determining factor for choosing Marxan. Additional
comments on the choice of Marxan included its reputation as the “industry standard”
for conservation planning, the ability to cluster solutions, and the ability for post‐hoc
analysis. Most users consider Marxan’s ease of use to be moderate or moderately
difficult (76%), with several comments that the generation of input files is the most
challenging aspect.
Biodiversity conservation (88%) and establishment of protected areas (72%) were the
most common planning objectives. Other objectives include ecosystem functioning
(36%), research (35%), and sustainable fisheries (19%). Less common responses cover
community development (7%), recreation and education (4% each), and aesthetic and
spiritual objectives (3% each). The objectives set in the Marxan projects were primarily
set by scientists/experts (97%), followed by decision‐makers (40%) and stakeholders
(39%). Results were communicated to scientists/experts (91%), decision‐makers (77%),
stakeholders (57%), and the general public (28%).
Most participants (66%) had not completed their Marxan projects, and were therefore
unable to answer whether their project had resulted in a conservation gain. Twenty‐four
percent indicated that their project had resulted in a conservation gain, whereas ten
percent said that it had not. Comments suggest a mixed experience in the influence
Marxan projects had on decisions. Some projects were designed as research projects that
were not intended to provide recommendations. Some Marxan users found their results
being integrated into conservation plans and protected area designs, whereas others’
recommendations were ignored, or projects cancelled upon realisation of the area
required for meeting objectives.
The size of the study areas and planning units used varied widely (Table 1), with an
average of about 1 million square kilometres. Hexagons and squares were almost
equally popular for planning units (46% and 44%), followed by irregular units (35%).
Some participants also indicated using triangles.

Table A1.1: Study area details (n=61).
Study
(km2)

area

size

Planning
(km2)

unit

size

Minimum

40

0.0001

Maximum

30 000 000

10 000

955 503

260

4 024 649

1502

Mean
Standard deviation
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Most users applied all of Marxan’s basic options, but less than half used advanced
options for either all or some conservation features (Table 2). The majority of
participants used the adaptive simulated annealing function (81%), followed by iterative
improvement (44%) and simulated annealing while setting the initial temperature (22%).
The heuristic options were used, but were not as popular (ranging from 17% to 6%).

Table A1.2: Marxan options.
Basic options

Used

Not used

Boundary length modifier

89%

11%

Repeated runs

98%

0%

Planning Unit Cost

87%

13%

Boundary Cost

79%

18%

Planning Unit Status

87%

10%

Penalty factor for conservation features
(SPF)

88%

12%

Advanced options

Used for all
targets

Used
some
targets

for
Not used

Block definitions

13%

22%

65%

Cost threshold

25%

11%

64%

Separation distance (sepdistance)

5%

26%

68%

Separation number (sepnum)

4%

15%

82%

Minimum clump size (target2)

9%

30%

61%

Number of occurrences required
(targetocc)

25%

27%

47%

Minimum viable population size

11%

16%

73%

A variety of data inputs were used (Table 3). Other data inputs that were used include
sites of fisheries importance, land cover classifications, soils data, spawning
aggregations, landscape matrices, hydrological functions, marine landscape and benthic
terrain models, and the output of population viability analyses. The majority of
respondents used a variety of targets for features (65%) rather than uniform targets.
Targets were set based on the commonness or rarity of features, ecological values,
estimates of minimum viable populations, proportions of original abundance, the results
of gap analyses, and species‐area relationships.
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Table A1.3: Data inputs.
Used

Not used

Species distributions (models and/or surveys)

88%

12%

Habitat distributions (models and/or surveys)

81%

19%

Species Abundance (surveyed populations)

54%

46%

Species presence/absence (surveys)

47%

51%

Species presence only (sightings)

74%

25%

Species/habitat incomplete coverage

46%

50%

• If yes, were any estimated to cover less than 75% of the
study area?

50%

30%

Geophysical data (e.g., topography, salinity, currents)

64%

34%

Habitat classifications

82%

18%

Biogeographic zones

62%

38%

Economic data (e.g., cost of land, value of fisheries)

43%

57%

Land/marine human use data

62%

38%

Traditional (indigenous) ecological knowledge

17%

83%

Local Ecological Knowledge

40%

60%

Expert Scientific opinion

64%

36%

3D data converted into 2D (e.g., topography, bathymetry)

43%

55%

Temporal data

12%

85%

Connectivity

37%

61%

6%

94%

Ecosystem services/processes information (e.g., pollination,
carbon sequestration rates)

19%

81%

Others

18%

70%

Genetic information

The most common data weighting options were those of relative importance (48%),
expert opinion (47%), and data reliability (40%). Other weightings included
commonness of features, vulnerability or rareness of features, and the viability rankings
for targets. Most participants assigned the same penalties to all features (54), with some
applying different values (33%). When different penalty values were used, they were
mostly based on the relative importance of features or the confidence in the datasets.
Other approaches include ratings according to relative vulnerability and rareness. Many
Marxan users reported undertaking sensitivity analyses to determine what values to use
as the penalties.
Planning unit area was the most commonly applied cost, followed by equal costs, and
economic data (Table 4). Other costs applied primarily relate to threats to ecological
integrity (including proxies such as proximity to urban areas, roads).
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Table A1.4: Cost.
Used

Not
used

Equal cost

55%

45%

Planning unit area

76%

24%

Economic data (e.g., cost of land, value of
fisheries)

51%

49%

Naturalness

44%

49%

Expert Scientific opinion

17%

77%

Local Knowledge

14%

83%

9%

85%

50%

47%

Traditional (indigenous) ecological knowledge
Others

Most participants did not undertake sensitivity analyses (60%). Those that did reported
testing the effects of planning unit shapes and sizes, grouping different features,
adjusting the boundary length modifier, applying a variety of costs, changing species
penalty factors, locking features in or out, randomly deleting data, and changing targets
and estimates of populations.
Both the selection frequency and the overall best run were the outputs most commonly
used (83% and 77%), with fewer respondents using individual runs (27%). Comments
suggest that there is a preference for using the selection frequency and overall best
output together to complement one another.
A1-3 CONCLUSIONS
Participants listed many strengths and weaknesses of Marxan (Table 5). The most
commonly listed strength is the flexibility of Marxan in providing multiple solutions,
whereas the most listed weakness is insufficient guidance for adjusting the required
settings. Additional responses about which Marxan parameters are not explained well
indicates that most survey respondents feel that most parameters could benefit from
additional explanation and examples. In particular, responses suggest that a detailed
description is needed of how various Marxan parameters interact.
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Table A1.5: Strengths and weaknesses of Marxan as expressed by survey participants.
Strengths (n=53)

Weaknesses (n=49)

Flexibility / variety of options

62%

Insufficient guidance for adjusting settings

43%

Handling of large amounts of data

30%

Errors/bugs

39%

Near-optimal solutions

25%

Preparing the input files

37%

Repeatability/transparency

19%

Steep learning curve

16%

Selection frequencies output

17%

Converting outputs to GIS

14%

Reputation

13%

Interpreting/explaining results

14%

Speed

13%

User interface

12%

Explicit targets

11%

Determining input targets/features

10%

Inclusion of costs

11%

how parameters interact

10%

Systematic approach

11%

Defining cost parameter

8%

Ability to create graphical outputs

9%

Inability to consider multiple zones

8%

Ease of use

9%

Slow with complex/large problems

8%

Objective data analysis

9%

Connectivity

6%

Ability to batch files

8%

Data availability

6%

Ease of post-hoc analysis

8%

Data management

6%

Forces evaluation of data inputs

6%

Limits of planning units, features

6%

Ability to update inputs

4%

Lack of a help tool

4%

Boundary length modifier

4%

Manual

4%

Free tool

4%

Verifying results

4%

Arc interface extensions

2%

Black box

2%

Documentation

2%

Data weighting

2%

Minimum area option

2%

Difficult to batch

2%

User support

2%

Screening out poor solutions

2%

Participants made several recommendations for issues and practicalities that should be
addressed in a good practices handbook (Table 6). The most common need was seen to
be assistance with setting of all Marxan parameters, including those that some users
noted having difficulty with (i.e., that for them resulted in unexplained crashes) such as
separation distance. 17

Editors’ note: these widespread concerns related to the setting up and running of Marxan led to
the re‐writing of the Marxan User Manual, in a joint project between the University of
Queensland and PacMARA.

17
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Table A1.6: Suggestions for inclusions in a good practices handbook
Setting Marxan parameters (e.g., SPF, BLM, cost, separation
distance)

37%

Setting up input files / tutorial

21%

Communication and interpretation of results

19%

Ensuring robust analyses / explaining inherent biases

16%

Provide practical examples

16%

Undertaking sensitivity analyses and which parameters to test

16%

Addressing data issues (e.g., quality, coverage, management,
etc.)

14%

Explanation of settings

14%

Rules of thumb for a starting point for inputs

14%

Determining realistic project goals

9%

Parameter interactions

9%

Using the annealing settings

9%

Why and when to use Marxan

9%

Explanation of errors and troubleshooting steps

7%

Known limits of Marxan (e.g., planning units, features)

7%

Engaging with stakeholders and interest through Marxan

5%

Improving the GUI

5%

Incorporating connectivity
considerations

and

other

network

design
5%

Incorporating stochasticity and temporal variability

5%

Assessing solution quality

2%

Function and focus of each algorithm

2%

How far from optimal is the best solution?

2%

Improving speed

2%

Incorporating vulnerability

2%
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A2-3 SOME ONLINE RESOURCES

Marxan main page, including links to software download and training

http://www.uq.edu.au/marxan/
Marxan User Manual and wiki (alternative site to above, PacMARA)

http://www.pacmara.org/
CLUZ software download

http://www.mosaic‐conservation.org/cluz/
•

CLUZ software, Arcview support for Marxan (accessed 31 October 2007)

PANDA software download

http://www.mappamondogis.it/panda_en.htm
•

PANDA software, ArcGIS support for Marxan (accessed 31 October 2007)

Sites software download

http://www.biogeog.ucsb.edu/projects/tnc/toolbox.html
•

TNC Sites software, GIS (accessed 31 October 2007)

The Nature Conservancy ArcGIS 9.1 extension, Protected Area Gap Decision
Support Tool:

http://conserveonline.org/workspaces/macr.gis/Protected_Area_Gap_DSS_Nov06.zip/vi
ew
(accessed 20 January 2008)
C-Plan software download

http://www.uq.edu.au/~uqmwatts/cplan.html
•

C‐Plan, also a site selection software, and provides file linkage with Marxan
(accessed 31 October 2007)

Other site selection and related tools can be found on the EBM Tools
Network

http://www.ebmtools.org/
(accessed 20 January 2008)
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Appendix 3: Glossary

Algorithm: A mathematical process that systematically solves a problem using well‐
defined rules or processes. Marxan can use several optimisation algorithms (exact
algorithm, heuristic algorithm, simulated annealing and iterative improvement) to
identify reserve design solutions for a minimum cost, subject to the constraint that stated
objectives are achieved.
Boundary cost: Also referred to as boundary length. A boundary cost is specified
between two planning units. When one of the two planning units is included in the
reserve system, the boundary cost is a relative measure of the importance of also
including the other planning unit, and vice versa. Although the relationship between
two planning units is typically the length of the shared boundary, boundary costs can
also be specified between non‐adjacent planning units reflecting ecological or economic
factors.
Boundary Length Modifier (BLM): A variable controlling how much emphasis to place
on minimising the overall reserve system boundary length relative to the reserve system
cost. Higher BLM values will produce a more compact reserve system.
Clumping: The minimum amount of a conservation feature required within adjacent
planning units before that ‘clump’ is considered to effectively contribute towards
achieving the representation target for that feature. A number of unique clumps of a
conservation feature can also be assigned (see separation distance).
Conservation feature: An element of biodiversity selected as a focus for conservation
planning or action. This can include ecological classifications, habitat types, species,
physical features, processes or any element that can be measured in a planning unit.
Conservation feature penalty factor: See species penalty factor
Cost: The cost of including a planning unit in a reserve system. This cost should reflect
the socio‐political constraints to setting aside that planning unit for conservation actions.
This could be: total area, cost of acquisition or any other relative social, economic or
ecological measure. Each planning unit is assigned one cost, although several measures
can be combined to create a cost metric.
Compactness: A measure of the clustering or grouping of planning units in a reserve
solution. It is calculated as a ratio of the total boundary length of a reserve system to the
total area of the reserve system. Stewart and Possingham (2005) describe this concept in
more detail.
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Decision support software: A computer‐based application that uses information on
possible actions and constraints on these actions in order to aid the process of decision‐
making in pursuit of a stated objective.
Efficiency: Property of a reserve system solution which meets all conservation targets
(e.g., ecosystems, habitats, species) at an acceptable cost and compactness.
Geographic Information System (GIS): A computer‐based system consisting of
hardware and software required for the capture, storage, management, analysis and
presentation of geographic (spatial) data.
Heuristic algorithm: General class of sub‐optimal algorithms which use time‐saving
strategies, or “rules of thumb,” to solve problems. If used in Marxan, planning units are
added until biodiversity targets are met.
Irreplaceability: See selection frequency.
Iterative improvement: A simple heuristic wherein the algorithm will consider a
random change to see if it will improve the value of the objective function if that change
were made. If the change improves the system, then it is made. In Marxan, iterative
improvement can be used to discard redundant planning units from the solutions.
Kappa statistic: An index which compares the spatial overlap / similarity of two reserve
systems against that which might be expected by chance alone.
Local minimum/Local optimum: A local minimum occurs at the point where simply
adding one favourable planning unit or removing one unfavourable planning unit from
a reserve system can no longer improve the objective function value. This essentially
means the reserve system cannot be improved without substantially changing its
structure.
Maximum coverage problem: The objective of the maximal coverage problem is to
maximize protection of features subject to the constraint that the resources expended do
not exceed a fixed cost. Marxan can approximate the maximum coverage problem using
the Cost Threshold function; however, the result will likely be sub‐optimal.
Minimum set problem: The objective of the minimum‐set problem is to minimize
resources expended, subject to the constraint that all features meet their conservation
objectives. Marxan was designed to solve this type of conservation problem.
Objective function: An equation associated with an optimisation problem which
determines how good a solution is at solving the problem. In Marxan, the value of the
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equation is a function of planning unit costs, boundary costs, and penalties. Each
solution to reserve design is assigned a objective function value; a solution with a low
value is more optimal than a solution with a high value.
Planning units: Planning units are the building blocks of a reserve system. A study area
is divided into planning units that are smaller geographic parcels of regular or irregular
shapes. Examples include squares, hexagons, cadastral parcels and hydrological units.
Relative Target Values: The approach of ranking feature targets relative to one another
as a whole set, before applying individual numerical values. For example, features A &
B could be ranked as about the same, requiring “moderate” protection, but feature C is
ranked as needing more protection than A & B, hence a “high” ranking. The numerical
values of “moderate” and “high” could vary depending on the scenario, but moderate
would always be lower than high.
Reserve system design: The approach used to design a network of areas that collectively
address the objective of the conservation problem.
Run: The term used to describe the analysis of a particular scenario. A run will continue
for a set number of iterations. Several runs are conducted for each scenario. Because
there are an almost infinite number of solutions for a Marxan analysis the number of
runs should be adequate to provide a representative sample of the solutions available.
This is sometimes also referred to as restarts.
Selection frequency: How often a given planning unit is selected in the final reserve
system across a series of Marxan solutions. This value is reported in the “Summed
Solutions” output file. Also sometimes referred to (incorrectly) as irreplaceability.
Sensitivity analysis: The process of modifying input parameters, constraints and data to
quantitatively assess the influence of different variables on the final solution; that is, the
degree to which the outputs are “sensitive” to variations in these various parameters.
Separation distance: Defines the minimum distance that distinct clumps of a feature
should be from one another in order to be considered as separate representations. This
could be considered a type of risk spreading.
Simulated annealing: An optimisation method (algorithm) based on iterative
improvement but with stochastic (random) acceptance of bad moves early on in the
process to help avoid getting stuck prematurely at local minimum objective function
value.
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Species Penalty Factor (SPF): A user‐defined multiplier for the penalty applied to the
objective function when a conservation feature target is not met in the current reserve
scenario.
Systematic conservation planning: Formal method for identifying potential areas for
conservation management that will most efficiently achieve a specific set of objectives,
commonly some minimum representation of biodiversity. The process, involves a clear
and structured approach to priority setting, and is now the standard for both terrestrial
and marine conservation. The effectiveness of systematic conservation planning stems
from its ability to make the best use of limited fiscal resources towards achieving
conservation goals and do so in a manner that is defensible, accountable, and
transparently recognises the requirements of different resource users.
Target / Representation target: Targets are the quantitative values (amounts) of each
conservation feature to be achieved in the final reserve solution.
User interface: The means by which people interact with a particular software
application. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) presents information in a user‐friendly
way using graphics, menus and icons.
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